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SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

ADimSTRATKE/ REPORT

Results mail cover
set forth. Subjectjs^s bank account at
Loudoun Natioh^l^B^nkj Leesburg, Va., which
contains a balance of $5 •00 . This bank holds
first trust ! of 510,000.00 on subjects
hone at Aldie, Va. JACK E. RUSSELL, Attorney,
Leesburg, Va., holds second trust of $5,000.00.
Records of Collector of Revenue, Loudoux^Co.
checked: no data of significance noted .
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Sheriff S. PAUL ALEXANDER, Loudoun County, Leesburg, Virginia,
advised that l£r. HOOPPAW is employed by the J. T. Hurst Lumber Company,
Leesburg, Virginia, that he came to Leesburg from either North or South
Carolina five or six years ago.



RH 65-1629

Sheriff S. PAUL AIEXANDER, Loudoun County. Leesburr,
rginia, advised that Miss NANNIE C. FRED is the aged daughter of a
althy farmer, who owns several farms in Loudoun County.

Sheriff ALEXANDER informed that this concern is operated
WYRFD'T' L" Putomu r

Sheriff ALEXANDER informed that FLEMING is a farmer, whois engaged in farming at Hamilton, Virginia.
’
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lb's, TURNER FOSTER, wife of the President, Fauquier
National Bank, The Plains, Virginia, advised that the subject does not
have a bank account with this bank. She knows nothing concerning p/.RK
but stated she has observed one or two checks pass through the bank signed
by him and believes that he has an account with the Second National Bank,
Washington, D. C.



Sheriff ALEXANDER advised that HALL is a coal dealer
at Middleburg. ^ -

Indices of the Richmond Office reflect that JONES is
identical with the case entitled "JOE ALLEN JONES, APPL33C«NT-MESSENGER"

,

which case was opened in the Richmond Office "August 30, 1938 and subject
is also identical with the case entitled "JOE

'

ALLEN JOKES - WA-258-
./DOMIC ENERGY ACT — APPLICANT", which investigation was instituted May 27
1943. A review of the latter file reflects that JONES was employed by
ROBERT B. LARSON, Patent Attorney, National Press Building, Room 800, 14^
and F Streets, N. W., Washington, D, C,, in the capacity of a Patent
Attorney. -

.
-.7 .

m *



Sheriff ALEXANDER informed that the above persons, knenvr
to him, have no subversive tendencies to his knowledge,

tv rL .

indices of the Richmond Office are negative as to
Dr. RUFUS W. HUMPHREY, Middleburg, Virginia j CABLE HOOPPAW, Leesburg,
Virginia j JOHN HIGDON, Fairfax, Virginia; Miss NANNIE C. FRED, Leesburg^/V D°NIOP,

.
Vienna f Virginia; RICHARD A. and ROBERT E. PARHAM*

Virginia; J. W. FjflffiNG, Hamilton, Virginia, and M. M. PEARSON,
Middleburg, Virginia, and ’

Confidential Informant T-6 advised that the following
laiiil was received at the residence of the subject at Aldie, Virginia for
the period January 27, 1950 to March 4, 1950:

WILLIAM BROWN INGERSOL postmarked January 27, 1950
1220 •• 16th St,
tfeshington, D, C, 1 .. .

IEALEY or LEOLEY BRAND CONCRETE CO.
68tf West End Ave.
New York City

IEO tf^RABINOWETZ
796 Wells Bldg,
flan Francisco, Calif.

Changing Times
1279 G Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

American Scientist Magazine
New Haven, Conn.

Postmarked January 28, 1950

Postmarked January 30, 1950

Postmarked January 30, 1950

Postmarked January 30, 1950
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Human Relations Area Files, Inc.

333 Cedar Ft.
New Haven, Com.

Pieincnt' Telephone Co.
Manassas, Va.

Aetna Life Ins. Co.
1511 K Street, N. W.
"feshington, D. C„

Suite 42C
1736 I Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

American Association of University
Professors
11DI Connecticut Avenue, N. W.

,

D« C.

CRIICHELL MILES INS. CO.

175 West Jackson Blvd.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Mrs. W. &TBRAHDENSTEIN
2030 Gough Street
San Francisco, Calif.
(This is the mother-in-law of

R. Rich’s Sons
F at 10th
Washington, D. C.

Explorers Club
10 Yfest 72nd Street
New York City

9 Fel P. Steel
c/o American Express
Bombay, India

1009 - 10th Street
Washington, D. C.

Postmarked January 31, 1550

•Postmarked January 31; 1950

Postmarked January 31, 1950

Postmarked February 1, 1950

Postmarked February 1, 1950

Postmarked February 3, 1950

Postmarked January 31, 1950
subject.)

February 1, 1950

Postmarked February 2, 1950

Postmarked December 28, 195©

Postmarked March 2, 1950



Second National Bank
1333 G Street
tfeshington, D. C,

Suite 867
36 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago, Illinois

Yale University
333 Cedar Street
New Haven, Conn.

CHARLES S^HOMAS, Publisher
301 E. Iawrence
Springfield, 111.

E. P. DUTTON &- CO.
300 - 4th Ave.,
New York City

Ethnologists Book Exchange
Santa Anna, Calif.

eT&johnsson
3774 Hayes St., N. E., Apt. 1
Yfeshington, D. C.

Sinclair Refining Co.
10 W. 51st St.
New York City

The Express Club
10 West 72nd St

.

New York City

Aetna Life Insurance Co.
1511 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Pard Farms •

GuerneviUe, Calif.

Nrs. H. vjfBRANDENSTINE
2030 Gough Street
San Francisco, Calif.

Postmarked .March 3, 1950

Postmarked February 4, 1950

Postmarked February 7, 1950

Postmarked February 8, 1950

Postmarked February 9, I95©

Postmarked February 10, 1950

Postmarked February 11, 1950

Postmarked February 11, 195®

Postmarked February 12, 1950

Postmarked February 13, 1950

Postmarked February 10, I95O

Postmarked February 10, 1950

- 9 -
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American Association for Advancement
of Science
1515 Massachusetts Avenue
D. C.

Duke University, N. C.

ROBERT S. PEABODY FOUNDATION
Andover, Mass.

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, N. H.

Yale Club
1500 • Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.

miLUM BRCTflJ^SNGERSOLL, D.D.S.
1220 - 16th St.

’iashington, D. C.

BIIS^THIIANN
620 Euclid Drive
San Francisco, Calif.

Loudoun National Bank
Leesburg, Va.

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, N. M.

Sinclair Refining Co.
10 V/est 51st Street
New York City

Box 291 '

Leesburg, Va.

Express Club
10 Vfest 72nd St.
New York City

Collier and Ashton
Middleburg, Va.

Postmarked February 15, 1950

Postmarked Febrdary 15, 1950

Postmarked February 18, 1950

Postmarked February 16, 1950

Postmarked February 20, 1950

Postmarked February 24, 1950

Postmarked February 20, 1950

Postmarked February 27, 1950

Postmarked February 28, 1950

Postmarked March 1, 1950

Postmarked March 3, 1950

Postmarked March 3, 1950

Postmarked March 3, 1950

\
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Best & Company
5th Avenue & 51st St.
New York City

American Association of University
Professors
1101 Connecticut Ave.
Washington, D. C.

American Folk Lore Society
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia

Funk & Wagnolls
53 East 24th Street
New York City

Postmarked March 3, 1950

Postmarked March 4, 1950

Postmarked March 4, 1950

Postmarked March 4, 1950

The Deed Book on file at the Cierk 0f Court's Office,
Loudoun County Court House, Icosburg, Virginia, reflects that on Seotem-
ber 7 194S WILLiai-H. and DOROTffif3 ,.TON DREEIE sold 6.48 acres of‘land,
including buildings, to WILLARD ^2.n&S*SUSAN JLlPARK . It was indicated
th?t a $10,000.00 first trust was held by the Loudoun National Bank,
Leesburg, Virginia, and that a second trust of $5,000.00 was held by
JACK E. RUSSELL, Leesburg, Virginia, an attorney for the Loudoun National
£ank«

Confidential Informant T-7 informed that PARK and his
wife opened a joint account at this bank on September 7, 1948 with a
5500.00 deposit. The balance at the present time is $5.00. He informed
that the- last check was drawn on this account on November 1, 1949 and
that all cancelled checks have been mailed to PARK. It was noted that
there were several deposits around $500.00 each, that the highest deposit
was -#901.00 on k rch 3, 1949. lodger sheets reflected that numerous
small checks were drawn on this account, indicating it was used to pav
household bills.

Informant T-7 informed that on September 7, 1948 the
bank took a #10,000.00 straight five year trust at three percent on the
residence of P-**RK, located at Aldie, Virginia. He stated that he believes
the original purchase price of the house and land was in the vicinity of
#25 ,000.00 .

Confidential Informant T-8 madd available1 1949 Personal
Property Tax Return of the subject, which was filed '.pril 30, 1949. This

- n -
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?
e owned a *9*7 Pontiac, two cattle; 1 hog, poultrylued a t *25,00, total value of his personal property $1,434.00, Noother data of significance was noted,

* M°

, + . .

Sheriff S. PAUL ALEXANDER, who resides at Aldie, Virgir vinformed that the subject does not associate with the people in the coL-nunity and does not take part in local affairs. He stated that he has

but tn°r^ J
ascertain what type of business the subject is engaged inbut to date has only been able to learn that he is engaged in some type

^
usinGS®

• u
He stated that his young son plays with the

.J* children and that he has accompanied them to Washington. D. C

Ss
S

s^
r
told

C
him

i
fTf

t
h

S
J
trd movies * He stated that °n one occasions°". told him that he had accompanied Mr. PARK and his children to

^ashWt
106

°D °r
B ^™#iKSBERG, located in the Warner Building,

tMrtvSSfS fu
C

*
.

hls son had mentioned that the GINSBERG childrenhad visited the subject's children at Aldie, Virginia.

Sheriff ;.IEXANDER related that all visitors of the
aPP?rant

Jy
strangers in the community; however, he has been

S'the lor!?
061*13111 Jhe identity of any of them but did observe an article
1 £pelwhich indicated that GEORGE D^IURDOCK, Professor of

UniVCrSlt7' "as •»* of the

that thr * /ostaaster s - T - ISH, Aldie, Virginia
, also informedthat the subject does not associate with people in the community nor does

P\RK^
k
LS

art
}
oczl

.
a
^
fQlra - He stated that from his observation the

SJJ8.” y®1*7 fe
y

visitors and they are strangers in the community. He

p :
°ne

xf
the Local children, identity unknown, while in therecently mentioned that one of the PARK children had told

t^EthSpiaf
were from the community in the spring and were going

- PENDING -
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CHARLOTTE OFFICE

AT DURHAM. W. C.

mil ascertain the identity of W. LaBAERE or LaBORRE.
Duke University.

*

CHICAGO OFFICE

AT CHICAGO. III,.

^ill ascertain the occupants of Suite 867, 36 South
Dearborn Street.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

AT hqrtonvtt.tj:. PA.

AT SAN FRANCISCO. C»UF.

van ascertain the identity of LED J. RABINCP'AETZ, 796 Wells
Building, and BILL ROTHLANN, 620 Euclid Drive.

WASHINGTON FTET.D OFFICE

AT TT
:,SHINGTON. D. C.

- 13 -



mil contact Second National Bank, Washington, D. C to
determine if subject has an account there and if so. will
examine same.

Will ascertain if J3E /.HEN JONES is a direct employee of
the Atomic -Energy Commission and if so, consider advising
the Bureau of his association with this subject under
caption of Loyalty of Government Employees.

Will ascertain the identity of WILLIAM BROWN 3NGERS0LL.
1220 — 16th St., t’feshington, D. C.

mil ascertain the identity of persons occupying Suite
420, 1736 I Street, N. Ml,

Will ascertain the identity of individuals residing at
1009 - 10th Street,

Will ascertain the identity of E. JOHNSON, 3774 Hayes Street,
N. E., Apartment 1, Washington, D. C.

RICHMOND OFFICE

T LEESBURG. VA.

’‘3.11 ascertain the identity of subscriber to Post Office
Box 91.

Will check with Western Union to determine if subject sent
or received a message December 24, 1949 .

AT FAIJS CHURCH. VA.

Vfi.ll endeavor to ascertain the current
ALLEN JOKES, 414 Great Falls Street.

employment of JOE

AT ARLINGTON. VA.



T-6 is Postmaster S. T. IS!, Aldie, Virginia, with
whom a sixty day mail cover on the residence of the subject was
placed on January 27, 1950.

T—7 is H. I, TIFFANY, Cashier and Vice-President,
Loudoun National Bank, Leesburg, Virginia.

T—8* is iirs. L. S. ANDRETJ5, employee. Collector of
Revenue's Office, Loudoun County Court House, Leesburg, Virginia,

REFERENCE: / Bureau File 77-25035.
/ Reports of SA CARL N. DeTEMPLE, Washington Field,

\
H/22/49 and 3/13/50.

- 15 -
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Office Memorandum • dotted states government

TO * Director, FBI

***** Mewtork:,.

•f*
8 * torch 28, 1950

-- •- -ft -- : v - .:~i-_
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.
Mtrme* Bureau letter toted ^totor iSr 1949, Fee Terk

letter toted January 4, 1950* ,- * . .
:

..A .. . . vj^v ^ •. .», .
.

.£.,:• •_-

V review of ttaie file indicates that alleomaryreporta in ;
>

eonnatation with the breakdown of thie ease have near been submitted to the
''

Ws^s&m end, since there are no farther leads oatstanding at Mew Xork in
this case, it is being considered as referred upon completion to the officeof origin. -EDC. v • V -

- -*y

1 ec* Washington Field (100-17493)

RJBsMLV
65-14603
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l TO

Ar**

T° * Director, FBI

OU « SAC, Hew York

• UNITED STA1 _jTZRNMENT

DATE: 3-29-50

Gregory
-4i

vi-V~ -bspiohage - B

/.1
V*".; SUBJECT*

§ $

hi
. . ... returned to Hew York City 3/13/50 and plans toreside in this cityjperasasently. She is presently'residing at the Hotel

‘

Commodore but expects to take up residence with some family or friends inthe near future. -

_
In view of the publicity given to the BEHTLEY case in tie pressand because of her appearance before the House Committee on Un-Amftlcan

activities , it is not believed necessary to carry her as a confitfr^Wai
number vhen reporting information in tjKiW

and Applicant cases where she furnlsnes information regarding the allrvi-
ties of persons involved in such cases where she has knowledge of thettrpast or present Communist affiliations or lack thereof and where she 'hasnot requested her identity be kept confidential.

However, it is felt that, if any matters of intelligence levelare discussed with her or where she volunteers information of this type
tire reporting of it should be done by utilizing a temporary informant
symbol. — -

DE:<

®lis procedure, in reporting information obtained from ELIZABETH
JSgrhLEl, will be followed unless, of course, the Bureau directs otherwise,

utmost caution will be used to insure that information supplied by her
confidential basis is not revealed or openly reported as from

Washington Field

“
-14603

wity&Aiifc SO

INDEXED -78

RECORDED - Vo
.

/

. *. * -
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>

mb llTsso:

.*.'nl91S50 C f
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Office Memorandum • UNITEI^^ATES GOVERNMENT

TO t

FROM t

DIRECTOR, FBI
i.

SAC GUI HOTTEL, WASHINGTON FIELD

z*3

0
SUBJECT: GREGORY

ESPIONAGE Cfr-K
(Bofil* 6£-561*02)

DATE: June 19, 1950

REGISTERED MAIL
Return Receipt Requested

? *
'V—

Reference is wide to Los Angeles lsttsr dated May 27, 1950 requesting

copy of ftweary Report in this ease together with transcript of testimony for-

zdshed br ELIZABETH BENTLEY in view of the continued interest and desirability
: .

of reference on the part of the Los Angeles Office*

Than is transmitted herewith to the Los Angeles Offioe a copy of the

Summary Report dated October 21, 191*6 which was prepared in the Bureau. This

was the second and last of two such reports, an earlier report bearing the date

of February 21, 192*6.

Also for the assistance of the Los Angeles Division, there is submitted

herewith a copy of the original statement of ELIZABETH TERRILL BENTLEY dated

November 30, 191*$ as contained in the report of SA THOMAS G. SPENCER, New York,

dated December 5, 191*5*

There is also transmitted herewith a printed copy of the Hearings

(1378) before the House Comaittee on Un-American Activities, 80th Congress,

Second Session, which contains a great deal of testimony by ELIZABETH BENTLEY,

WHITTAKER CHAMBERS, etal.

In view of the frequent need for reference in this Office, it is

requested that if available the Bureau will furnish this Office a copy of the

Susnary dated October 21, 191*6, thus replacing the copy being transmitted at,

this to Los Angeles.

HFRrS
TI

?SK/TION CONT/

/t£LAS£ifi
'

i/rfi -8]

4f
i/'

recorded JUN 191950
84

MATimJd
100-171*93
cc - Los Angelas(Ends •)

r-



RECORDED - 71 SAC, Washington Flteld

Director, FBI

3w* 22, 199
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"eV^' ' ...

_ > ^Rwatfet &* 19th'last. Encloied barmrlth
;-*- j •••>'/ *»py of the raaaijf report dated October 21. 1946, antitied «Uxfegw

®p©tnd Soviet arplonage Organisation 2h Agencies of tin lilted
8tataa Qoraraneat.*
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Assistant Attorney General James M. Mclnerney

Director, FBI October 17, 1950
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Office Metmrci.idum
. 3.6717

)ii #
• UNITED STAV GOVERNMENT

TO

note *

^OBJBCTt
V
~

Director, FBI

^SACy Boston

DATE:
ID-3-50

TOiohagb (a)
(InXUt 10M4&8)

Be *ashington latter to •«i7 to Bal
21, 1950, sotting forth that 1to Bureau tod
•Sf SQUt^rAELKH concerning his fa-*ledge Of DOB^fAflZBOHE*

***•* **S“* X, 1950 tto Bunas sal interested fUM omcee^sersW
that SQLaOi HUES is preeeetly in ftrfend sad that tho Boston Office.

W

anlooa advised to the contrary, vrould arrange to intozrioo Aftr.vp on V-
:
.;'

ntnrn to the United States*
^
c

0
1

D

1

aeojut contact at the sesidenoe of ADLXR*s fattor-i»-l», IAHEJCKVaCH13E8CB.
19 Mare Street, Gaabzddge, Basaaebusetts, disclosed that tw.fff aoi Ws sife
'£nJi*"a *? *• in fegleal ea a visit md are to» to retorn to *
States in late October, 1950.

the Btaited

As indicated in the raftranced letter of the lastingten Field Office, ADI£S
is toe subject of a pending espionage (a) iaeeotLgation in this office
is origin.

the above euaaary of the status of toe natter is being recorded at u.
in order that Interested field offices sill knee the reason toy tto intow
vise of IDLES has not been conducted.

In the absence of contrary instructions fire* tbs Bureau, open the location
ef SOLOiQK AD1EH an tale return to toe Vnited States, be sill be iaterviened

*ith *** in*tnaction“ Moafiatd in the Baabington letter dated i
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teletype

WASH FROM HEW YORK 18A 16 10-04 P
' ^ - - -

[RECTOR URGENT

n»rr nu r\i

ALL INFORMATION C^l

iSSIFi ptfi y j

ectorKe
0 OATEiv
^GREGORY, ESP-R. RE TELEPHONE cfcLL~6&0M INSPE<?rf5£ KTTlAUGHLIN

to asac w. m# whelan in the matter of saag t. j. donegan-s call TO
yj

ASSISTANT' TO THE DIRECTOR D. M. LADD ABOUT^iUNINI-S COLLABORATION ^

WIxl^BENTI.EY ON -HER NEW ppniL SAAG PONEGAN ADVISED ASAC WHELAN
» V £ LI z /t i ' TH

THAT HE HAD CALLED YHYPUREAU"AND REPORTED THAT BRUNINI HAD ADVISED

HIN_TQDAY_THAT HE /BRUNINI/ HAD BEEN COLLABORATING WITH MISS BENTLEY \

j
J^TH^WRITING OF HER.JTCW BOOK .ANP_IHAT MISS BENTLEY AND THE? Pire» rsm
OF THE BOOK WERE RECOMMENDING THAT BRUNIhAeCEIVE THE REGULAR

PUBLISHER-S FEE TO WHICH A COLLABORATOR IS ENTITLED. BRUNINI FURTHER

ft
14

ADVISED MS. DONECAN THAT HE ASSISTED MSS BENTLEY IN MAKINC ARRANGE*
^

MEHTS WITH this PARTICULAR PUBLISHER to publish the book, he further:
STATED TO MR. DONEGAN THAT BENTLEY HAftrtfflTOSPfllM fflE.HAD DlSCUSsm \
*tlH THE FBI HHCTHERJ?aj}QI_IT HAS OKAY FOR BRawftlS^a^ADORATr :

1
WITH HER AND FOR HIM TO RECEIVE FEES A^TOstl^ ^ the i 3l
FBI HAD ADVISED HER IT HAS OKAY. BRUNINI FURTHER STATED TO MR.c wDONEGAN THAT BENTLEY SAID SHE WOULD PREFER THAT HE, BRUNINI, NOT Jio'
END OF PAGE ONE

jT" — iun |

ONE Wtg 'Mruaty) m Uvychn
t/sw\

~y » •ns^K'-w-va. GtoP arvcl i/o
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PACE TWO

DISCUSS THIS MATTER WITH SAAG T* J* DONEGAN. MR* DONEGAN ADVISED •

THAT BRgjlWI CONTACTED HIM TODAY SEEKING LEGAL ADVISE AS TO THE
PROPRIETY OF HIS RECEIVING SUCH FEES, BUT HE ASSURED DONEGAN THAT

HE, BRUNINI, HAD NO CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP WITH EITHER MISS BENTLEY

OR THE PUBLISHER, SAS T, G, SPENCER AND J* J. DANAHY INTERVIEWED

BENTLEY ON OCT* TWELVE LAST IN THE REGULAR COURSE OF PENDING IN-

VESTIGATIONS ON REMINGTON AND BROTHMAN* AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE
"

-^v'

INTERVIEW, MISS BENTLEY WAS ASKED WHETHER OR NOT HER BOOK HAD BEEN

COMPLETED AND SHE RELATED SHE HAD ABOUT TEN OR FIFTEEN MORE PAGES

TO WRITE ANDJHAT SHE WOULD FURNISH THIS. OFFICE JWITH A COPY AS

SOON AS THE PUBLISHER HAD RECEIVED THE .ENTIRE STORY. AT THAT TIME

SHE STATED IT WOULD BE NECESSARY TO HAVE THE BOOK READ FOR GRAMMATICAL
.

**
1 — ————— ——mu ' ''

... .. - ......I,

SETUP AND FOR ANY LIBELOUS STATEMENTS THAT MIGHT BE CONTAINED THEREIN*

AND STATED THAT, IN CONNECTION WITH THE PROOFREADING OF THE BOOK,

THIS JOB WAS GOING TO BE DONE BY BRUNINI* SHE RELATED TO AGENTS T̂ r;

JTHAT BRUNINI WAS A LITTLE CONCERNED ABOUT ACCEPTING THE JOB OF (U)

jIend of page two



PAGE THREE

rPROOFREADING THE BOOK IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT HE HAD BEEN THE FORE-

MAN OF THE GJ BEFORE WHICH MISS BENTLEY TESTIFIED AND WHICH GRAND

JURY INDICTED REMINGTON* SHE SOUGHT AGENTS ADVISE AS TO WHETHER ^
OR NOT BRUNINI COULD DO THIS WITH PROPRIETY AND AS USUAL WHENEVER ^
MISS BENTLEY HAS SOUGHT ADVISE FROM AGENTS, SHE WAS GIVEN NONE. 3

g
MISS BENTLEY DID NOT INDICATE THEN OR AT ANY PREVIOUS TIME THAT SHE

^

HAD BEEN COLLABORATING WITH ANYONE IN THE WRITING OF THIS BOOK.

THIS PARTICULAR FACT WAS NOT REPORTED TO THE BUREAU IN VIEW OF THE

FACT THAT BRUNINI IS KNOWN BY THE AGENTS WHO INTERVIEWED MISS BENTLEY *

TO BE AN OFFICER IN THE CATHOLIC POETRY SOCIETY AND, IT WOULD, THERE^^

FORE, APPEAR THAT HE WAS BEING UTILIZED NOT FOR HIS KNOWLEDGE GAINED *

BEFORE THE JSRAND JURY, BUT FOR HIS KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITY IN REVIEWING
|

BOOKS AND GAINED BY WORKING IN THE LITERARY FIELD. THE AGENTS r t V

REPORT THAT, ON THIS INTERVIEW, BENTLEY DID NOT MENTION ANYTHING t

ABob’fcFEES TO BE .RECEIVED BY BRUNINlfU)

' tr

HOLD I Kr'fi
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l/o GOVERNMENT

i'

TO i

nou i

/,'• SUBJECT:

W
r>.* r

MR, BELMONT

D, M. Ladd

DATE:

October 16, 1950

cu«_
Olsrln

Mr, T, J, Donegan called from New York today
and adviced that the foreman of the fotmer Grand
Jury, Mr, Brunini, had contacted him and stated that
he has been helping Elisabet^3entley on her book;
that he has, however, taken no money. Me stated
that Bentley did not want Brunini to tell Mr, Donegan
about this help, and she claimed to have told the
York Office about it.

trmoiL,

It is desired that this matter be checked with
New York to see if they have been furni shed this informa-
tion and the details be submitted in a memorandum for ^ -

the Director

,

jr~7X

DMLsCSH

all inf
HERE'
DATE

TlOtl contained

ADDENDUMS October 16, 1950

.JW:I called ASAC Whelan of New York at 5il0
to determine whether they had received any information
concerning the above, Mr, Whelan stated that Mr,
Donegan called him this afternoon around 4s00 P,M,
after he had talked to Mr, Ladd and stated that Mr’,
Brunini had told him, Donegan, today that he had been
collaborating with Bentley on her book and that she
had indicated to Brunini that the publisher and she

were interested in seeing that he would get such fees
as were due him. According to Mr, Donegan, Brunini
asked him for advice as to whether he should accept
any fee for work on this matter, Mr, Donegan stated
that he told Brunini that under no circumstances
should he do this - that this would be very important
so far os defense attorneys were concerned in both
the Brothman and Remington cases when Bentley testified,

Mr, Whelan advised that he is checking with
the Special Agents who handle Bentley and after he
has had a chance to talk to them, a detailed teletype
will be submitted by the New York Office,

l
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Office MemorMdum • united

TO xURm C. sKRICH

FB.OM ;1£R. A. S. BREKT ^

SOBJEC^HSGORY
E5PI0KAGE » R

&

J

STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: October 30, 1950

Purpose

Classified fcp

^sjcpt *r CU.
Jtete of 2c ; . ; ..~L£
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*r.*ry -gl ± 2>

L
tiea Icuifiaite
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To a

^
v
Jf

e that a review has been made of 54 files coveri^the breakdown of the Gregory case. To advise that this review re*
‘

~khe facts are still insufficient for prosecution under the
or j:elatsd_ statutes j that the information r^g-iS^r?

p'j}3 not assist in ceveloping the Gregoiy case at this time^
,

urtb®r ^formation received in that case may assist: that onOctober 17, 1950, the Department's attention was directed to the
Gregory case in response to its request for information concerning
individuals v.ho now become liable to register with the Department
!\
na®r^®ct

;
on 20

.

of
-

the Internal Security Act of 1950. To recommend
that ail o. the individual cases on the Gregory subjects be reviewedty the Internal Security and Espionage Sections to insure that we takeall acuion possible under this Statute. To recommend that we take actioncertain selected jas^sir. an endeavor to obtain productive interviewsV 11,11 t.ie suoiects. ALL WFOmAIIW CONTAINED V7
n . ^ , .

1&3EXS IS UNCLASSIFIED
v. Current Status of the Gregory Case EXCEL' 1 FEERE SHOWqX?

.
«IHrEiVxS3 .

rec£ll that the field was instructed by letter

, - kh
d
f
te

^
! -£rch

J
1* -1949

*
,

to bre£k down this case. I have reviewed 54 files
- tt.fr § whichsoever trie breakdown of the Gregory case. This review was con-ducted for the purpose of determining exactly what the oicture of the
.TOg §ifcv Gregory case is at this time.

o vO c v

aS5fcW«

FulS^

ic

T

1 that during the breakdown of this case, the fieldsubmitted reports concerning some of the subjects under characters
handled by the Internal Security Section. 'Other... reports were submitted :
under characters handled by the Espionage Section.

+ + ?ter
I
l£l Security Section handled 33 of these cases.

The status of these 33 cases in that section at the present time isas follows :
•

.

• •

•

6— SZVrS
tt v\

I

it

65-5^402

_ASB:mpn £ CT****^
rWw
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Pending inactive - 1
Pending - g
Closed - 24

Total 33

The Espionage Section has handled twenty—one of these
cases. These are broken down as follows:

Pending inactive - 2
Pending - 14
Closed - 5

Total 21

I will supervise all of the pending cases in the Espionage
Section onthe subjects who were taken out of the Gregory Case with
the exception of the following four cases which are being supervised
as follows:

Joseph Katz - Special Agent Plant
Mary Price - Special Agent Fults
George Perazich - Special Agent Cattaneo
Abraham Brothman — Special Agent Enrich

Joseph Katz and Abral^^^^fc^^Eiftu ai-e being supervised as shown
in view of the developments inmU^^c^ary Price is employed as
secretary at the Czechoslovakian Embassyv^George Perazich is employed

Jjby the Yugoslavs in Washington, D. C. r~,

Prosecution
v>\

By memorandum dated January 14, 1947, former Inspector
E. P. Morgan presented an objective analysis of the Gregory case from
a legal and investigative standpoint for the Director. In his
memorandum, Mr. Morgan stated, "With the evidence presently available, --ik

I the case is nothing more than the word of Gregory against that of the
^

l several conspirators. The likely result would be an acquittal under
•very embarrassing circumstances .

”

2



On page two of his memorandum, Kr. Morgan notes, ’'Gregory
cannot testify in any instances to whom Golos and his successors
delivered the material collected for them ...”

.

~ l&V Morgan proceeded to analyze the case for prosecution fo!-
espionage. In response to the question, ’'Does the evidence now

’

available establish the obtaining of information with respect to thenations! defense of the United States, with the intent or reason r

to believe such information would be used to the injury of the
United States, and/or for the benefit of a foreign country? n
Mr. Morgan notes that Gregory can testify, generally from
recollection, as to the type of information obtained which infor-
mation, as a type, would probably be construed, considering that a state M.of war existed, as related to the national defense. However, he
observed that we had no one else available to identify this informa-

•

W3S questionable whether the informant’s recollection wouldbe sufficiently definite and detailed, without some corroboration, tosustain conviction. It would be the word of one defendant against
" '

"

that of several others without more, which is always, he observed
”a precarious predicate for an investigation.”

. „
was a^s0 notec* that ’’intent or reason to believe such

information will be used to the injury of the United States, and/or forthe benefit of a foreign country,” was an essential element of this
offense. It was pointed out that we had no evidence from which ”intentor reason to believe" could be proved or reasonably inferred in the
case of the Silver-master or Perlo groups. It was noted that even
Gregory could not testify where the information went after leaving
her and her admission that she believed it would be used by Soviet
Intelligence would not be binding on the other co-conspirators.

Mr. Morgan next took up the question, "Does the evidence::.™-
available show that subjects had lawful or unlawful possession of
any document or note pertaining to the national defense and (a)
wilfully transmitted or attempted to transmit the same to any
person not entitled to receive it, or (b) wilfully retained the
same and failed to deliver it on demand to the officer or employee ~-:>S
of the United States entitled to receive it?" In connection with
this question, he noted that we have only the statement of Gregory as
to the nature of the documents or notes involved, some of which were
according to her, copied or photographed in the basement of the

* '

J§
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Silvermaster home. He observed that under this section it is the document
itself, the unlawful possession and transmittal of which is proscribed.
He stated that the document must be produced or identified with such
definity to show by other facts that it did relate to the national
defense. He doubted if Gregory 1 s testimony would go sufficiently far in
that direction. He summarized this point by stating that you must
produce either the document or, in its absence, show conclusively
that it. comes within the provisions of the statute which penalizes
possession and transmittal of a document. He stated that we did not
have the evidence to do this.

Mr. Morgan concluded by stating

1. That the evidence available at that time in the
Gregory case was insufficient to assist a successful
prosecution tinder existing Federal statutes.

2. That the investigation as being conducted at that time
offered little likelihood of providing corroborative
evidence with respect to activities occurring during the associa-
tion of Gregory with the subjects.

3. That it was highly problematical whether the investigation
would establish violations independent of those indicated
by Gregory. He observed that without an infomant working
within the group of subjects, the odds in this respect
would be practically nothing.

4. That the principal value of the investigation had been
to develop subjects in addition to those indicated by
Gregory.

5.
.

That the continuance of the investigation on the basis
existing then did not appear justified, inasmuch as the 1

results were largely cumulative except for an occasional
new face in the picture.

6. That "Had we been in contact with Gregory during the
course of his courier activity, beyond question evidence
couid have been developed sustaining a prosecution for espionage.
Coming in after the event as the Bureau did, we are now on
the outside looking in, with the rather embarrassing

SEDBET
4



’’responsibility of having a most serious case of Soviet
espionage laid in our laps without a decent opportunity
to make it stick. This very circumstance,- however,
necessitates pursuing more direct methods, particularly
since the facts of the Gregory statement are known to
several persons and agencies outside the Bureau.”

7» That the only hope of salvaging a successful prosecution
was (a) to try to make an informant of one of the subjects
and/or (b) to interview the subjects hoping that at least
one would break and serve as a corroborative witness.

Mr. Morgan noted that if we failed to sufficiently develop
one of the subjects as an informant, he doubted whether any more could
be accomplished of sufficient value through further investigation
based upon the interviews.

Mr. Morgan recommended

"(1) That one of the subjects of this case, possibly the
weakest member, be contacted with a view to making
him an informant. This is an outside chance but
offers the only reasonable prospect of making a
case with respect to contemporaneous and future
events.

”(2) Failing in this respect, the other subjects should
be exhaustively interviewed. Since an interview
with one would virtually amount to putting *n of
them on notice, it would seem logical to conduct
such interviews as nearly simultaneously as possible.

”(3) That inasmuch as the case is in the hands of the
Department, its approval be obtained before taking
the foregoing action.

”(4) That failing to break any of the subjects, serious
consideration be given to exposing this lousy
outfit and at least hounding them from TRe I federal
service. Several possibilities exist in this regard
but this would seem to be a bridge to cross when
we get to it.” (65-56402-2077)

II

II
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Since the preparation of the above memorandum by Mr.
Morgan, we have interviewed or endeavored to interview the Gregory
subjects. We have interviewed some of them on more than one occasion and*
we have tried to interview some of them on one or more occasions.
Many of them have appeared before one of- the two Federal Grand *

~

Juries that met in New York City from June 1947 to June 1950.
Some of them have appeared more than once. Many of the subjects
have appeared before the House Committee on Un-American Activities.
However, a review of the fifty-four cases reveals that we still
have insufficient facts upon which to base prosecution for the
violation of the espionage and related statutes because of the
reasons noted by Mr. Morgan. It was observed, however, that an
of the subjects have left the United States Government.

Perhaps the most important investigative accomplishment
since the breakdown of this case was instituted has been the identi-
ficationjof the Unknown Subject. "Jack" as Joseph Katz. However,
whenthis identification was made, Katz "was in~ France Where he
remains. The chances of obtaining prosecution in this case would
be considerably better if we were able to develop Katz as a witness
for the Government.

Information Developed in Soviet Re Gregory Subjects

I conversed with Specia
the information developed in th
involved in the Gregory case. Tfie facts

y
Lamphere concerning

* individuals who were
eveloped inf

4 -'jp* * VA
It is my understanding that Special Agent E. J. Van Loon will

prepare a memoranch^which will contain the pertinent information
developed infldpwMthe individuals connected with the Gregory
case. I will channel this information to the appropriate case files

V>\
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Special Agent Lam;
all unidentified subjects
Gregory subjects, they wi

The Internal Security Act of 1950

that he will! retain
!f any of these^re identified as
otrer to

U
As you know, this statute was enacted "to protect the United

States against certain tin-American and subversive activities by
requiring registration of Communist organizations, and for other
purposes."

This statute provides in Section 20 that the Act of June 8,
1938, "an act to request the registration of certain persons employed
by agencies to disseminate propaganda in the United States and for
other purposes," be amended to add the following paragraph;

"(5) any person who has knowledge of or has received
instruction or assignment in the espionage, counterespionage,
or sabotage service or tactics of a government of a foreign
country or of a foreign political party, unless such knowledge,
instruction, or assignment has been acquired by reason of
civilian, military, or police service with the United States
Government, the governments of the several States, their
political subdivisions, the District of Columbia, the
Territories, the Canal Zone, or the insular possessions,
or unless such knowledge has been acquired solely by
reason of academic or personal interest not under the
supervision of or in preparation for service with the govern-
ment of a foreign country or a foreign political party or
unless, by reason of employment at any time by an agency
of the United States Government having responsibilities
in the field of intelligence, such person has made full
written disclosure of such knowledge or instruction to
officials within such agency, such disclosure has been made
a matter of record in the files of such agency, and a
written determination has been made by the Attorney General
or the Director of Central Intelligence that registration
would not be in the interest of national security."

memorandum dated September 26, 1950, the Criminal-
Division of the Department advised that it would be interested in
receiving any information the Bureau might have regarding
individuals who now become liable to register with the Department
under Section 20 of the Internal Security Act of 1950, and also
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requested that the Criminal Division be advised of the identities
of persons concerning whom a written determination might be made by
the Attorney General that registration would not be in the interest
of national security. - 1.

The Bureau advised the Department by letter dated October
17» 1950, that the problems raised in its memorandum were being given
consideration and it was called to the Departments attention that
in the meantime it might wish to review the case of "Nathan Gregory
Silvermaster, was., et al," and the case of "Jay David Whittaker
Chambers, was. et al. Perjury, Espionage - R and Internal Security - R "
both of which are replete with individuals falling under each category.

It is suggested that the individual cases on the Gregory
subjects be reviewed by the Espionage and Internal Security Sections
to determine whether the cases should be presented to the Department
for a ruling on Section twenty.

Possibility of Developing the Gregory Case Through
Concentrated Investigation on Certain Subjects

"

As noted previously in this memorandum, there are many
things that could occur in the future which would develop this case
and probably lead to successful prosecution. Joseph Katz might talk.
We nught obtain information througH|Bn5^e of the important . ,subjects may unexpectedly talk. It appears to me that we face Vi'the choice of waiting with the hope that some of these possibilities
will be realized or we can proceed in certain selected cases with an
investigation designed primarily to develop successful interviews
with some of the Gregory subjects.

As noted above, most of the subjects in the Gregory case
have been interviewed or attempts have been made to interview them.
At the present time there is no indication that any of them will
talk. In view of this situation, it is believed that we should
concentrate our investigative efforts on the subjects who reall
have the information which may result in successful prosecution.
It is realized that we are dealing with callous individuals. However,
it is felt that we should concentrate our investigative efforts at

8



this tune on trying to find a weak spot in the armors of these
people which will enable us to obtain successful interviews with them.
After a review of the fifty—four cases concerning individuals
who were formerly connected with the Gregory case, I have selected
c
®V'

ain cases vihich appear to me worthy of additional investigative *

Bfiorts as stated above. These cases are!

1. Anatole Boris Volkov
Security Matter - C
100-329903

Volkov is the son of Helen Silvermaster by a former
marriage. This case was closed by the field in June 1950
in view of Volkov »s apparent lack of activity. At that
time, he was a research assistant in the Civics Department

Gregory advised that Volkov was regarded as a good
Communist and on occasions would come to New York and
deliver to her material that had been gotten together in
the Silvermaster home.

On June 17, 1947, Volkov was interviewed by agents of
the Charlotte office, at which time he denied the allegations
of Gregory. He volunteered that he was not a member of the
Communist Party and had never attended any of the meetings
and was not associated with anyone whom he knew was a member
of the Communist Party. It is believed that if we concen-
trate on Volkov and are successful in obtaining additional
witnesses who will testify concerning his Communist Party
membership and activity, we will have grounds for a rein-
tervaew with Volkov or may be able to have him brought before
a Federal Grand Jury to establish a perjury violation. AT 1

of this, it is felt, will affect the Silvermasters and may
possibly persuade them to cooperate with the Government.

* SEl^T



William Ludwig Ullman
Security Matter - C
100-364197

It is believed that we should concentrate on Ullman,
who is the subject of a pending case, in view of the fact
that he is alleged to have photographed the documents for
Silvermaster and he may be able to identify some of the
classified material which was furnished to Silvermaster
by members of his group.

The relations between Ullman and the Silvermasters appear
unusual. He came to Washington, D. C. in approximately 1935.
Shortly thereafter he began to live with the Silvermasters
and has continued to reside with them. He has no background
of Communist activities. He apparently comes from a loyal
American family. His parents reside in Springfield, Missouri,
and he has a sister who lives in New York City. When inter-
viewed in April of 1947, Ullman appeared as being the weakest
member of the triangle.

It appears that the Silvermasters have always’ watched
Ullman very carefully. It also appears that he never gets
very far away from them.

A recent report from the Newark Office reflects an interview
by our Special Agents on August 31, 1950, with Jesse Thompson,^o worked for Silvermaster and Ullman as a carpenter in Harvey
Cedars, New Jersey for about three years up to July 1950.
Thompson commented on Silvermaster as a personality. He
stated among other things that Silvermaster was a man of
a very high nervous, erratic and taciturn nature. He advised
that Silvermaster apparently is in constant fear of something.
He feels sure that Silvermaster is not a well man, either
mentally or physically. He explained these statements by saying
that should a car or strangers appear anywhere near the
vicinity, both Ullman and Silvermaster go into a whispering
conference and there is much anxiety and nervousness displayed
by both of them until the cause is removed.

or
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Ifr. Thompson stated that the two men exhibited a tremendous
amount of distrust toward each other and that each is constantly
checking on the whereabouts and activity of his partner* Her

T

said even if one goes to the post office to pick up the mail
without the other, the one who did not go would begin making
checks among the other workers on the construction job to
determine how long the other had been gone and what mail had
been picked up. He said that a like attitude was displayed
by Silvermaster and Ullman in everything they did. He
believed that a love triangle existed between Silvermaster,
his wife Helen, and Ullman and was responsible for this
distrust. (101-786-130)

ks you know, it is a common practice in the course
of criminal investigations conducted by the Bureau to
contact parents and other relatives of the subject, if
such action is deemed appropriate. It is believed that
we should explore this possibility in the case of Ullman.^ ^ ^- s determined that UHman* s parents and sister are
loyal Americans, it is believed that we should contact them
for. information concerning Ullman and particularly any infor-
mation which may lead to a successful interview with him. It may
be that they will, in some way assist the Bureau in obtaining
Ullman f s cooperation. Undoubtedly, an interview with them
would distrub Ullman if it came to his attention.

• Duncan Chaplin Lee *

Security Matter - C
100-364413

Duncan Lee and his wife were interviewed by the Washington
Field Office on May 29, 1947. Both were quite nervous and
upset. He was shaking considerably and did not stop trembling
until the interview had progressed for approximately one
hour. He appeared before the HCUA on August 10, 1948. - ,

Washington Field has reported that there are seven discre-
pancies in Lee f s HCUA testimony and the information he
furnished our Special Agents. It is believed that a thorough
review of the investigation concernirg Lee might be productive.



II
It is again suggested that there may be a way of persuading

a Lee to talk by interviewing his parents and relatives. Lee
f comes from an old prominent Virginia family and it is possible

that if we start with his parents and relatives he may become
cooperative. If these interviews draw complaints from Mm ,
then it is felt that we would be in a position to interview
him thoroughly concerning the noted discrepancies. The
Security Matter - C case of Lee was closed by Washington Field
Office report of September 26, 1949.

. Abraham George Silverman
Security Matter - C
100-363633

The Bureau has made several attempts to interview
Silverman. His case is now closed. Our latest was in
early September 1950 after his testimony before the HCUA.
Kiis met with negative results. We have also endeavored to
interview his wife, Sarah, with negative results. Mr. T.
Vincent Quinn, former Assistant Attorney General in Charge
of the Criminal Division, once stated that if Silverman talked
he probably would be able to prosecute not only the conspiracy
case but also a substantive violation, in that Silverman might
be able to identify certain classified material furnished to
the Silvermasters. (Memorandum from Mr. Ladd to the Director
dated July 10, 1947, 65-56402)

You will also recall that Silverman was involved in
the Jaham case. He is in a position to furnish us considerable
information if he could be persuaded to do so. In the course
of our past investigation of him, we have endeavored to use
the third party approach, but this method has been unproductive.
It is believed that we should give consideration to inter-
viewing Silverman’s son, Richard, who is grown and in 1947 was
attending Harvard University. Richard should be able to furnish
us information concerning his father’s associates in Washington,
D. C., particularly some of the individuals who were involved
in the Gregory case. It is believed that Silverman would be
very sensitive to an approach to his son. It is felt that an

j interview with Richard Silverman would disturb his father and
I might be the thing which will cause Silverman to cooperate with
I US. - - - - " — ——— -r-T-T—-----------

<w- L.
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5. Robert Talbot Miller . Ill
Internal Security - R
101-6611

it is beIieve^ that we should give consideration to closing
in on Miller by talking to his father, who is a prominent New
England physician. We have never talked to his father or any

relatives and it may be that such interviews might persuade
Miller to cooperate with us. At the present time. Miller is
an associate of Randolph Feltus in the firm of Randolph Feltus
Associates, Public Relations, New York City.

6. Victor Perlo
Security Matter - C
100-362123

He is the subject of a pending case being superivsed by
the Internal Security Section. He was, of course, the leader
of the Perlo group in Washington, D. C. It is believed that
we should give consideration to interviewing his parents for
whatever information they may have concerning his Communii
activities. It is to be noted that Perlo continues his
contacts with Communists and Communist front groups.

Recommendation

„e,r
. b That bbe Internal Security and Espionage Sections

1 r®spec^ve cases on the Gregory subjects to insure

Acfof l95o!
S11 aCtlDn P°ssible ^der the Internal Security

• j. . ,

•^iat a thorough review be made of the files on thp

their
1
reWi

men
\
i0ned t0 determine whether we should interview^ 65 ±n an endeavor to persuade these subjects to co^Ite

^w
hb^ S°rr+

ent - iS belieVed that the investigations shoSSnow be directed toward making these subjects talk.

13
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TO ! Director, FBI

X^gROM « SAC, New York

SUBJECT: ^REGORT
ESPIONAGE - R

There is enclosed a photostatic copy of a memorandum PreP^®£/*^_
rw

JOHN GILLAND BRUNINI*
/
in connection with his association with ELIZABEpr aEIvl'LEX,

particularly concerning the book which she is presently writing. This memoran-

dum was made available to this office through SAAG T. J. Donegan.

TGS:RAA
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! Director, FBI
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'WASH FROM NEW YORK 22 A 26 11-50 .F
j

' v?/-? sill7?

ATT INSPECTOR cA^gron^TioN CONTAIN^ /

©
RE GREGORY, ESP - R.

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED,

CALL BETWEEN ABAC WHELAN AND INSPECTOR

HENNRICH, OCT. TWENTY SIX, NINETEEN FIFTY. ELI7ABETH prMTt rv ,

_

FOLLOWING A CONFERENCE ON OCT. TWENTY FIVE, FIFTY WITH SAAG DONEGAN

AND JJSA SAYPOL IN WHICH AMONG' OTHER THINGS SHE REQUESTED PERMISSION

TO MAKE PUBLIC APPEARANCES PRIOR TO THE TRIALS OF THE REMINGTON AND

BROTHMAN CASES AND IN WHICH SHE WAS ADVISED BY DONEGAN AND SAYPOL

’ CLEAR WITH THEM PRIOR TO ACCEPTING ANY SPEECHES, CONTACTED

IKE NYO AND FURNISHED THE FOLLOWING INFO. BENTLEY STATED THAT

ON OCT. FIFTEEN, FIFTY SHE HAD BEEN IN CONTACT WITH MISS DOR IS

'^TEVENS WHO IS ALSO KNOWN AS MRS. JONATH/tt^jjlITCHELL. MISS STEVENS’

IS A PROMINENT FEMINIST CLUB WOMAN AND WRITER. BENTLEY TOLD MISS

STEVENS ABOUT BENTLEY-S CONNECT ION WITH ABRAHAt^SROTHMAN. ACCORDING

*>

. ;\

TO BENTLEY, SHE TOLD THIS STORY" IN GENERAL TERMS BU^ DID' STATE

THE MANNER IN WHICH SHE HAD MET BROTHMAN AND THE . TYPE OF.WORK BROTH-

MAN WAS DOING ON AN ESPIONAGE 1XVEL. BENTLEY STATED SHE FELT THAT

V SHE MADE A RATHER GRAVE MISTAKE IN MAKING THIS INFO AVAILABLE FOR

THE FOLLOWING REASONS... MISS STEVENS HAS RECENTLY REPRESENTED

INC :E

END OF PAGE ONE ^<^3
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PAGE TWO

INFO ON AMERICAN ESPIONAGE CASES FOR THE INCLUSION IN A REVISED

EDITION OF A RECENT BOOK PUBLISHED BY
.
REBECCA. WEST. CONCERNI N

G

TRAITORS INJENGLAND. BENTLEY EXPRESSED THE FEAR THAT MISS STEVENS

MI GHT RELAY THIS INFO TO REBECCA WEST AND IT MIGHT BE INCLUDED IN

REBECCA WEST-S REVISED BOOK PRIOR TO THE TRIAL OF THE BROTH^AN HA SP.

FOR THE INFO OF THE BUREAU, MISS STEVENS HAS BEEN MOST COOPERATIVE^
WITH THE NYO DURING THE INVESTIGATION OF ALGEl^IfSSS AND WILLIAM -WALTER

'^REMINGTON . RECENTLY MISS STEVENS HAS SOLICITED THE ASSISTANCE

OF THIS OFFICE TO PROCURE FOR HER PRESS RELEASES ISSUED BY THE

BUREAU ON THE GOLD, GREENGLASS AND RELATED ESPIONAGE_CASES ARISING

FROM THE FUCHS CASE* AT THAT TIME MISS STEVENS WAS ADVISED THAT

SUCH^ RELEASES HAD BEEN MADE BY THE BUREAU AT WASHINGTON AND THAT

SHE SHOULD PROPERLY DIRECT HER REQUEST FOR THIS INFO TO THE BUREAU.

*AS A MATTER OF COOPERATION, OCT. SEVENTEEN, FIFTY, A LETTER WAS

DIRECTED TO THE BUREAU CAPTIONED " DORIS STEVENS, INFO CONCERNING,

ATTN. ASSISTANT DIRECTOR L. B. NICHOLS". IN THIS LETTER THE

NATURE OF MISS STEVENS REQUEST WAS OUTLINED AND THE BUREAU WAS

ADVISED OF HER IDENTITY AND THE FACT THAT SHE MIGHT WRITE TO
<!»

END OF PAGE TWO
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PAGE THREE

the bureau eor these press releases, in accordance with the referenced
TELEPHONE CALL AMD UNLESS ADVISED TO THE rnMTRflBY BY THE BUREAU,

I ON OCT TWBITY _avEN, _ NOffiTES^im TW.MCTS SET FORTH amw will

I

E
?--E^1

LED T0 THE ATTENTION OF_,,SMG.J)ONESANJOR JU5_LNFfl JHAT-

|

EVER action HE MIGHT desire „TO TAKE INTHTs i^TTFR. (uy

SCHEIDT
HOLD
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UNITED

: DIRECTOR , FBI

GOVERNMENT

DATE: August 29, 1950

'SILVERMASTER , was., et al
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ARTHUR ALIEN GOIDSTEIN

JUDITH GOLDSTEIN
. ^f.V

FEOM i SAC GUY HOTTEL, WASHINGTON FIELD
SEffiET,

SUBJECT: NATHAN GREGQRi SIEVERMASTER, vas., et al
A»/T*>1** •

ESPI0KMffi - E
//3A3 a^W'u-

Be: ARTHUR ALIEN GOLDSTEIN; rfa«lfted by fit
m>Tm wan_

peclas^ onrteOR^/ ^
BefereDce la made to the telephone call, from Hr

;,
0^™’

Assistant Director, to SAC GOT BanEL,-rf
.

on August 25, 1950. Hr. GIAYIN requested that one RICHARD HAMPTON he %

interviewsa coneeming the alleged Communist activities of a camera * X

aalesman in Washington, D.C^^
^ ^

On August 28, Mr^EIMER RTCHATO SAMPT®^
1 resided at 8~ ^

Road Hvattsville, MarylancL, arid vhcfTfi employed ae a Sales-

man at the General Baking Company, 2161 Georgia Avenue, N.W., WasMngton, ft

R c was Interviewed hy Special Agent JOHN M. deBETTENCOURT of this

office. Kr? HAMPTON advised that hie vlfe, DOROTHT UA1WTCH, le emplcjed I

at the Brenner Photo Company, 933 Pennsylvania Are^e t N
*Y*>

a® * §
Bookkeeper. According to HAMPTON, his wife has told him that one ^
ARTHUR ‘GOLDSTEIN, who was also employed at the Brenner Photo Company

as a camera salesman, took up a collection among negro persons 5

observing a demonstration hy an alleged CIO organization at the Depart-
,

ment of Justice Building about a year ago. HAMPTON stated that he had 1

no first-hand knowledge of any activities by GOLDSTEIN but commented
j

that his wife believed that GOLDSTEIN'S wife was employed in the :

£Sau In t2 Department of Justice Building. According to HAMPTON ;

Mrs HAMPTON seems to believe that GOLDSTEIN has Communist leanings

because he did attempt to raise funds for the picketing members of
j

the demonstration' mentioned above.
,

HAMPTON also stated that his wife has told him that GOLDSTEIN'S

mother-in-law, the mother of JUDITH GOLDSTEIN, is believed to.be

employed at the Central Intelligence Agency in Washington, D.C.

HAMPTCN further stated that GOLDSTEIN is supposed to have a pass to

enter the CIA and is believed to be the salesman for the Brenner Company

at the CIA for camera equipment. \ '

The files of the Washington Field Office reflect that on

March 19, 191*6 , a letter was directed to the Director concerning ARTHUR

ALIEN GOLDSTEIN as a result of a request to conduct a discraet pre-

liminary investigation to identify GOLDSTEIN. It was pointer out in

this letter that Mrs. JUDITH GOLDSTEIN, nee GOLDBERG, was employed

in the Anti -Trust Division of the Department of Justice and resided

with her husband, ARTHUR GOLDSTEIN, at lM*0 Chapin Street, N.W., in

Washington, although her legal residence was furnished as New York. A



MEMO TO DIRECTOR, FBI August 29, 1950
,

RE: NATHAN GREGORY felLVERMASTER, vas, et al OTAlHri
bl-UptJ

taken vas dated September k, 19^5. 3n it she indicated that she was

bom in Vladivostok, Russia, on August 6, 1925; vas naturalized in the

United States at Boston an June 12, 4939, and vas the daughter of r.

TSiT&TTntTO •GOIDBERCr, bom in Warsaw, Roland, and JENNIE REIJlSTEiR, yho

vas |jrom
4
in Odessa^^Russia .

' ARTHUR GOLDSTEIN * s employment vas shown to

be vith the Brenner. Photo Company, and a crbdit report i#,t Stone * s

Mercantile Agency in Washington, D.^., reflected that as of April h.,

19^5, he vas the Manager of this company but that since September, 19^
had been employed as a Salesman. '

;
' yr'-

In this letter of March 19, 19^6, it vas advised that DCKAID

YfUSRkYf Publicity Director of the United Federal Workers of America,

CIO, commented that JUDITH GOLDSTEIN and her husband "are nice, pro-,

gressive people" and that "they are IM liberals and as far as I know-

participate only in the cooperative .movement . " This letter pointed

out that on Feb

According to tho report of SA. BREBTQN S. GGRDCflfj dated June 12

19^6, at Boston, Massachusetts, in the thstant captioned case, it is

reflected on page seven that both JUDITH GOLDSTEIN and JENNIE GOLDBERG,

Another of JUDITH, were interviewed in -1^2 as applicants for positions

in the FBI. -This report shows that JUDITH vas unfavorably recoasnended

• as indicated on pages seven and eight of this report. On these pages

also is considerable background information concerning JUDITH GOLDSTEIN.

The report of SA IAMBERT G. ZANDER, * dated April 15, 19 l-6,

at Washington, D.C., in the above captioned matter, also fumiehes

information concerning the background of JUDITH GOLDSTEIN and ARTHUR

ALIEN GOLDSTEIN. This report shows that GOLDSTEIN vaE bom on May 1,

1918, at Kings County, New York, which also was furnished- as Me legal

address. This information was taken from a personnel information sheet

dated March l6, I9h2.



August 29, 1950MEMO TO DIRECTOR, RBI
RE: NATHAN GREGORY SIE7ERMASTER, was, et al

" V The report of SA IAMBERT C. ZANDER, dated May 2, 1946, at • A
Washington, D.C., In this case, .reflects that Then* interviewed for a < ,

position ,with the Bureau at Boston 'on August 1942, JUDITH GOLDBERG
;

was applying for the', position of typist hut was* unfavorably recommended.

* Jeptember 1942, the mother of
.
JUDITH GOIDBERG, JENNIE GOLDBERG, .

was also interviewed hut for the position of translator and was unfavor-

ably recommended. This report indicates that there is in the possession.

Of the Bureau a photograph of JUDITH GOLDBERG and JENNIE GOLDBERG.

3n a letter dated December 15, 194J, from the Washington .Field

Office to the Director in the case entitled!£ODAC, Washington. D
1 Security - R, it was advised tha

The report of SA EDWARD W. DOOLEY, dated April 12, 1946, at
New York, in the instant case, on page forty two, furnishes
concerning ARTHUR ALIEN GOLDSTEIN

yMlCrtwfelwi

Mrs. DOROTHY HAMPTON Was interviewed at the Washington Field
Office on August 29th by SA deBETTENCCfURT at which time she advised
that she is employed as a Bookkeeper at the Brenner Photo Company.

She stated that she has known GOLDSTEIN as a salesman at this concern

for approximately three years, her period of employment there. Mrs.

HAMPTON stated that apparently her husband had been mistaken with
regard to the Information concerning GOIDSTEIN's efforts to raise money

for a demonstration at the Department of Justice Building, inasmuch
as the activity she had in mind, was the occasion when about two years

ago the Tillted Cafeteria Workers - CIO was on strike. She stated also

that the only activity in that regard to her knowledge on the part of

GOLDSTEIN was that he asked one of the negro female employees at the

company whether she was going to contribute something towards the

fund for the striking workers. Mrs. HAMPTON stated that GOIDSTEIN is

not too intelligent and in her opinion would not be capable as an
espionage agent mainly because he is lazy, inattentive to details and

is not known by her to have any known contacts at any of the embassies.



4

MEMO TO DIRECTOR, FBI
RE: NATHAN GREGORY SILVERMASTER, vafi.

She clarified this hy stating that he has handled dealings with members
of the Soviet and Yugoslav Embassies with regard to purchases of camera
equipment but believes that is asjpjr ae Mb relationship with such
people is concerned.' t

-*

< J?*C- -

Mrs. HAMPTON stated that she belleVed that the wife of
GOLDSTEIN was employed by the Bureau, or at least she is employed in
the Department of Justice Building. With regard to the mother-in-law
of GOLDSTEIN, Mrs. HAMPTON stated that she is quite sure that thiB
woman is employed by the CIA and possibly aB an interpreter as Mrs.
HAMPTON believes she Is qualified in eight different languages. Mrs.
HAMPTON concluded by stating that she Is not suspicious of GOLDSTEIN
ae being a Communist Party member but indicated that her husband
believed that GOLDSTEIN’S part in the Cafeteria Workers strike indi-
cated that he has Communist leanings. /

The indices of the Washington Field Office do not reflect
any information concerning an investigation of JENNIE GOLDBERG or
JENNIE WEINSTEIN as an applicant for a position with that agency.

et al
August 29, 195*^1

JMdeB:dm
100-17^93
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SAC, New York

Director, FBI

JOSEPH KATZ, was,

ESPIONAGE - R •

April 10, l°5l

ALL INFORMAJION^CONTAINED

HEREIN
‘ DATE

f&flW: Sfl'/A. .

,
• ’Reference is made to Bureau letter &atea February 5, 19£l, enclosing

copies of a Departmental memorandum dated 4January 3, ^L9£l, and to -New York lett».

dated March 15, 1951 « •• 1
• \ 1 -

'

• This is to advise that the information contained in. the referenced

letters and the Departmental memorandum and the facts developed in the Katz

investigation should be submitted to the Bureau by separate reports in the

cases on the individual subjects. •
-

Twenty copies of each of the above communications are enclosed

for the New York and Washington Field Offices in order that two copies of

each item may be placed, with two copies of instant letter, in the files

on the following individuals :
- '

;

(1) Unknown Subject, wa., Bill
Unknown Subject, wa., Catherine
Helen Tenney . . .

Duncan Lee

J. Julius Joseph
Victor Perlo
Edward J. Fitzgerald
Allan Robert Rosenberg
Joseuh B. Gregg

(9) ^Bonald Niven Wheeler

(10) Gregory.

(h)

(5)

( 6 )

(7)
(3)

rout conies of each of the above communications are enclosed

for the Seattle Office in order th-t they may be placed in the Katz and

Wheeler files with copies of this letter.

<-

t

rv

S
•V

C
The attention of the Washington Field Office is directed to the

Gregory case and the information contained therein which was furnished to

Elizabeth T. Bsntley by the subjects who were employed by the U. S. Government.

It is believed that* we should try to trace the information these people .

*

furnished to some government record wherever it is possible to do so. There-

fore, the Washington Field Office is instructed to review Bentley's state-

ments of November 8 and 30, 19L5, the Katz material enclosed herewith and

the files on the government employee subjects for the purpose of examining

the type of information the employees furnished Bentley. After this has

been done, the Washington Field Office should set forth appropriate leads / .

in the employee's case to locate any reports, et cetera. ,from_ wljich the

^

information was taken. l w < ——

-

:J$r not recorded
The Washington Field Office should furnish the

jri? Office the results of its review.

£
t
.’J
*C

£

I

cfvto'a'i At_C7CQ5
1
T.00-3o3].68;100-36ixiil3;10 ,3-2 1^ ;i2^i>^^i^£^2 3

closures I^i63l6iijlOl-2567}lOO-3U2716jlO3-361126}^-^0fc —
-Seattle (Enclosures) , „ .

^dfestanston Field Office (Enclosures) w ’

it
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Bev York 65-1*4-1
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Atjcnt Francis
City, lx ix^taxt c«oe
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v .

•v'^:. -*#«-- :rV '
;

Feur-iary

1 ^1 /

.

r^r
;

H:;ik

:• aafle tc the investigative suncnry report $£
V. Saagle. dated lio/esber 8, 1?50, &t Bev York

For your infcraatlon, the shove-aentioned investigative

sjuaary report was ' submitted. to the Bepertraent on Becesfcer 10, 1950.

At that tine the Bcpartoeat was asked whether they would authorise

prosecution of Sat? on the basis of the lxforsaatior: contained In the

report, whether they considered it advisable to o' tain a secret

cosy.laint and warrant ml/or a secret indictment, and certain other

questions concerning the possibility of •rrcsti.% Ka»*z as an Americas

citizen in Paris and securing his return to the Uni ted States. As of

January 3, 195- . the Dejmrtancnt replied to our aeaarandoa; photoetatlc

copies C-
r t'ueir reply ar-i being forwarded herewith for the infonaation

of* the Bev York 2nd Vaehingtua Field Offices. It will he noted ftnoo

the Department's wenorandusi that they desire that Bentley he reinterviewed

and tea*, certain additional investigatioa he conducted. In accordance

with their req «ft, the Sev York Office should isosdiately rtvlmr the

infar ntio;- previously obtained fron Elizabeth Bentley, with perticuler

esybasio being place! on those points which the Department has listed ,

and concerning which they desire additional or clarifying infcreation.

n«5 ’. this 'has been lone the Bev Tori Office should arrange to reinterviev

Bentley in an atteu.pt tc obtain the requested data. - f

The Vashircton Field Office while awaiting the results of

the rcinterviev of .liot Bentley, should co&aecce a prelialn&ry investi-

gation tc locate if possible the individuals (or records) through

vhen the classified nature of the oetcrial which Bentley received can

be determined. Upon the receipt of any information developed in the re

-

interview of Bentley, the rsshlngtor. Field Office pho .Id conduct such

iirvcstig-tio:- neccesiry to bring the De:usrt.amt's reraest to a logical

conclusion. }

:

Thic '.setter should he git* fcrpeditiojfc St *. OST-tin-oas

:ittc.:tio:i at the p srex. ir: extre.jjly anxious tc brin^.thic case to a

Copied cx*i 4is:. r»« Bureau sbe-dd sxr kept advised as Vo your progress

in ts*it. A„t oar.

55-5.r-3
'

cc: va.ftt^:cn Field (65-5970)

Enc>jg>sure
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Office

«
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO i Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation
'’' ;v DATB: January 3 , 1951

JHX:KES:vb

g«£>M/ t Jar.es M. McT^erney v
:

;\. _ ^
lL6-kl-l5-NSfJ

i Assistant Attorney Ceneral, Criminal Division r

SUBJECT: JOSEPH KATZ, was. .

ESPIONAGE - R -

CONFIDENTIAL

I -'i

<Ifre second time Bentley met Katz in New York City, Bentley

advised that she passed some material to Katz. It is requested that

the Bureau ascertain where Bentley received this .material; the nature

of the material, and whether the material was written, typed, photo-

graphed or given orally. If the source of the material is ascertained,

;it is requested that the Bureau attempt to establish. the classification

[of the material.

I 3entley advised that she met HelenfTenney, an employee with the

Office of Strategic Services in Washington, D.C., and received copies

6i ditto reports from OSS undercover agents all pver the world. Bentley

recalls obtaining information about a radio pick-up station operated

bv OSS on Long Island, New York. Bentley Stated that she turned most'

of this information over to Katz and some of the information over to ^
her Soviet contact fBill." It is requested that the Eureau ascertain- ,

what material Bentley turned over to Katz and attempt to establish the ..

classification of such material. Approximate dates the material was

received and passed on to Katz should be determined.



Bentley met Duncan C .^Lee, an employee of OSS in Washington,

D.C., and received miscellaneous data concerning OSS operations and

information about Japanese agents in China* It is requested that the

Bureau ascertain whether this information was transmitted to Katz*
<•5 ' "

Duncan C. Lee gave Bentley information of a proposal by
General Donovan tc allow KKVD agents to operate in the United State®

in exchange for allowing an OSS mission to operate in Russia. Bentley

gave the information t#|j|;t|,. It is requested that the Bureau contact

former officials of OSS in' 'an effort to establish the classification

of this information at the time it was reported to Katz.

Bentley received information from F. Julius| Joseph, an employee

of the Japanese Division of OSS, which she turned over to Katz. It

is requested that the Bureau obtain more detailed information as to

the material Bentley received from Joseph which she turned over to

Katz. Former employees of the OSS should be contacted in an effort -

to establish the classification of the information.

Bentley received information from Victo^Perlo, an employee

of WFB, concerning airplane production and specification, and where the

planes were to be allotted. It is requested that the Bureau obtain

more details as to the nature of the material received from Perlo;

whether this information was passed to Katz; and the approximate date

this information was received and transmitted. Former officials of the

WPB should be interviewed to establish the classification of the

information at the time it was received by Bentley.

Bentley received information from Edward J^Fitzgerald, an

employee of the WPB, concerning all sorts of military data, the produc-

tion of guns and tanks, specification and other related matters. It

is requested that the Bureau further attempt to identify the information

so transmitted and obtain from former officials cf the WPB the classi-

fication of such information during the war, whether Bentley passed

this information to Katz, and the approximate date this information was

received and transmitted.

Bentley received from Allan Robert'jtosenberg, an employee of

FEA, prospectus material on what the United States intended to do with

Germany after the war. It is requested that the Bureau ascertain

information on the classification of this material from former FEA
officials; whether Eentley passed this information to subject; and the

approximate date the material was received and transmitted.

Bentley received information from Joseph B.\cregg, an employee

with the Co-crdinator of Inter-American Affairs, on Communist affairs

in Latin America. Gregg also furnished information on the sending of

2
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-6TTLNOARO FOf*M NO.

Office tAemWandum • nlUNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

date: March 15* 1951TO : Director, FBI

FROM^ fiAC, New York

SUBJECT: JOSEPH KATZ, was.
ESPIONAGE -R
(Bufile 65-57913)

Rebulet 2/5/51, Departmental. Memorandum 1/3/51 >
summary

report in instant case, 11/8/50 .

The Departmental Memorandum comments mat' the investigative

summary does not state that material passed to KATZ was fended
for transmission to Soviet authorities. Page 63 of the ^uimnary

report Includes a paragraph in which this matter is taken up.

S£tea tLre
P
Saf KATZ told BENTLEY that the material she

turned over to him eventually found its way to the Russian Embassy „

in Washington.

Rebulet instructs that the NYO review information previously

obtained from BENTLEY. It is pointed out that this was done in

©reparation for the summary report in instant case and In reviewing

the^information that BENTLEY had not distinguished very

clearly, during previous interviews, the exact materia* she collected

and passed on to JACK (JOSEPH KATZ) and similar material passed to

ynTT.T. " . Therefore' was interviewed on this particular point

and the results thereof were incorporated in the summary report

along with other Information she already furnished about KATZ. As

mentioned in the summary report, BENTLEY was not certain in all

Instances as to which information went to KATZ and which went

to "BILL"

.

In accordance with the request of the Department for

more detail as to the classified information Passed by BENTLEY

to KATZ, BENTLEY was reinterviewed on February 20, 19pl hy SAS.

THOMAS G. SPENCER and FRANCIS W. ZANGLE. BENTLEY had just

partly recovered from an illness and was preparing to leave for

a month’s long vacation in Nassau, so the Interview was necessarily

shortened. However, some additional information was obtained

and it is proposed that after the additional Investigation

requested hereinafter is done, BENTLEY be re interviewed thoroughly.

The results of the final interview could then be substituted .

where necessary for portions of BENTLEY’S section in referenced

summary report.

2c c: Washington Field (65-4970)

FWZ-.MRW
65-14913



Letter to the Director
NY 65-14913

On February 20 , 1951 BENTLEY stated the material passed
to KATZ on their second meeting was information from HELENA.TENNEY ,

which, as described by BENTLEY on page 56 of the summary
-
repOrtT'

was "ditto" reports from OSS undercover agents all over the world.

BENTLEY said she usually held all the material she handled in her
possession about twenty-four hours prior to handing it over to

KATZ. She read it herself and believes now she could recognize
at least some of the material if copies could be pjjj||ced.

As far as recalling the dates she turned these reports
over to KATZ, BENTLEY said she might recall the dates_ if she saw

and recognized copies of the actual' material she handled. Generally
however, she places the dates as from early October to late
December, 1944, which is the period of her espionage activities
during which KATZ acted as her superior. BENTLEY also said that

if copies of the actual reports were obtained the dates of these
reports would assist' her in recalling if they were turned over to

"BILL" or to KATZ.

Most of the information BENTLEY obtained from DUNCAN^C j('LEE

was given orally. She believed that if the exact date of LEE Ls

transfer to the Japanese Division of OSS were known, it would
assist her in recalling what Information from LEE she had turned

over to KATZ.

BENTLEY said she would recognize the report on the proposal

for exchanging NKVD representatives which J.- JULIUStJOSEPH gave

her and if she recognized it, she might be able to fecal

1

definitely whether it was turned over to KATZ. BENTLEY had
previously stated that JOSEPH gave her carbon copies of reports
and during the interview of February 20, 1951 added that he gave

her some information orally. She did not recall anything further

about the type of information JOSEPH gave her during the time

KATZ was her superior.

BENTLEY said she obtained a continuous stream of WPB
information from VICTOR^fERLO and is now unable to state definitely
what the information was or to which superior she passed it to.

PERLO furnished her information concerning airplane production,

specifications, and the places the planes were allocated.
BENTLEY said PERLO probably extracted the information from WPB
files and typed it himself before passing it to her. BENTLEY .

said she does not think she could recognize any of
_

tne PERLO

Information even if the original data from, whence it came was

obtained because It contained so many detailed figures.

Concerning EDWARD J 'S FITZGERALD , It was noted that he was

not employed at the WPB during the pertinent period of BENTLEY'S.



Letter to the Director
NY 65-14913

association with KATZ. His record of employment as set out in the

report of SA JAMES J. CANAVAN dated 8/10/49, Washington, D.C.,
in

the case entitled, "EDWARD J. FITZGERALD, wa.; SECURITY MATTER-C ,

shows he was a principal economist at WPB from March 5, *942 to

September 21, 1944, and from September, 1944 to July 14, 1945,

Foreign Affairs Economist and Advisor on organizational statistics

in the FEA. When this was mentioned to BENTLEY, she stated 3he^

had been confused about FITZGERALD’S employment and she mus^»^
given the WPB information furnished by FITZGERALD to BILL arrm,ilbt

to KATZ. The paragraph about FITZGERALD in the summary report

will be deleted when a revision is made of BENTLEY’S information.

BENTLEY said she would definitely recognize the prospectus

material on Germany which ALLAN ROBERT*ROSENBERG furnished her.

She said she passed this material'“Doth -to "B^LL and KATZ but

might be able to state what she specifically gave to KATZ if

copies were located.

JOSEPH bXgREGG furnished BENTLEY with films of ONI reports

and tvoew^Ittenbr dictated notes of material abstracted from

ONI reports received by the OCI-AA. BENTLEY sale CNI apparently

designated copies of some of their reports to OCI-AA and GREGG

thereby had access to these. When the material was on film,

BENTLEY said it was undeveloped when she handled it so she did

not know its contents. She said she would remember some of the

typewritten data or oral information dictated to her by GREGG

if the reports from which GREGG obtained the information were

produced. As far as differentiating between KATZ and BILL as

the receivers of the information from GREGG, BENTLEY again stated

she might recall this from the dates of the actual reports.

BENTLEY recalled the last meeting with PERLO which was

held at the apartment of I-lARYftPRICE in New York City, a few days

before Christmas, 1944, as 'The last contact with PERLO. s“e

could not describe specifically the material collected from PERLO

at this meeting except to say that it was the same type of material

that he had been furnishing in the past and described heretofore.

BENTLEY stated that in addition to the others mentioned,
Tv^MftT.r5»emF.ET.E.R also furnished her with some information which

she believed she turned over to KATZ. She stated WHEELER was

employed on the Editorial Board of Research and Analysis Division

of OSS and in that capacity he obtained material which included



Letter to the Director

NY 65-1^913
^

"ditto" copies of monthly and semi-monthly^reports^of^the OSS.

These reports concerned politics * P
sometimes marked

world . BSOTKW recalled that the reports
she could not -»

'"Secret" and sometimes marked Confidentla
as to „hat

recall whether they
, ll Wonted or indicated any

Divisions of the OSS the
^ which the reports were to be

other governmental agencies t
typewritten and handwritten

1 landed

^tiSir^LSSS
0^^ "lthln the Dnitea

S t Sit G S •

In accordance with the requests^contained^in^referenced

^af^afd ™ **

T. °U bS is able to

material as material ^Passed to KAZ^th
classified and

related
time it was passed by BENTLEY

to KATZ.

is

Investigation requested of the

as follows:

ishington Field Office

review OSS file o ana att
:

^ station operated by OSS on Long
information ah^t a radio Pj ^ p

f OSS undercover agents all
Island and ctner ditto rep t 1

had access to during
ever the viorla, which HELoH i-NN-Y '

" the Balkan Division of
the pertinent P^iod of her ™ploym

oss personnel file of HELEN
OSS. If necessary, "ill review up

reports as OSS digests
"IE. BENTLEY ^•“'i^S^^lctiYitiS.. The reports
prepared m connection wi

described by BENTLEY as reports pre-
cf OSS undercover agents were descrioe^ » indicating the

tr^e^-copies as well as other

n-overnnental agencies to
see witou —

whom these reports were directed.
J
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Letter to the Director
NY 65-14913

(2) Will review the OSS personnel file on DUNCAN C. LEE

to ascertain what branch or unit of OSS he was assigned to during

the pertinent period and to ascertain the nature of his duties

at that time and the type of information he handled.

In the report of SA John B. Van Etten on LEE dated

9/26/49 at Washington, D.C. (WPO file 100-20518), ^ ,rJ
f^ated

that LEE was an Intelligence Officer in OSS from 7/1/44 to October,

1945. His duties included collecting, evaluating, and

ing all Information obtained by OSS units, first In the Chi a

Thlatre and later in the China-Burma- India ^he^ao^ese
that this latter duty was what BENTLEY referred to as

_

the Japanese

Division of OSS and in that capacity he may have f^n^ thouKht
L Y’

with information about Japanese Agents in China. It is fought

that the best way to attempt to refresh BENTLEY s recollection

about LEE would be ’to review LEE's OSS personnelflletoasccrtain

more specifically what LEE's duties were and what classified

information he might have processed during the pertinent period.

(3) Will attempt to locate OSS reports on the proposal of

sending an OSS mission to Russia in exchange for allowing ^ NKVD

mission to visit here. BENTLEY stated the report on this which

J JULIUS JOSEPH gave her was dated in the late summer or Pall

of 1944 and it contained the up-to-date status of the proposal

.

(4) will contact former PEA officials to ascertain the

classification of the 'prospectus material on what the United

States intended to do with Germany.

Vim attempt to locate any FEA prospectus material dated

during or just prior to the 'pertinent period which
"^tLiTrobert

the description of the prospectus material passed by ALLAN ROBERT

ROSENBERG to ELIZABETH BENTLEY.

( 5 } Will ascertain the type of information handled by JOSEPH

Q mFrr in the Office of the Coordinator of Inter- American Affairs

?he perlinent period. Will also attempt to locate copies

ofONI reports which were sent to the OCI-AA dated during or just

prior to the pertinent period and which GREGG may have had access

to. According to BENTLEY, reports were concerned with Communist

affairs in Latin America.

Will endeavor to ascertain if Information on sending

-5-
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Letter to the Director
NY 65-14913

of FBI personnel to South America during the war was furnished to

OCI-AA and if this was done, the approximate date. Will ascertain

if the information was classified. It is pointed out that this

information may have been supplied to OCI-AA by ONI or an agency

other than the Bureau, therefore, it is suggested that the Bureau

may wish to furnish advice before this lead is covered.

(6) Will attempt to locate copies of the "ditto" OSS reports

described by BENTLEY which DONALD WHEELER had access to during

the pertinent period of his employment In the Editorial Board of

the Research and Analysis Division of OSS.

. In conducting the investigation concerning ^CANCHRPIN
CK. It is noted that Bulet to Washington Field

' (WFO" file 100-20518) requests further investigation of LEE by

Washington Field and New York Offices.

)

- 6-
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Office ftAemoruddum * • united staiAs government

TO raj? DIRECTOR date-November 3~ 2930

from : IT3. LADD

i« $y— 3
f3o6e>^^o r r f j

W
SUBJECT^ IrREGORT

ESPIONAGE - 3

Purpose

:

S®ST
To advise that Robert Morris is a New Fork

Attorne y who during Spring of 1950 jutas Assistant Counsel
oj the Subcommittee _on Foreign Relation*, if, S, Senate

—
(Tydings Committee), Background informat CorT'eSt ouiZ , Ji-f

Background: '

Reference is made to a teletype from New York
dated November 1950* entitledt "Gregory/ Espionage -
Rn which states that Elisabe th Be ntley had been in con-
versation with Robert Morrfs concerning who mighlT'be 'in-
vestigating or following Bentley, You inquired* "who is
Robert Morris?" ~

Ur, Tom ponegan advised Mr, Hennrioh today that
Morri s is identical with Robert Morris who was Assistant

u
Qv

tfbWNseI~ofthefJiirbcQmmi ttee oh foreign Re lations“fYI~S
Senate* ITydings Committee) during the Rnrinn nf lQsn-

FLJtjef
-7 RECORDED • 25| \ £J£

& * 03X3Qa*

j

,r\ .

\!

1

NOV 20 1950

Bj
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The New York Office has advised that Morris
is a friend of Bentley 's and^£q_s_counse

l

ed her in that '

"cajpacity.

None , This is for your information.
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Office Memon 'wum • united staves government
v, 4/£--- .

to i Director, IBI January *, 1951

j&inou . SAC, «ew Tort: ^ ^ ^,ej ^

SUBJECT: ^GREGORY "ft# &ar'l*<9 &>&? OV>J UĴ r

ESPIONAGE - E| * yvs m&> shlvt

%J-}
:

k«&s- RE: PAYMENT TO ELIZ
BY ANATOLI GROMOV

Rebulet 12/L*/5p regarding the above-mentioned captio

\
*o«^

lr

<>•>

\

In May of 10*5, BENTLEY saw, for the last time, her
.

eontaet JACK (k>SEPBFKATZ) . Just prior to this last meeting JACK

introduced her to the contact she had then known only^pf

who subsequently was definitely identified as AHATOLgjpROMOV, the

First Secretary of the Russian Embassy in Washington^

In subsequent meetings with GROMOV, the latter made

overtures of buying BENTLEY a fur coat, suggested that she quit

her lob and take a vacation, offered to supply her with an *~r

conditioning unit when she complained of the Burner

on almost all of the occasions of her meetings with him, after

the initial one, mentioned his willingness to set her up in a

small business to be financed by him which would be located

outside of New York City and perhaps in Philadelphia or Washington.

MISS BENTLEY’S recollection was that they had some conversations

about setting up a small hat or dress shop for this purpose . tu

)

- -: r • jn October of 19*5, BENTLEY, saw GROMOV by prearrangement

and at %hl* time he handed her $2000.00 In $20.00 bills,

the ' time he gave her the money he stated there were no J^SS
attached." It was BENTLEY'S impression at this time that this

payment tocher was for her past activities m connection with

theRussians, as well as an attest on the part of GROMOV to

secure her good will-v^AJ

On November 16, 19*5, while MISS BENTLEY was being

interrogated by SAS THOMAS G. SPENCER and JOSEPH M. KELLY In y
the Prince George Hotel in New York City, she mentioned the ^
facts as related above, as well, of course, as other Informatlo

during this rather extended interview. At the conclusion of this? v

interview on November l6th, arrangements were made forthe U

continuance of the interview on.the t2* *

at the same hotel . Immediately upon MISS EENTLEY*S entering the - »

room ©n*this occasion, even be.fo|o ;ifho. 'took^f.,hor
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•he opened tip her purse, took out an envelope, threw It on the
bed and stated, "Here's some Moscow gold." MISS BENTLEY ,

was informed that the FBI would take possession of this poney
and although no offer was wade to give her a receipt for
sane she did not In faet request one. Thereafter, the money
was taken to the Mew York Office and subsequently placed In
the safe-deposit box that Is maintained by the Mew York Office

,

at the Park Row Branch of the Manufacturers Trust Company . , The
money still remains In this safe-deposit bex.£u/

In so far as the final disposition of this money Is
concerned. It appears that only two possibilities exist: (1)
that It be considered as espionage money as a result of MISS
BENTLEY'S activities with the Russians, and In that event it
in all probability would have to be turned over to the Treasury
Department; and (2) the other solution would, of course, be
to have this money returned to MISS BENTLEY. In view of the
fact that MISS BENTLEY was recently a witness in the ABRAHAM
BROTHMAN case and Is scheduled to appear as a Government
witness In the current trial of WILLIAM WALTER REMINGTON, this
matter was discussed on a confidential basis with Special
Assistant to the Attorney General T. J. DONEGAN. MR. DONEGAN
stated ^ hi a oninion this matter should remain "in status
ifrn" brtmiu'HiB -sain
iplved . He stated that any attempt at this time to establish
the eMnSPship of these funds might lead to some embarrassment.
He stated that he was of the definite opinion that some decision would
have to be made In so far as these funds are concerned but Indicated
that It might be well not to consider this until the^flnal
disposition of the REMINGTON case has been effected<Sf

^he Bureau's attention Is called to the fact that since
1945 the services of MISS BENTLEY as a witness aad as a highly
placed Informant have been utilized by this office and also by
the Chicago Office during the six-month period sho resided -in.

that City. During this time she has not been paid for her(U/
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Services, with the exception of a Christmas gift that
-tven to her this year and the reimbursement to her

in -im amount of $25.00 during the preparation of the
REMINGTON and BROTHMAN caBeewhen KISS BENTLEY was in
Westport, Connecticut, writing her book. During the i

time she has been interviewed by Agents of this office she 1

>.oq two or three occasions Inquired into what disposition
would erentually be made of this money. She was informed I

on all these occasions that this was a matter that would
|

have to be decided sometime in the future and, of course, I

no definite commitment was made to her regarding these VI
funds -

HISS BENTLEY'S financial condition at the present

time is satisfactory in that all of her living expenses are

being paid for by her publisher through January of 1951.

Thereafter, her financial condition will depend on the way
in which her book is received by the public. If it is not

well received, she, of course, will have to obtain some

employment to maintain herself as she has no savings or
independent income. It, of course, wouli be a nice gesture

if this money could be returned to her; however, this cannot

be recommended by this office in view of the circumstances

surrounding the manner in which she obtained this money

,

particularly the fact that it was mSS BEJTLEY*S Impression

that this was payment to herfor espionage^aet^ritieB she

bad participated in on behalf of the Soviets

In view of MR. DONEGAN’S eenents. It is not believed 1

any decision should be reached as to the disposition of these

funds until the final disposition of the REMINGTON case, and

at that time the comments of MR. DONEGAN, as well as. of this

office, will be forwarded to the Bureau.Wl <

- 3 -
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

VwmKa.1 „
This case omoiNATiDat WASHINGTON FIELD 100-171*93

RPORTMUCAT «ATI«MN

WASHINGTON, D* C. 1-15-51

Tru

^GREGORY

SYNOPSISOPPACTS:

KAURICE A. TAILOR

*ft-8

DETAILS:

ADMINISTRATIVE •

GREGORY case is being closed as no active

investigation regains to be conduct^*

- c -
•

AT WASHINGTON, D« C* >7^ /

Review of the numerous volumes in this case reflects

that no active investigation remains to be conducted*

In this case separate files have been opened on the

various individual subjects and the office of orLgin designated

according to the current residences. It is anticipated that all future

investigation will be reported in the individual case files.

) Review of the files of the GREGORY case reflect that

WINST0fflu3UKDETT, Correspondent and Radio Broadcaster of some prominence,

was never interviewed although informant GREGORY in statement of

November 8, 191*5, referred to BORDETT as an individual who maintained

contact with JACQB^pOLOS. fQfc',

A letter is being addressed to the ftirsau end New Xork
j

Division suggesting that BORDETT be located, his current activities \ (S*
ascertained, and consideration be given to interviewing him* J

REFORT ARD ITS CORTERTS ARE 10ARE0 TO YOU BY THE F



WTO XOO-17i<?3

In view of the leper ,3 of this ease end the constant
use of its files as reference, the exhibits and Individual folders
on the subjects are being retained in Washington Field Office for
the tine being.

k copy of this report is designated for the New Torlc

Division because of its continuing interest in this case and its
subjects.
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united states house op representatives,
COMMUTES 01V UU-AMERICAK ACTIVITIES,

Washington, B* 0.

PUBLIC HEARING

Th.@ Committee on Un-American Activities met pursuant to

adjournment at 10:^5 a. m., in room 226, Old House Office

Building, Hon. Clyde Doyle, presiding.

Committee members present: Representatives Clyde Doyle,

Bernard W. Kearney, and Charles E. Potter.

Staff members present: Frank S. Tavenner, Jr., counsel

Thomas W. Beale, Sr., assistant counsel; Courtney E. Owens,,

investigator; John W. Carrington, clerk; and A. S. Poore,

editor

.

Mr. DOYLE. Let the record show that a subcommittee has

been appointed for this hearing this morning consisting of

Doyle, Chairman, Kearney, and Potter.

Are you ready. Counsel?

Mr. TAVENNER. Yes, sir.

Miss Elizabeth Bentley, please,

Mr. DOYLE. Please rise and be sworn*

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you give in

this matter will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing

but the truth, so help you God?

Miss BENTLEY. I do.
V



Mr* TAVERNER. Please state your full name. Miss

Bentley.

TESTIMONY OP ELIZABETH T. BENTLEY

Miss BENTLEY. Elizabeth T. Bentley.

Mr. TAVERNER. Miss Bentley, you have testified before

the committee on previous occasions in respect to your

participation in the Communist Party activities and the

Communist Party underground. That is correct, isn't it?

Miss BENTLEY . Yes, that is correct.

Mr. TAVERNER. For whom did you work in your underground
i

experiences in the Communist Party?

Miss BEHTIEY. Well, I worked for Russian Intelligence,

first under Mr. Jacob Golos, and then under various subse-

quent Soviet agents, including two unidentified ones, and

Mr. Anatole Gromov, who was then First Secretary of the

Russian Embassy.

Mr. TAVERNER. How was this association vith the under-

ground work headed by Mr, Golos formed?

Miss BEHTIEY « You mean how did I get into it originally?

Mr. TAVERNER. Yes.

Miss B3RTIEY. Originally through my own efforts I

obtained a position doing research work with the Itdian

Library of Information in New York,and that was the

American branch of the Propaganda Ministry. And because

of that ,headquarters of the Communist Party told me I should
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v

go underground and that Instead of going to a Communist

meeting, a group meeting, I should be attached to just one

man. The one man I was introduced to was Mr. Jacob Golos.
v

Kp. TAVERNER. Well, what was Mr. Jacob Golos *s function

in the Communist underground?

Miss BENTLEY. Mr. Jacob Golos was a higher-up In the

Russian Intelligence Service. He was in contact with the

Embassy and consulate people and in turn in touch with the

higher-ups in the Communist Party, such as Earl Browder, and

he also was in touch with various agents who were used to

Infiltrate the U. S. Government, factories, and that sort

of thing.

Mr. TAVERNER. When did your connection with that work

begin and end?

Miss BENTLEY. Well, actually, my connection with infil-

trating the U. S. Government began in 19*11, but my connection

with other of these underground activities began in 1938, in

the fall.

Mr. TAVENHER. I meant particularly with reference to

your work under Mr. Jacob Golos

.

Miss BEIJTLEY. Oh, in October 1938.

Mr. TAVENHER. And ended when?

Miss BENTLEY. At his desk, which vas November 25th, «^3.

Mr. TAVERNER. Did you remain in the service of the

apparatus after the death of Mr. Golos?



il

Miss BENTLEY. Yes, I did. I vas picked up by a subse-

quent Soviet contact named Bill — that vas his code name —
and continued on until August of 19*15, vhen I vent to the

FBI, and then, under the instructions of the FBI, I continued

on for some time after that.

Mr. TAYENHER . In the performance of your vork in the

apparatus conducted by Mr. Jacob Golos, did you have occa-

sion to meet a person by the name of Helen Tenney?

Miss BEHTIBY. Yes, I did.

Mr. TAVENNER. Will you state just vhst Helen Tenney ts

connection vas viththe underground apparatus conducted by

Mr. Golos?

Mr. DOYLE . I vish to state to the photographers that

any shot3 that are to be taken should be taken as the

vitness begins, and then the pictures should be discontinued,

sothat there vill be no interruption. It vould seem, however,

that if you did not take the pictures in the beginning, ve

could have them taken nov and have that part over vith.

That only refera to the movies.

Mr. TAVENNER . Will you read the pending question,

Mr. Reporter?

(The reporter reads, as requested.)

Miss BENTLEY. Helen Tenney was an agent vho vas

planted in the OSS in order to give information to Soviet

Intelligence

.
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Kr. TAVERNER. How long, approximately, did she engage

in that work? And can you tell us more of the character

of that work conducted by her?

Miss EERTIEY, Originally, she was a member of the

Communist Party in a unit, that is, in the ordinary set-

up of the Communist Party, and had done quite a great deal

of work during the Spanish war-, for example. And then she

became connected with an organization which was subsidized

by the OSS in New York City. The organization existed for

the purpose of picking up men vho would be useful for under-

cover work abroad for the OSS. At that point, she was in

contact with Grace Granich, who was then head of Inter-

continent News . And Grace C-ranich, who waa working with

Mr. Golos, came to him and told him that she would be useful

for the underground.

So she was told to sever her connections with the

open party and to report only to him. Then she was told

to go to Washington and get a job with the OSS, which she

did.

On Mr. Golos *s death, I took her over, checked up the

whole story and the background she had told me, and continued

to use her until the end of and I know from talking to

her subsequently that she continued on through «iJ5, at which

point I believe she lost ter contacts

.

Mr. TAVERNER. Now, where was Miss Tenney placed in the



Government service?

Miss BENTLEY. Well, she actually placed herself.

We had sent her In with the Idea that she would end

up In the Latin American Division of the OSS. We had some

. In there. Instead of which, she turned out to be so

valuable that the OSS put her In their hush-hush Spanish

Division, where she functioned lint11 the OSS split up; and

then, when the OSS split up, a part of it was turned over

to the War Department, and she went vith that section of

the War Department. She is new out of Government, has been
i

for three years

„

Mr. KEARNEY. I did not hear that last.

Miss BENTLEY • She is now out of the Government service.

I have forgotten the exact date vhen she left her job. I be-

lieve it was in 19^6 sometime, early. v

/' Mr. TAVERNER. Are you personally acquainted with
j

^
Grace Granich?

Miss BERTLEY. I don»t think I have ever met her, no.

Mr. TAVERNER . Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions

to ask of Miss Bentley now, except that I would like to can

her before an executive session of the committee to ask her

for some lead information relating to matters. But I have

no further question to ask her about this

.

Mr. KEARNEY. Do you know what Miss Tenney is doing at

the present time?



Miss EENTIEY. No* I don*t. I know that she had

intended to get hack into private industry, but I have

lost track of her in the last two years •

Mr. KLARNEY. Do you know where she lives?

Miss BENTIEY. The last I heard of her, she was living

in Hew York City. I imagine she is still there.

Mr. POTTER, Miss Bentley, you stated that you had

a person in the Latin section who would place Miss Tenney.

Who was that person?

Miss BENTLEY. It was the head of the Research and

Analysis Division, Latin American Branch. That was Mr.

Maurice Halperin.

Mr. POTTER. Is he still in Government, do you know?

Miss BENTLEY. No, I believe he rent out, too, in about

19^6, possibly earlier. I am not sure of the date of that.

Mr. POTTER, Was he a contact for you, or did he serve

the purpose of placing persons that you were interested in

having placed?

Miss BENTIEY. Well, his main function was in obtain-

ing information for us, but secondarily if he could get some

one in, of course, we would use him for that.

Mr. POTTER. Do you know where he is located now or

what his occupation might be?

Miss BENTLEY. Someone told me, I believe, he was

connected with some social work organization, but I am not



sure of the title of it. In Hew York City, I believe.

He*. POTTER. That is a private organization?

Miss BEHTIEY . I understand so, but I am not sure.

Mr. POTTER. And located in New York?

Miss BERTIE 4*TJQv York City, I believe.

Mr. POTTER. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman
m

Mr. DOYLE. May I ask you this. Miss Bentleys Do you

know under what conditions this woman and the wan were

separated from the Government employment? Was it at their

otm request, or the Government’s request?

Miss BEHTIEY. Ro, I understand that the Government

requested that they be removed.

Mr. DOYLE. Counsel, when do you vish the executive

questioning?

Mr. TATJEHHER. I believe just before we go to lunch

this morning would be the best time.

Mss BEHTIEY. Yes, that would be beat, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr, TAVENHER. Mr, Louis Budenz, please.

Mr, DOYLE , Mr. Budenz, will you be sworn, please?

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you give in

this matter will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing

but the truth, so help you ^w?

Mr. BUEERZ. I do*

Mr. DOYLE. Be seated, please.

Mr. TAVERHER. Will you state your name, please, sir?

TESTIMONY OP LOUIS FRANCIS BUDENZ

Mr. BUDENZ. Louis Francis Budenz.

Mr. TAVERNER. How are you now employed, Mr. Budenz?

Mr. BUDENZ • I am a professor at Fordham University.

Mr. TAVERNER. You were formerly a member of the Commu-

nist Party and renounced your membership in the Communist

Party, I think?

Mr. BUIEIE . That is right. I renounced it in 19^5.

Mr. TAVERNER. And you have testified before this and

other committees on the general sub ject of communism and in

regard to particular matters that you have been asked about?

Mr. BUEERZ. Yes, sir, I have.

Mr. TAVERNER, Mr. Budenz, you are aware of the hear-

ings, I suppose, whioh we have been conducting here for

several days, relating to the activities of Max Granieh and

Grace Granieh in China?

Mr. BUDENZ . Yes, sir. I know that those took place.
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Mp. TAVEHHER. Have you ever been acquainted with

either of those persons?
\

Mr« BITiEKZ . I knew them both* X knew them both as

meiabers of the Communist Party and as functionaries of the

Communist Party. *

Kr. TAVEMER . How did you first become acquainted with

Max Granich?

BUEfEHZ. Max Granich, I became acquainted vlth in

1940, approximately,when he came to me to get a credential

from the Daily Worker, Ho said he wished to use it in under-

ground work; that is to say, under the guise of being a news-

paper correspondent, he was to get information that would be

helpful to the Soviet or Communist underground.

Mr* TAVEKHER. When did you first become acquainted

with Grace Maul Granich?

tir. BUDENZ . I first met Grace Granich as Grace Maul,

Communist Party. She was then located on the ninth floor,

that is, the headquarters of the Communist party. She was

the assistant to J. Peters

.

Mr. EAYEHEER. Who was J. Peters?

MT. BtJDEHZ. J. Peters, as I testified in his deporta-

tion proceedings, confronting him as a witness, was the

liaison officer between the Communist International appara-

tus in this country and the Sox'iet Secret Police operating
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her©, a© stated that to ta© himself, and I ]®ev enough

of his activities to knew that that was correct

.

Mr* TAVENIJEH. Was he deported as a result of the

hearings before the Immigration and Naturalization Service?

Mr. BUDENZ, He agreed to leave the oour*—' although

the deportation was clearly to be ordered.

Mr. TAVEHNER . Nov, you have stated that Grace Maul

was an assistant to J. Peters . Do you knov of your ovn

personal knowledge of the character of the vorlc that she

performed as his assistant?

i'w * BUEEIJS . Not in detail. I wouldn't Imow of that.

The only thing i knov is that in the early fall of

1935 j immediately after I joined the Communist Party, X

had to make many reports to J. Peters in regard to the

Trotzkyite organization. At his request, I had established

contacts within that organization, and they were reporting

to me, giving to me the proceedings of the national committee

of the Trotzkyites, their various important meetings, and

the like

.

These 1 relayed to Peters, but had to deliver them

personally.

Inthe course of doing that, the first contact, as a

rule, was with Grace Maul, with whom I arranged a meeting

with Peters. Sometimes I didn?t have to do that, but very

frequently that was the case.
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Mr. TAVERKEH

.

Were ary of your conferences vith <T.

s

Peters conducted In he:

Maul?

presence, in the presence of Grace

Mr. BUIEHZ . Bo, not that I can recall,

Mr. TAVEHUER . What was the next occasion of your meet-

ing Grace Maul, if you can recall?

Mr. BUIEIE. Boring this period that I mentioned, I met

her a number of times, of coarse, because I had to see her

frequently in order to see Peters . But then I did meet her

at a national committee meeting of the Communist Party in

early 1936, or maybe it was the latter part of 1935. And

as a matter of fact, Herbert Benjamin, his wife Grace Maul,

and I came down together — we lived in the same neighbor-

hood in New York — after the meeting.

Mr. TAVEBHER . What do you mean by "cams down"?

Mr. BUISHZ. Came down on the elevated together, or

subway.

At that flue, she told os she was going abroad for the

Commnlst Party; that Is, that she had an assignment to

go abroad.

Mr. TAVEHUER. Did she discuss that assignment with

you?

BUEGIE * «°®Pt to say that it was a Communist

assignment; that she had been assigned this by the Party.

I*. TAVENNEF. . Wovr, that conversation was, did you say
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in the last part of 135 or early part of *36?

Me. BTJDENZ. Yea, sir. I think the last part of

•35 , by the vay. 1 was in Washington in the early part

of *36, at least from the last part of January on. It

could have been, though, in the early part of January

1936. I am not quite certain. It was in that period.

Mr. TAVERNER . Did you see Grace Maul after her ^
return from China?

Mr. BUDENZ. Yes, sir. In 1939, in the fall or

winter, I returned from Chicago for conferences in

regard to the protection of the Communist Press during

the Hitlex'-St&lin Pact period. In one conference, Grace

Maul and Earl Browder and Joseph Brodsky were present with

others. I can remember them. They discussed the possibility

of forming the Intercontinent News Corporation.

Then again, immediately after my return from Chicago.,

when I returned to the Daily worker, in February 19^0 or

March 1940, I also was present at a conference with Grace

Granich, as now she calls, herself, on the same subject.

Mr. TAVENNER. And that subject was what?

Mr. BUEEIE . The possibility of protecting the Consmanist

press in this country during the Hitler-Stalin Pact period.

By the formation of the Intercontinent News Corporation.

Mr. TAVENNER. Now, before we get into a discussion

of the Intercontinent News Corporation and its activities.
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I

I think it vould be veil for us to develop information

relating to the operations of the Daily Worker at about

that time and the effect of the Foreign Agents Registra-

tion Act of 1938, as a basis for further discussion of

the vork done by the Intercontinent Revs*

Mr. BUBBRZ • The Daily Worker had for years, and vas

so doing vhen I became a member of its editorial board,

received hundreds of thousands of vords by cable and wire-

less from Moscow through the Runag Revs Agency, Rundschau.

This vas completely vithout charge to the Daily Worker,

including the English translations in Moscow. These com-

munications consisted of the wiring or cabling, virelessing

or cabling, of entire articles from Pravda, statements by

Stalin, and articles vritten in other Soviet publications.

They were translated, as I say, into English in Moscow,

sometimes relayed through London and other cities, but

they came directly to the Daily Worker.

There were a great number of machines there to receive

them. Sometimes we had to have three or four extra opera-

tors to receive these communications from abroad.

And that was the situation at the time we were having

thes e dis cuss ions .

For example, during the period of the Trotskyite-

Bukhariniot trials, the purge trials, we received almost

word for word the testimony by wireless, with the exception
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of a preposition being left out, or a few tn.r ilko

that; and they were published largely word for word, the

questions of Vishinsky and the answers of the defendants,

in the Daily worker at that time. This all cam by wire-
less or cable to the Daily Worker.

Mr. TAVEHHER. were the transmission charges prepaid?

Mr. BOTEKZ. They were all prepaid, yes, sir. The
Daily worker had to bear no expense whatsoever on this

material

.

Mr . TAVERIER . Will you tell the coanittee just what
Runag was, what typo of as organisation it was and to whom
it was responsible?

Mr. Btrasnz . sunag is the name,abbreviated, for the

Russian Hews Agency in English, it had various names in
various languages, of course, all maning Russian Jfevs

Agency. It vas directly under the control of the Soviet

Commissariat of Communications aid was its creature. There-
fore, it was an agency and creature of the Soviet Qovem-
Jnent completely. it collected material from all over the
world, including China and other places. These were cabled
In to the center, and then they were selected and sent
back to the various countries

.

The Daily Worker received them direct, as I sey, on
machines right in the Daily Worker office on the eighth
floor of 35 East 12th Street, Hew York.
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Mi . TAVEWKER • What was "the Importance to tbi* Dailjr

Worker and to the Communist Party of the receipt of these

messages from Runag?

Mr. BUIENZ . First of all, it vas the propaganda they

needed; but secondly, and above all, each one of these

articles contained directives. This is the method by vhich

Communist directives are given, and why they are so success

ful in concealing their presentation of the line.

The Communists read each article that they receive.

And I knov this certainly by experience . I had to pour

with the midnight oil over these documents. The Communists

read every article to find the directive. it may be a

minor directive or a major directive. These contain

directives. They modified the line or interprted the line

or explained the Communist conditions in various countries.

Immediately, the Daily Worker not only published a

great nudber of these communications but adjusted its

editorial policy and its working accordingly. That is, the

editorials of the Daily Worker or special articles by its

staff writers reflected these communications.

Mr. TAVEUKER. Then you would say that the rendering

of that service was extremely important and vital to the

functioning of the Communist Party in the United States?

Mr. BUHEWZ. It was one of the most vital functions

for the Communist Party not only in the United States but



throughout the world. But specifically here, since the

Communist Party day by day based its viewpoint and the

message that it got out through The Communist, whioh was

then its theoretical organ, and then through the Daily

Worker, and then on out farther, on these oarmunications

.

In addition to that, there were the oral and brief

communications from the representatives of the Communist

Internationale, hut they necessarily had to be quite in

political shorthand, if I may put it that way. That is,

they had to be brief, because they were oral.

But these were the extensive directives in order to

be able to know what phrases to use, what attitudes to

take, and how to push forward the cause of the Comaunists

in various countries, here in the United States.

Mr. POTTER. Did any other publication in the United

States receive this service?

Mr. BUDEKZ. No, sir. Well, only Conwunist publica-

tions. The Freiheit also availed itself of it, and it did

through the Daily Worker go out to the various foreign

language papers that the Communist Party had. I dodbt,

though, that any other paper received it. In fact, I can

say definitely no ono else received it bub the Daily Worker,

since the Freiheit got an extra copy and It was off the

Daily Worker *s machine.

Mr# POTTER. And I assume it was your responsibility
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to transmit that to other, as you say, foreign language

papers that might be Communist controlled. I don't know

vhether you had any at that time.

Mr. BOrEHZ. Oh, yes. Quite a few. in fact, very

many foreign language papers. #

Mr. POTTER. Wasthat a responsibility of yours, to see

that they got it? Or did they reoelve it direct, the same

as you?

Mr. BUIEHZ. Ho, the Daily Wbrknr was the only one

that received it direct, and then the Preiheit, it being

in the same building and it being a large paper also,

comparatively, within the Communist ranks, received one

copy. The rest of them took their information generally

from the Daily Worker itself.

Mr. KEARNEY. There was some reference made by Mr.

Potter to foreign language newspapers . You mean Communist

controlled? You do netwant the impression to go out that

all foreign language newspapers

Mr. BUIEHZ • Ho, I mean those that were Caaaninist,

like El Elore, the Hungarian paper, and many others I could

mention if I just had time to think them over. There were

Polish papers in Detroit and a Rumanian paper in Detroit,

and a Lithuanian paper in Hew York, and the like. These

were specifically the Communist papers; particularly in

the Hungarian field. I mentioned El Elore. Solaridad



vas certainly not Communist at all. The majority of

foreign language papers sere not. But I «a specifically

referring to those that sere. Just as the Dally Worker,

of course, was the English language daily.

Mr. xrtVEflHER . Were the directives vhich you received

through this source discussed vith the heads of the Commu-

nist Party?

Mr# BTJEENZ . Yes,sir. in fact, they were deeply

interested. I forgot to tell you that a copy vas also sent

up to the ninth floor.

Mr. TAVERNER . By "ninth floor,” what do you mean?

Mr. BUTEKZ. The ninth floor vas at that time so veil

known as the national headquarters of the Communist Party

that you referred to it mechanically; it was ”the ninth

floor." The Daily Worker editorial offices were on the

eighth floor. That is, of 35 East 12th Street, Jfew York

City, or 50 East 13th Street; it vas a building that ran

through between the tvo streets

.

Mr. TAVERNER. Nov, vhat effect did the Foreign

Agents Registration Act have upon this activity vhich vas

being engaged in betveen the Daily Worker and the Communist

Party through Bunag?

Ml1
. BUIEHZ. Well, it had an immediately injurious

effect, in the sense that this material had to be labeled

propaganda, for one thing; and also, registrationvas



required. tod that would have admitted that the Communist
Party and Its activities were those of a foreign principal

This the Communist Party did not want to acknowledge.
And that, of course, presented problem, not only to the
DallyWorker specifically, which was then the organ of
the Communist Party, but to tie Communist Party, which at
that time was affiliated openly with the Connunlst Inter-
natlonl. I am speaking of this first stage, when Runag
was being used.

193 • Well, now, as a result of the
problem which you have described, did the Dally publish-
ing Company, Incorporated, which published the Dally
Worker go through the fort of endeavoring to register
under the Foreign Agents Registration Act?

Mr. BCDEHZ, Yes, sir, it did. At that time, I was
not yet managing editor of the Dally Worker nor president
Of the corporation, but the legal arrangements were in the
process, and I was in on most of the discussions in that
connection, it decided to register but to deny that it
was a foreign agent; nevertheless to register with the
names of those agencies from which it received its Infer-
nation.

KP. TAverier. Mr. chairman, I would like to Intro-
duce in evidence registration statement of March 30,19*0,
made by Daily publishing Company, Incorn-vn.*.,*
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that It be narked Budenz Exhibit Ho. i.

IVe, DOYIE. it viU be accepted and so narked.

|a:,&© registration statement of March 30,

IMO, made by Dally Publishing Company, Incorporated,

vas masked "Budens Exhlh„ ao. i,» ^ fll9d

herewith.)

Mr. KEARHEY. I note, under Question 8, a statement

made that:

keeping in mind the answer to question 7,

to the effect that we do not consider those with

whom we do business abroad as our principals, ve

herewith set forth the addresses with whom we do

business, as above indicated."

Is that statement correct?

Mu. BUifcsie. That statement was utterly false, slnoe

the principals were footing the bill completely, and it

was -a tremendous bill, f>r these services . m addition

to that, the DailyWorker was completely following the

Instructions of the principals and the directives given In
these various articles *

So, from a two-fold viewpoint, it was incorrect.

Mr. KEARHEY. In other words, the answers to most

of the questions on this registration statement were

either double talk or absolutely false. Is that not so?

Mr. BTJIEHZ. That is correct, completely correct.
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Kp. TAVENRER. i had Intended to ask you to read

Question 7 * I guess ve might as well do it. it is part-
ly answered already.

Mr. BUEGRZ. Question 7?

Mr. TAYEHRER. TeS ; which explains a little more

fully the matter which was just brought out by the Congress-

man.

Mr. BUEERZ. This is a fine example of how the Com-

munists tried to mix things up.

"Ramo the foreign principal, or principals if

more than one, for which registrant is acting as

agent .
n

Mr. TA'VEIJEER . That is the question?

Mr. BUCKIE. That is the question. The answer is:

•Ve do not act as agent for any foreign principal.

Ve herewith set forth the sources of foreign cable

hews which we receive: (1) United Press.®

That, of course, as I say, is obviously an effort to mix

up the situation, because that was not involved in

question of registration.

United press is a commercial news agency, and the

Daily "Worker merely purchased its newsfrom them on a

commercial basis, it had nothing to -do with this matter.

"(b) Rundshau, Delta Verlag, in Berlin.

“(c) Agence Franco -Monde;”
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That was the French agency corresponding to Runag and

was t Id Communi st agency. But the effort to bring in

the United Press, I think, is a very typical comaunist

example of trying to confuse the Issue.

Kp. KEARNEY, After that statement was filed, was there

any attempt made by the agency with whom the statement was

filed to clarify the answer to that particular question.

Question 7?

Er*. BUEENZ, Veil, there were considerable steps in

this matter. Congressman. Tho discussions went over a

long period of time • The Daily Worker constantly, by new

devices, as we shall see, x believe, as we go forward,

was trying to evade this Issue and to disoover new lftgql

contraptions, if I may use that term, to confuse the

Issue,

Mr. KEARNEY. Vould you mind giving the T»Ajnft

counsel to the paper at this tire?

I will withdraw that question.

Mr. TAVERNER. Now, the registration which was Just

handed you, of March 30,29^0, sets forth that the con-,

tractual arrangements were made through an oral agreement

between Earl Browder and these various services, such as

Runag

•

Do you have any knowledge with respect to the develop-

ment of that matter?
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Mr* BUTEHZ . Yes , sir* That vas put forward solely

In order to present the Dally Worter as becoming or al-

ready divorced from the Communist Party.

There vere two stages in this effort to protect **?*

Daily Worker smith© Communist Party as foreign agents*

The first of these vas to assure the Daily Worker

being protected, so that under the cry of Freedom of the

Press , which you vlll note finally became the tmmtip> of the

corporation controlling the Daily Worker, they vould be

able to have solid grounds for continuing the publication,

which was actually a telegraph agency of directives to the

Communists throughout the country.

Kov, the first step therefore taken In the discission

vas to endeavor to establish legally the Independence of

the Daily Worker from the Communist Party. This vas one-

effort, that Is, the statement by Browder, that he had

made all the arrangements in regard to these agencies

,

and that he had done it on his ovn initiative, and that

the Daily Worker merely accepted what he had done, but that

the Daily Worker in no way vas bound by his actions

.

Mr. TA’CEUKER. Mr. Budenz, I vould like to show you

a copy of the letter from the secretary of State to the

Daily Publishing Company under date of April 3,19^0, which

requests the Daily publishing Company to furnish the de-

tails on the contractual arrangement between these various
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nows agencies through Mr. Browder.

Mr. BOEEHZ. Yes, sir.

Mr. •CAVEHHBR. i desire to offer it in evidence and

ask that it be marked Budenz Exhibit Eo. 2.

Mr. D07LE. it may be filed and so marked.

(Ihe letter above referred tp, marked "Budenz Exhibit

Eo. 2," is filed herewith.)

Mr. TAVENHER. I think it may be veil to read the

letter

«

"Your registration statement, submitted, pursuant

to the terms of Section 2 of the Act of June 8,1938,

as amended by the Act (Public,Ko. 319 - 76th Congress)

approved of August 7,1939, requiring the registration

of agents of foreign principals, has been accepted

and filed under the number i|X7 and date Maroh 30,

1940.

"Although it is noted that, under paragraph 7,

you state, *We do not act as agent for any foreign

principal*, it is assumed that, iwaannm'h as yoll h&ve

submitted a registration statement in conformity with

the provisions of law referred to above, your acti-

vities are of such a character as to come within the

scope of the Act of June 8,1938, as amended. Should

this be the case, it would appear that your registra-

tion statement is incomplete in this respect, and it is
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suggested, therefore, that you will wish to submit
furtto ^formation la this regard la order that your
registration statement may be complete la all aeces-
sary particulars

.

"It is noted that you have not furnished, la
eomplianoe with the instructions under paragraph la
of the registration statement, a full states of
the terms and conditions of the or*l agreement made
on your behalf by Earl Browder with Bunag (Bund-
shau. Delta Verlag) and Agenoe Franee-Bbnde. You are
requested to transit this information at once, in

'

order that your statement nay be completed in this
respect. Your attention is invited, in this connec-
tion to chapter IV. paragraph

(5 , „f the regulations
issued pursuant to the Act oflune 8,1938, ^
a copy of vhich. is enclosed*

"

rnls is a photostatic copy of a letter which says

:

•*or the secretary 0f state: Charles W. Tost.
Assistant Chief, Division of Controls."

now, what was done in response to that request, which
vas made on April 3rd? Do you recall?

ill?# BUEENZ e Yes , sip. ve „ .*, Sip. *e had a discussion of that
matter with «r. Edward Hunts, who was counsel for the« - a there was a ccmmunieation
sent in to the State Department, allegedly giving an emolane-
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tlon of Browder *s arrangements

•

Mr. TAVENNER. I hand you a photostatJLo copy of the

^ covering letter of Edward Kuntz of June 28,19*10, enclos-

ing a letter from Earl Browder, x desire to offer it

in evidenoe and ask that it be marked Budenz Exhibit No.

3 .

Does that letter represent the result of the deci-

sions reached relating to this matter?

Mr. BUDENZ « Yes, sir, that does.

Mr. DOYLE. Let it be marked and filed as an exhibit.

(The material above referred to was marked "Budenz

Exhibit No. 3," and is filed herewith.)

Mr. TAVENNER. I would like to ask you a number of

questions relating to the covering letter, but, first,

^ with reference to the enclosure of Earl Browders This

letter purports to show the circumstances under ihich

Earl Browder, acting in his allegedly
.
private capacity,

**

entered into verbal arrangements with these various news

(

agencies prior to the existence of a publishing oompany.

which was then registering, the Daily publishing Company,

p Can you tell the comnittee anything about that, as to what

the practice was, and what the real purpose was in Browder

giving this letter?

Mr. BUDENZ. The real purpose of Bidder giving that

letter was in order to out off the Bail Worker from the
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onus of being a foreign agent; and by Browder »s having

made this arrangement. It was considered that it would

be a private trensaction, legally, and therefore that

the Daily Worker could not be held to registration as

a foreign agent for acts which were done in its behalf,

the benefits of which it accepted, but which actually

it had not either engineered nor agreed to.

Mr. TAVEMER. I would like to read the covering

letter from Mr. Edward Kuntz. But before doing so, who

was Mr. Edward Kuntz?

Ml. BUD3EZE. Mr. Edward Kuntz was attorney for

the Daily Worker. It is true that the Communist Party

had its attorneys , end sometimes they stepped into the

picture, but Edward Kuntz was technically the attorney

for the Daily Worker itself.

Mr. DOYIE. May I ask you this question, right there?

issi a matter of fact, was it not generally agreed to that

this process should be taken? And by "agreed to," I mean

by the officials and attorneys for the Daily worker, with

Earl Browder.

Mr. BDD3UZ. Oh, yes. It was agreed that this would

be done la order to evade the Foreign Agents Registration

Act •

Iir. D021E. Ifcen you say it was agreed, my question is

directed to whether or not it was arm©©* *<» tw
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of the Daily Worker and their legal counsel also.

Mr. BUTEIE. That Is correct. I have been in confer-

ences where this vas discussed.

Mr. KEARNEY, is Emits a member of the Communist

Party?

Mr. BUHENZ. Yes, sir.

Mr. KEARNEY. He is?

Mr. BUEENZ. Yes, sir. I know Mr. Kuntz very vell.i

have been in his office very often, he has been in my office

very 02 ten, and he is a member of the Communist party.

Mr. TAVEITNER . The date of this covering letter is

June 28, practically three months after the inquiry sent

by the State Department.

Mr. BGTCENZ. When I say "he is", I mean ofcourse he

vas during all the period that I vas in the Party. I have

no knowledge today of his affiliations.

Mr. TAVENNER. Mr. chairman, I vould like to read

this letter. The letter is addressed to the Department

of State:

"Gentlemen

t

wIn reply to your letter of April 3rd,19*0, re

the above entitled matter, I am authorized on behalf

of my client. Daily Publishing Company, to state the

following: My client does not act as an agent for

any foreign principal by reason of its agreement vith
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the mv= agenoles mentioned. its reason for giving
the Information contained in the questionnaire is
simple enough, that It vas given to understand that
the Government desired the information and It received
the questionnaire Implying that there might he a ques-
tion of legal Interpretation, and my client had no
reason to make an Issue of the matter. The facts
vere therefor- given and they speak for themselves

.

m client feels that under the disturbing conditions
of this particular time, if the Government vlshes to
lmou of matters of connections or lack of connections

'

with foreign concerns , anybody ought to be glad to

cooperate in giving the information.

“In line with that position, ve arc enclosing

fcrevlth a photostat of a letter requested by us from
Hr. Earl Breeder and trust that the flung of the same
Mil answer the request contained In the latter part of
your letter.

"r°U V1U please note that the agreement referred
to by Hr. Brovder vas made prior to the existence of
the corporation vhich now publishes the tDally worker ij
haever, my client requests me to Inform you that It
has continued th© arrangement

.

n

I vant to read again one sentence end call it particular-
ly to your attention:
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conditions of this particular time, If the Government

to know of natters of connections or lade of

connections vlth foreign concerns , anybody ought t?o

be glad to cooperate in giving the inforration."

Wow, does that sentence correctly reflect the attitude

of the Conmunist Party in loijo, and that of the Daily

Worker?

Mr. BTJD5NZ . it certainly does not.

/
that tine, Browder officially was declaring Presi-

/ dent Roosevelt to be another Hitler and was engaged in

ft i
declaring that any aid given to Great Britain or any effort

-
to strengthen our national security was imperialist

and fascist. And, of course, you need oily refer to the
\

columns of tl e Dally Worker and to the proceedings of the

Communist Convention of that year to know the intention

was an attack on the United States Government and its head,

j

M** Roosevelt; I mean, as head of the Government.

1® addition to that, it was at that convention

of that year that the Communist Party gave a particular

pledge of loyalty to Joseph V. Stalin, saying they were

proud of their association with him.

So you see, this was scarcely in line with their

pronounced sentiments — and attitudes too, by the way.

Mr*. TAVEfI1C2R . And, as a matter of fact. Mr. Budenz



ves not the Communist Party and the Daily Worker, at tho

very tine of the writing of this letter, on June 28,19*0,

engaged in the work of contriving a plan which would

conceal from the United States Government the very infor-

mation that thfc. w^mranent was seeking to obtain here with

regard to its connection with foreign powers?

im». BUIEEZ. Yes, sir. They were engaged in at lernt

three plans to that effect; that is, I mean, throe full

plans all working in the same direction. They were engaged

in trying to find a way to get this source of directives

from Moscow without coning under the Foreign Agents Act,

and therefore concealing from the United States Government

the true character of their principal and the source of

their directives and information and the nethod in which

it was financed.

It was completely financed by Moscow. And secondly,

they were also preparing a way to divorce the Daily Worker

itself from the Communist Party technically, and that was

just being achieved at that time.

And thirdly, they were about to separate the Communist

Party technically from the Communist Internationale, purely

a legal maneuver for the same purpose.

Mr*. TAVEWNEH. Wow, you spoke of a plan being made by

the Communist Party to divorce the Daily Worker from the

Communist Party technically. Uhat did you mean by that?



wm you elaborate?

Hr. BDIEHZ. yes, slap, it finally vas worked out,

through the astsDllshasent of a new corporation, i used
ts say we had more corporations down there In the Commu-
nist party headquarters than, they have on wall street.

But they appear every bo often.

Nov, there had been the Contra Daily publishing Com-
pany, then the Bally Publishing Company. And all this was
coming shout during this period. And then there cam about
the Freedom of the Froes Company, Incorporated, of which I
become the president. That, if you will notice the change
in masthead, shows that it Is no longer the organ of the
Communist Party — though actually It was . Therefore, it
was to be my position, along with that of Beniamin J. Davis,
who was one of the officers, to make the assertion, should

'

it ever be necessary, that we were not actually an organ
of the Communist Party, and Indeed were only connected with
It In the sense that we advocated certain views which co-
.nclded v^th those of. Hie Communist Party.

Mr. TAVEHBER, m other words, that was part of the

strategic Han, to set aside the Dally Worker as a separate

organization to act publicly.

Hr. BDXSIJZ . Yoa 3 sir. At that time the Communist Perty
began to go underground completely, with its leadership,

Blttelmsn disappeared, staehel disappeered. There were
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only four national loaders loft on the ninth floor,

mean, by degrees , this took place. Dennis disappeared.

Ehey all vent underground. And the idea back of th-ta

whole thing — I mean, this was progressive. The climax

finally developed In 19*11. But w.-j process was going on.

And the idea back of it all was that in the final

eventuality the Daily Worker could be preserved as tr*»Q

place from where directives could be issued, and that it

would be appearing under the phrase "The Freedom of the

Press," that being a popular phrase which It was felt

would be able to support them in that contention, and the

Daily Worker was to be set aside as though it were not

the organ of the Communist Party and as a matter of fact

as though it were only following a certain Communist view-

point but was not organically connected with the Communist

Party.

MT. TAVEWHER. Then I understand there was a strategic

plan by which the Communist Party would remain above ground

so to speak; but even as to it there should be no connection

openly with the Communist Party?

Mr. BUEERZ. The Daily Worker, you mean?

Mr. TATESNHER. I meant to say the Daily Worker.

Mr. BUIESRZ . That is correct.

Mr. TAVEHK3R'. in other words, the connection of the

Daily Worker with the Communist Party and • the Communist
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Internationale should be a secret natter?

Kp. BUDENZ. Tfaat*s rigit. *«gallyat least; so

that we could contend legally that that was the case.

Mr* lAVEHHER, But covertly the same relations were

to continue?

It?. EOTE1E. Exactly the same relations. William Z.

Foster continued to be the representative of the Politburo

meeting with the editorial board* and we continued to

receive directives from the Politburo, and we continued

to receive directives from Moscow, exactly the same as

had taken place before.

Mr. KEARNEY. As a matter of fact, any decision made

by the Communist party in this country was dictated by

Moscow, was it not?

Mr. BUIENZ. Absolutely. There could be no deviation

from what Moscow ordered.

Mr. TA7ENHER, How, to carry out the point that you

have made in regard to this dual capacity of the Dally

Worker and this change of the situation on Its faoe, I

hand you photostatic copies of the Daily Worker for July

31#1940 and the following day, August 1,1940, and ask first

that they be marked Budenz Exhibits 4 and 5.

Mr. DOYLE. They may be so marked.

(The copies of the Daily Worker referred to, marked

®Budens Exhibits 4 and 5, ere filed herewith.)
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I4z». TAVEKHER. And I vill ask you to examine the mast-

heads and ask you vfcat significant change appears there.

Me*. BUTENZ . The masthead of Wednesday, July 31,19110
*

contains the sickle and the hammer, that is, the official

insignia of Soviet Russia, right between the vords ?Daily"

and "Worker

•

B It also says, below that "Central organ.

Communist Perty, U.S.A., affiliated with Coiafrmist Inter-

nationale, published daily except Sunday by th* Daily

Publishing Company, Incorporated, 50 East 13th Street,
\

10 New York, Rev York."

Then it gives a list of the offleers, the telephone

number, and other information of that character.

On the next day, Thursday, August 1,19^0, the Daily

Worker has dropped the sickle and hammer, and it is merely

"The Daily Worker, published daily except Sunday by the

Freedom of the Press Company, Incorporated, 50 Eist 13th

Street, Rev York, Rev York." Then it gives the list of

officers, who are all changed, with myself as president.

It is to be noted that "central organ of the Communist

Party" has been dropped, "affiliated with, the Communist

Internationale" has been dropped, but the address remains

the same, tho telephone number remains the same, the

cable address remains the same, and everything else

except the names of the officers remains the same.

Kr. TAYEHHER. I hand you nov the registration for
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the year 19*0 under the name of Freedom of the press, In-

corporated.

^ DOYLE. Flr3t, may I ask: Did you vant to have

the exhibits that were previously marked accepted?

I-Sr. TAVEKKSR. Ye3 .1 thought they had been received.

Mr. DOYLE. Those documents may be filed.

Mr. TAVEHKER. I desire to offer this registration,

that is, the registration of Freedom of the Press, Incor-

porated, in evidence, and asl: that it be marked Budenz

Exhibit 6.

Mr. DOYLE, It is so ordered.

C. (The document referred to was marked "Budenz Exhibit

Ex 6,M and filed herewith.)

I!r. BUTEEZ. Yes, sir, I am familiar with this.

Mr. TAVEHREIR. I notice that your wame appeal's as

president of the corporation.

Mr. BUESKZ . Yes, sir.

Mr • * TAVERHER • I believe you testified a moment ago

as to that fact.

Mr. BUDSHZ. Yes, sir.

fEi Mr. TAVEKKER. This was the new corporation formed for

the purpose of carrying out this strategic plan that you had

mentioned a few moments ago?

Mr. BUEEHZ. That is correct. Freedom of the Press

Company, Incorporated.
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Mr. TAVErJwKR . Will you look again at Question 7 In

this registration and state whether or not the answer

given there Is the sane as was given by the Dally publish-

ing Company In its registration of March 1940?

Mr. BUTEIE . Yes, sir. It Is substantially. Through

the business of stating, "We do not act as agents for any

foreign principal,® and than going cm to say that they

had purchased the assets of the Daily publishing Company

and had made arrangements with Runag to continue their

service.

Mr. TAVEHKER, Will you look at two cablegrams

attached at the very back of the registration statement?

Mr. BUDEHZ. Yes, sir.

Ms?. TAVENEER. Will you state vhat they are, please,

and what their significance Is?

Mr. BUE3HZ. One is a cable dated Avgust 2nd. That is

the date after this announcement; August 2nd,1940. It is

from Runag, stating that they have been informed that the

ownership of the paperhas changed, and wishing to know

if they wanted to continue on the same terns . And the

cable back from the Daily Worker says that the new manage-

ment proposes present service provisionally until it can

send a representative to negotiate on a permanent basis.

Mr. TAVERNER. I notice that that had its origin in

the cable from Runag.
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Mr. BUUEKZ. Yes, sir.

***• TAVENHER. Actually, vas that vhole thing arrayed
^ ahead of time, so that Runag vould cable you vlth regard

to that matter?

Mr* BUTEHZ • Yes, sir, it vas,

Mr, TAVEI3KER. And vhat vas the purpose of that

exchange of cablegrams?

Mr. BUEEKZ, That purpose vas In order to place on

the record these cablegrams to make it appear as though

Runag vas dealing in an independent or consaercial vay vith

the Daily Worker and vas inquiring as to vhetha* this nev

v— corporation, vhich Runag vas surprised to find in exist-

ence apparently, vould vant to do business vith it as the

other corporation had done business vith it.

Mr. TAVENKER. But all having its origin here in the

United States.

Mr. Chairman, this is a convenient break in the

testimony, I believe, if ve are going to have an executive

* session before lunch.

Mr. BOYCE. The committee vill resolve Itself into

executive session and vill hear Miss Bentley *s testimony

in executive session. That means that all visitors are

'excused from the room. And Mr. Budenz vill take up his

testimony at 2:30.

Will that be satisfactory, Mr. Buden2?
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Me. BDXEE^. Yes. That will enable a© to get away
today, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. DOYLE. Yes.

Mr. BtTDEUZ. Thank you very much.

(Thereupon, at 11:55 a. a., the public hearing
was recessed until 2:30 p.m., and the ccaaaLttee

resumed In executive session.)

r
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John en ‘ AFTERNOON SESSION

The hearing reconvened at 2:35 p.m., upon the expira-

tion of the recess. Representatives Francis E, Walter,

Bernard W, Kearny, Harold H e Velde, and Donald L. Jackson

being present, Mr. Doyle, presiding.

Mr, TAVENNER: Mr. Budens, will you occupy the witness

chair, please?

Mr. DOYLE: This morning when we recessed, we recessed

until this hour. Let the record show that a subcommittee

was set up to continue this hearing consisting of Mr. Jackson,

Mr. Kearney, and Mr. Doyle, Mr. Jackson and Doyle being

present at this minute, and Mr. Kearney will come in.

TESTIMONY OF LOUIS F. BUDENZ - Resumed

Mr. TAVENNER: Mr. Budenz, in our morning session we

had developed two main points, I take it, from your testimony;

the first the strategy that the Communist Party resorted to

in its effort to conceal the communist affiliation of the

Daily Worker with the Communist Party, beginning at a

l specific date in 1945.

Kr. BUDENZ: That is right; that part of it is correct,

i ^ * TAVENNER: And also a second strategy, that of

costinuing the transmission belt of information and direc-

tives from Moscow to the Daily Worker and the Communist Party.

Those two main strategies we had developed in the

course of your testimony.
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Mr. BUDENZ: Yes, sir. That was what was the objec-

tive, and that was what at least temporarily was attained.

Mr. TAVENNER: Now, we would like to know the

to which Grace Granich participated in both of those

gies. But before asking you specifically regarding Grace^^
Granich, I desire to introduce in evidence a letter from

Mr. Edward Kuntz, attorney, to the State Department, under

date of April 19, 1941, and ask that it be marked Budenz

Exhibit No. 7.

'Representative Bernard W. Kearney entered

the hearing room at this point)

Mr. DOYLE s That will be so marked and filed with the

committee.

• he document above referred to was marked

Budenz Exhibit No. 7 and filed herewith)

Mr. DOYLE: May the record at this point show that

Mr. Kearney has taken his seat on the committee.

Mr. TAVENNER: I will read the paragrrxphs in this

letter which are pertinent to the Graniches:

"In March of this year a contract was entered

into between m y client and Grace Granich doing business

&s the Intercontinent News whereby all foreign news

and cable service was and is to be furnished by

that company. The contract became effective or

April l s 1941. Since April 1 my client has discon-
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tinued all relationship with any other foreign news

services, and the only news services with which it

now does business are the United Press and the Inter-

continent News, both American firms. All other

direct or indirect relationships with any foreign

principal has been discontinued as of that date.

"I am writing this communication to you to

acquaint you with those facts, since I believe that it

is no longer necessary for my client to register

under the laws and regulations governing the registra-

tion of agents of foreign principals. I believe you

will see the legal correctness of this, but I wanted

you to be fully informed so that no misunderstanding

might occur. Since the last registration period

has really expired, or is about to expire, I do not

think it necessary to make application to withdraw

the present registration. However, if your department

should prefer that method, it will be very pleased to

comply with any suggestions you may have on that

score.”

That shows that a contract was entered into between

the Freedom of the Press, Inc., of which you were then

President?

Er. SUDENZs Yes, sir; I signed the contract with

Grace Granich.
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Hr. TAVJBUKSv: And Grace Granich?

Mr. BODENZ: Yes.

Hr. TAVENNER: Rill you tell the committee the cir-

cumstances which led up to the contract with Grace Granich

without repeating what you have already said as to the

reasons for the action taken?

Mr. BUDENZ: Well, before this there had been formed

this corporation known as the Intercontinent News Corporation.

That was in the spring of 1940.

Grace Granich was already active in it. However, this

corporation, which was supposed to do what she finally did

here — that is to serve as a buffer or cover, rather, for

the transmission of the directives from Moscow - did not get
fully functfcning for several reasons.

The first of these reasons was that it was found

difficult by the counsel for the Communist Party and the

Daily Worker to devise a means which would explain this

tremendous expenditure and the small amount of money that

either the Daily Worker or the Preiheit — which was mentioned

here before — could pay for such service.

A second reason was that one of the directors of this

Intercontinent News Corporation, Alexander Trachtenberg,

had been before the House Committee on Dn-American Activities

around the latter part of 1939 and there was a fear th,.t he

would be recalled before this committee.



And there was fear that his interconnection with

Moscow would be so pronounced that it would injure Inter-

national Publishers, *ich is the outstanding communist pub-

lication. Mr. Trachtenberg was constantly in touch with

Moscow on that score. All his books had to be approved

by the Marx-Lenin Institute in Moscow before they were

published here.

And to have him engaged in another interconnection

with Moscow was considered to be dangerous.

As a matter of fact, we were compelled, under instruc-

tions from the Political Bureau not to mention Mr. Trachten-

berg any more as a member of the Central or National

Committee.

Now, those were true of several reasons that this

corporation did not get fully into the swing as was

expected. Therefore, it was decided after several con-

ferences, which lasted over several months, that Grace

Granich would take over as a private firm or concern or

individual in business, the .idea of transmission or

reception, rather, of articles and directives from Moscow,

and that this would appear to be her own private business.

And that is what took place in the spring of 1941 .

She took over the whole thing legally, and, therefore, it

became her business, so far as the legal question was
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I .

*

when she girst began the work of organizing the Interconti-

nent News Corporation?

Mr. BUDENZ: In the headquarters of the Communist Party

at 35 East Twelfth Street, New Xork. But in the spring of

1941 she moved over to 799 Broadway.

At the same time, the Dally Worker no longer received

transmissions from Runag, and me did not have so many

machines in there as formerly.

Mr. TAVENNER: Did she move over there as a result

of directions received from the Communist Party?

Mr. BUDENZ: Oh, yes. As a result of instructions

received from the Political Bureau and, likewise, these

numerous discussions with Earl Browder, Joseph Brodsky,

Mr. Kuntz, and other leading communists.

Mr. TAVENNER: What was the purpose in requiring her

to move her office out of the communist headquarters?

Mr. BUDENZ: In order to make this appear to be her

own private business, independent from either the Communist

Party or the Daily Worker. That is, selling services to

the Daily Worker rather than being an arm of the Daily

Worker and the Communist Party.

Mr. TAVENNER: In other words, to perfect the cover

which it was intended to establish?

Mr. BUDENZ: That is correct.
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Mr . TAVENNER: Did you have occasion to confer with

Grace Granich about the type of service that was to be

given by her trading as the Intercontinent News?

Mr. BUDENZ: Yes, sir. I had many conferences with

ker — a number before this accomplishment in the spring of

1941, and then constant conferences with her, once a week,

on the service itself.

Kr. TAVENNER: Yes. Now, before going into the con-

ferences which occurred after the service had begun, I

want at this time to introduce in evidence a registration

statement of October 1
, 1942, made by Grace Haul Granich,

and ask that it be marked Budenz Exhibit No. 8.

Mr. DOYLE: It will be so marked and accepted by

the committee.

(The document above referred to, marked

Budenz Exhibit No. 8, is filed herewith)

Mr. TAVENNER; Mr. Budenz, it appears that by this

date, October 1, 1942, the administration of the Foreign

Registration Act had been turned over from the State

Department to the Department of Justice.

Mr. BUDENZ: That is correct.

Mr. TAVENNER: Therefore, she was required, that is,

Grace Maul Granich was required at that time, the time of

the transfer of these matters to the Department of Justice,

to reexecute her registration, or to refile.
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Now, this registration form is slightly different i

from the one which has been used by the State Department!

but I want to refer to several questions asked her and 1

replies made by her.

On page 2, section c, this question is asked:

"Name and principal business address of each

foreign principal on whose behalf or in whose

interest registrant performs any activity requiring

registration.

"

And the answer is:

f
Universal Press Service, 81 Gorki Street,

Moscow, U.S.S.R.; cable address SUPPRESS, Moscow,

and UFFA and Runag, Moscow."

Now, in the previous registration that had been made

by the Daily Publishing Company and Freedom of the Press,

Inc., in each instance it had been stated in answer to a

similar question that there was no representation of a

foreign agency.

But Grace Granich represents that she is the agent

of a foreign principal.

Mr. BUDENZ: Yes, sir; she does, and that was because

now she had separated herself technically, or legally,

from the Daily Worker, and it was felt that at least that

part of the realities had to be faced.

As a matter of fact, Earl Browder said that this might
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have to be only a delaying action until we could find

other w ays to obtain the directives. Bone of our own

Comrades down here in Washington bad stated, those who were

in positions where they night be consulted, that it was

obviously a foreign agency since so nuch of the money was

paid by Moscow, and that if they were asked by aiy govern-

mental department what their opinion was in order to protect

themselves for other work, they would ha« to say that this

wouldn't stand up.

That is what Browder told us.

Mr. TAVENNER: And that was back during the days

that the Daily Publishing Company and Freedom of the Press

Inc., were endeavoring to register?

MR. BUDENZ; That is correct.

Mr. TAVENNER: If pinned down your own leaders would
have to admit that they were representing a foreign prin-

cipal?

Mr. BUDENZ: Well, at least leading communists in

Washington, who were not known as communists, but who might
be asked.

If I might mention a representative's name, Lee

Presoman. They might be asked by a governmental department

with whom they were in contact what they thought of this

thing, and they said it was so obviously a foreign agency

that in order to protect themselves in other activities they
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would have to say that it was.

Mr. TAVENNER: When you mention Lee Pressman, did you

intend to state that he was one person who had made such

a statement?

Mr. BUDENZ: lb, I did not. But he was one of our

communists in Washington. No names can be remembered by

me at the moment.

Mr. TAVENNER: That is the point. You cannot recall

the names of any specific individuals in Washington who

gave you that advice?

Mr. BUDENZ: No, I cannot.

V— Mr. TAVENNER: The result was that Grace Granich was

instructed to register and admit in her registration that

she was the agent of a foreign principal?

Mr. BUDENZ: That is correct.

Mr. TAVENNER: Now, the foreign principal is stated

a little bit differently in this registration than in the

former one. The foreign principal is stated to be

universal Press Service.

What was the Universal Press Service?

* **r. BUDENZ: That was just a Runag made over again.

So far as our information went, the process Continued just

the same way, and the articles were just the same, and

we were advised it was the same, except it had a different

name.
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The committee is appreciative by now that that is

a communist method, changing the name of organizations, but

letting them remain substantially the same.

Mr. TAVENNER: The cable address was also the same?

Mr. BUDENZ: Yes.

Mr. TAVENNER: Hfrw, was it also under the direction

and control and also owned by the People *s COmmisariat of

Communications as Runag was?

Mr. BUDENZ: That is correct. It was the creature

and in possession of the People Ms Commisariat of Communica-

tions.

» TAVENNER: Was the People*s Commisariat of Com-

munications a branch of the government of the USSR?

Mr. BUDENZ: Yes, sir; it was an important branch of

the Government of the Soviet Union. It controlled all

communications within the Soviet Union, and those that

went from the Soviet Union outside, which were at all

communist in character.

Mr. TAVENNER: There is another section in this

registration form which I would like to read to you on

page 3, section g, of item 2:

"Question: The name, address and a brief

description of the functions of every organization

in the United States or elsewhere of which registrant

is or h as been a renter during the two years
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preceding, filing of this registration statement,

stating as accurately as possible the idates of such

memberships

.

’•Answer: International Workers Order for past

seven or eight years, fraternal insurance.”

And then another item:

"Until January 1, 1941, communist Party, USA,

political party,”

Now, was that a truthful statement as to Grace

Granich when she said that until January 1, 1941, she was

a member of the Communist Party?

Mr. BUDEN2-: No, sir; unfortunately it was not. She

perjured herself there. She was a member of the Communist

Party up until \ left the Communist Party. She attended

national committee meetings where only communist Party

members were admitted, and the_leading ones^at^that

.

She also conferred with me repeatedly in the Daily

Worker in person, as a member of the Communist Party.

Mr. KEARNEY: What date is that?

Mr. TAVENNER; The date of registration is October

14, 1942.

Mr. KEARNEY: The statute of limitations has run on

that

,

Mr. TAVENNER: Yes.

In conjunction with the activities of the Daily Worker,
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or, I should say, of the Communist Party, with regard to

the Daily Worker, keeping concealed the fact of its com-

munist affiliation, did the Communist Party of the United

States near the same time take action to conceal its con-

nection with the Communist International?

Mr * BlIDENZ: Yes » sir * It withdrew from the Communist \
International after the passage of the Voorhis Amendment to \

the Foreign Agent Registration Act. That is approximately J
in the fall of 1940, toward the winter of 1940.

At that time Browder stated to the National Committee

I being present — that this was purely for legal pur-

poses, and, indeed, he stated that in print, now, either in

the communist, or in the Daily Worker, it is in print to

the effect that this was a legal maneuver.

Mr. TAVENNER: And as far as actual facts are con-

cerned, it was a mere subterfuge?

Mr. BUDENZ: That is correct; it was purely for the
^

purpose of evading the Voorhis Amendment to the Foreign )

Agent *s Registration Act.

Mr. TAVENNER: Now, did the Intercontinent News as

organized by Grace Granich also furnish directives to the

Communist Party as distinguished from the Daily Worker

through the services of the Interconnect News?

Mr. BUDENZ: Well, the chief purpose of these ser-

vices was to give directives to the Communist Party, which
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would express them through the Daily Worker, first by

pristiug the great number of them, that is, publishing

the?, and, secondly, by having them affect the editorial

quality and the writings of the staff members of the Daily

F'*-»:er. They were used to extend the line.

Thls is the way, in large part, the line of the party

was learned from Moscow. Just as today it is learned

through the Cominform.

But this method was necessary to carry on the com-

munist conspiracy in accord with whatever Moscow would

decide. ‘

Therefore, in addition to some articles which were

published, on all copies of every article which was re-

ceived, a duplicate was sent immediately to the ninth

floor for their information, and in order that they would

have the latest directives at their disposal.

On the basis of that, the ninth floor, to my know-

ledge, in addition to using the Daily Worker as its tele-

graph agency to the communists throughout the country, at

the same time would also issue occasionally directives to

the district leaders through the country in regard to

the formation of a communist front, for example, that was

called for by the Moscow directives or for another group

called for by these directives

,

Mx . TAVENNERt The function then played by Intercontinent
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operation of the party as it was then o rganized?

Ur. BUDENZ: Yes, sir; it was an indispensable

method of getting directives. Of course, as I say, not

only Browder, but Joseph Brodsky, the late Joseph Brodsky,

and even ice granich herself eventually did say that we

had looked upon this probably as a delaying action until

other methods of getting directives could be obtained.

But it was a very fruitful method because it came in

every day and came in in thousands of words

,

UR. TAVENKER: Now, how was this service paid for?

Ur. BUDENZ: This service was not paid for in the

United States. It was paid for in Moscow. The agency

responsible for it was the People Ms Commisariat of Communi-
t

cations. I have not seen the bills, because Grace Granich

handled the billing, but on several occasions when we

discussed the overwhelming amount of money that was paid

by Moscow and the small amount that was paid by the Daily

Worker — after this arrangement — it was said that the

People’s Commisariat of Communications was responsible.

I am, therefore, inclined to say they paid the bills,

although they did eventually pay them, but whether they

paid them directly or indirectly, would have to be checked

up by this committee.

They, however, paid the bills in ihe sense that they
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bills whenever the Commisariat did not directly do so.

Mr. TAVENNER: In other words, it would be accurate

to state that this important function was subsidized from

a foreign principal?

Mr. BUDENZ: X t was subsidized by the Soviet Govern-

ment .

Mr. DOYLE: At this point, Mr. Counsel, .may I ask

what percentage of it was paid by the Soviet Government as

compared with the percentage paid by the Daily torker?

Mr. BUDENZ; Originally, under tike Runag arrangement,

one hundred percent was paid by Moscow. In the effort to

establish this independent agency in a legal sense, the

Daily Worker originally paid, I think, six hundred dollars

a month, and then reduced it to five hundred dollars.

The Freiheit paid several hundred; I should say

about three hundred dollars a month. That is all that was

-paid.

Now, the bill in itself ran into hundreds of thousands

of dollars. I cannot give it to you. Some years it was

larger, and some years it was smaller. But it was infinites!

mal, the amount paid by the Daily Worker and the Freiheit.

Mr. TAVENNER: Was that a matter of concern to the

leadership of the Communist Party as to what answer might

be given if the source of income should be questioned?
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Mr. BUDENZ: That is correct. That was thereason

for all of these discussions which went over a period of

several years, and even continued after the Intercontinent

News was in existence.

As a matter of fact, \ oc, only were these discussions,

official discussions from time to time, but very frequently

Grace Granich told me of her concern on the matter. And,

therefore, the effort to get the appearance of being an

independent agency by getting certain individuals to

subscribe to Intercontinent News Service was made. She

admitted to me she couldn't get enough to make it look

very reasonable.

Mr. TAVENNER: How often did you have occasion to

confer with Grace Granich while the Intercontinent News

was being used by the Daily Worker?

Mr. BUDENZ: Every week. Now, sometimes these con-

ferences would be on the telephone, but very frequently

they were in person. That is, Grace Granich coming over

to the Daily Worker to see me on a certain day of the

week.

Sometimes because of the pressure of work, or some-

thing of that sort , she would call me up and we would lave

a conversation, or several conversations about the coverage.

So that I should say I conferred with her, on an average of,

well, there were even conferences in addition to these.
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1 should say that I conferred with her specifically about

this coverage in person three times a month for several

V years

.

Mr. TAVENNER: You have told us in a general way

of the importance of this service in making available to

the Daily Worker and the Communist Party directives

eminating from the Communist International.

Mr. BUDENZ: Yes, sir.

Mr . TAVENNER: Now, can you be more specific by re-

calling any particular instances in which directives were

received during the period of time that Grace Granich

operated the Intercontinent News, and the circumstances

which recall them to your mind?

Mr. BUDENZ: There are a great number of cases. The

difficulty is I have cot had an opportunity to check up

on the files of the Daily Worker to refresh my memory.

But a couple do stand out without having done that.

There is tht CEse of the formation of the American-

Slav Congress. This was ordered directly by Moscow in the

method they use.

That is to say, by popularizing and publicizing the

formation of these Slav congresses in Moscow; and the pro-

posal they be formed elsewhere. That was definitely

regarded tythe ninth floor as a directive by Moscow, and

was such. When I say the ninth floor, I mean the Political
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Bureau of the party.

I was present at a discussion on the matter in

addition to a number of what we might call unofficial

discussions. And the American-Slav Congress was formed

on orders from Moscow received through the ^rective obtaii

from the Intercontinent News Service.

Another case i sthe prewarning which the Communist

Party received m May IS4i. that there was to be a new line

in regard to Eitler. This was & month before Hitler’s

attack on Stalin.

Of course, we could not tell how drastic the change

in the new line was to be, but two communications through

Intercontment News advised us definitely that we should

prepare for a change in line. These were expressed in the

form of the first criticisms of Hitlerite conquest on any

sharp scale coming out of Moscow."

That is to say, they represented the struggles in

Yugoslavia and Greece as more or less liberation struggles

against Hitler. Previous to that, Moscow’s main effort had

been to applaud Hitler as a peacemaker whenever they

mentioned him. First they did say it was imperialist, but

they softened on hii^ and now they sharpened.

One of these communications was considered of greatest

impoi tance. So much so that Jack Stachel, who was then

under cover, completely under cover, sent word to me through
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William Z. Foster, who was the political bureau representa-

tive to the editorial board, that we had not played this

up sufficiently, although we gave it a good place. This

was a communication from Moscow for May Day, signed by

F. Ring.

Immediately, there was an analysis of it, and Trachten-

berg, who had been partly under cover, even came around to

the Daily Worker to inform me that this was a very important

communication; that it actually came from George Dmitrov,

the Secretary of the Communist International.

How did he know that? Because this phrase "P. R1„g..

was an abbreviation of an address in Berlin which had

formerly been used by the Communist International apparatus

in Berlin — that is, that section of it in Berlin.

Hr. TAVERHER: We have endeavored to find the article
to which you referred.

Kr. BBDEHZ: It was a substitute, if I may state,

Hr. Tavenner, for the formal Hay Day message which we

received from the Secretary of the Communist International.

It was immediately interpreted that was sent in this

fashion to use under the name of F. Ring i„ order not to

prematurely arouse the anger of Hitler,

Hr. TAVENHEP.: But it was the tip-off to the Com-

munist Party of the DSA that there was about to be a

drastic change in the party line?
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to. BUDENZ: That Is correct. There was to be a
change in the party line that there were differences arlsin
between Stalin and Hitler, though, of course, we had no
idea of what form it would take.

«r. TAVEHNEE: But the ran* me of the CoJunlst
Party learned nothing about that until virtually the day
Of the attack of Hitler upon Poland; is that true?

(At this point Representative Francis E.

Walter entered the hearing room)

Mr. BUDENZ: Except for the fact that this did indi-
cate, among those that were alert through the party leader-
ship through the country, that there was a change. There
was a change in emphasis in both these articles.

But specifically, the importance of this one that I

mention, F. Ring, which appears in the Daily Worker of
April 27, 1941, the Hay Day Sunday edition, was that it case
fro* the Communist International, and was the substitute
for the normal Communist International May Day greetings.

And in this Hitler is severely criticized for his
attack on Yugoslavia and Greece. There is a greater
review which also showed a certain» uwea a certain animus against Hitler
which -as not evident before.

The week before that, on Aoril 90’ on Apr11 22, there appeared the
first warning on this matter, and that -«s an article which
we continued to play up, incidentally, with the same slogan



we were using. ^Peace, Peace, Peace", which is, of course!
the same Soviet slogan today in this period, and saying,
"antiwar resentment rising in Balkan Mid-Europe nations",
but when you read it you see it is an attack upon Hitler.
It quotes the German communists as distributing secret
pamphlets against Hitler.

ThlS came without a name attached to it at all to the
Intercontinent News.

When the communication came from P. Ring, and we
recognized it as the substitute for the normal May Pay
greetings thourgh the Communist International, its impor-
tance was. of course, the matter of great discussion,

it was understood there would be a change in line.

As a matter of fact, I know about this very vividly
because Jack Stachel. from his hideout, sent instructions
that 1 had not appreciated that sufficiently enough

politically and had not played it up in large enough
measure, although 1 thought I gave it quite a large play.
He felt it should go in a huge document right across the
full page of the paper, as communists generally do when
they have something that comes officially from the Communist
International.

Hr. TAVERNER: There was no effort to pass that infor-
mation on to any government agency in the Baited States, 1

suppose?
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Mr. BUDEtfZ: Hot to my knowledge.

Hr. TAVERNER: Referring back to the American-Slav
Congress- - or the directive to establish American-Slav
congresses in the Baited States, did that turn out to be
one of the principal front organizations of the Cos
Party?

Hr. BDDENZ: Yes. sir; it proved to be one of the
principal and most productive fronts of the Communist Party.
It would enable the communists in these various Slav
groups to extend their influence, in the first place, and
to divert an the attention that they could toward loyalty
to Moscow.

nr. TAVENKER: This committee made a very full report
on the American-Slav Congress and associated organizations
in 1949. 1 suppose you are acquainted with that report?

Hr. BDDENZ: Yes, sir. It is a very thorough report.
Mr. TAVENKER: In this report issued by the Com-

mittee appears the statement:

"Although there is no visible record of any

communist-inspired national liberation movement
noong Slavic nationals of German occupied territory
prior to June 21

. 1941. a far-reaching network of
organizations was established subsequently for such
agitation. On August 10 and 11 , 1941 . an all-Slav
conference was held in Moscow,.

»
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And then ilso contained in this report is the
following statement:

"The All. American-Slav Congress .as formed
in Detroit on April 25-26, 1942 , m response to
the appeal of the All-Slav, Congress previously held
in Moscow. ”

^ «rreot . It is to that I am
directing your attention. That appeal came through these
services from Moscow, and also the knowledge of the
organization, the fact that the plan was to forn the Slay
Congresses in various countries.

Mr. BALTER.. The American-Slav Congress was in
existence before that time, was it not, «r. Budenz->

Mr. BDDENZ: It may have been in ezistence in a primi
tive form, or temporary form huty form, but it came into the permanent
form in 1942.

Mr. WALTER: And from i ts inception it was a com-
munis t front?

Mr. BUDENZ: Oh, absolutely ity» it was always a communist
front . m fact, 1 Anew this fellow i„ connection Blth „
very well indeed, Bolislaw Gebert. Be was not only a
communist, but a communist espionage agent. %e had been
district organizer in the Communist i>arty in Chicago for
fears and assigned to infiltration of the automobile
end steel industries in Detroit and now i s head of the
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ooviet-controlled World Federatevf Trade unions.

You know that Just recently they made . statement In

d 1
“PSettinS ^ 6~S - democratic nationsand Gebert has a great dual *deal of responsibility in that

respect, because he is +k - ithe head of what they call their
Trade ° -

-at is that commission which has to do with raisin,
6 ,UeSti°” °f Waees and hours, and things of that sort.

And then I also know Mr. Leo Krzycki. I have known

/ ^ ^ - -e American-Slav
CongTQss

.
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I taw definitely, and I have too™ ** for^^ _
lie did state to no that he had thrown Ms let ^ wth

• «o,.oov, and that that was .here eveiy'nsn vould have to«^ wanted to ae tmh. I have had other
discussions along tba szziq ijiE© #

“•’* WCm * HhCTC h© now, Krsycki?

BTOei!2 ‘ 1 d° 004 tocr"'- Ho formerly„ vioe prosi-
dent of the Amalgamated Coal Workers.

K1USER - Is h0 «»!! connected with some labor eoto-
tant in the state of Pennsylvania at the present til*?

lit*# BtJDJKZ » That X vould na-i- -«.«]_ *.X vouxa nou b© able to say. Thoro are
others vhom I knov here 4- nrt fi,n ae * t00 > thet 61270 Communists in that
Picture there. There are quite a few Cominists shoving
theta faces, and tho whole tavesant was engineered by the
Conaounists . m fact, so Mich thot x think you^
find that some nonCoanunists had to get out finally.

At any rate, the fact is that the whole thing was
organised, initiated,and Bade per™ by Ooanualatc>

Mr# K&UEER. its orlcinaT «*»#»original officer vero feiiov travelers,
et least, wore they not?

Kr. EDDEE. Follow travelers, but quite I few were
CowBaiaists . And the moving spirit behind it all „aa
Gebert, Boliolav Gebert

.

Ib?. ffAVEIniER. Do you knov hov Cohort . left this country?



Mr- »*B, Veil, that was actual a publlc docu."Ct ‘ “ "* StaX1” ,s «*» - «- which, frmn tla9
t0 116 lesue<1 t0 «» «*> Army. But it was a nae
imposed upon u. from Moscow that ve Should not rely »pon
tlie capitalist press or press agencies for any official
statement of the Oosmunist leadership, and particularly of
Stalin. Therefore, our request was to get the full and
complete English translation as authorised by Moscow of

'

Stalin is order of the day, which we received. This, by
the way, was why they used the procedure to get any report
of a leading Oosmunist in Moscow complete, that is, the
vhole speech, or report, which we would print. Am wo d< a
not rely on the capitalist new, agencies, as we called them
for these reports. Ve had to get the authorised English

'

tv&nsl&tlon from Moscow#

Mr. TAVEHMES. The authorised English translation was
received through the Intercontinent Mews?

Mr. BSXEMZ. yes. sir. Mot only this one, but many
other such statements of Comsunist leaders, such as Molotov .

°th9M * Ea0h °ne °f «— • <* course, again contained
a directive, and that is to say, the particular propaganda
that would be gotten out, the particular Objective that the
Communist Party would work for. Just a. today the Communist
Party has a Cominform organ coming in here every weak and
giving the directives likewise whim, you will fina echo£a



in Political Affaire, the official organ, and then the
sane phrases, almost, echoes in the Daily worker.

Mr. VSiaaffl. Eov did this Cominform periodical cone?
How is it delivered?

Hr. BUnSHZ. it comes in, as far. I know, Just b;r
regular processes, and can be obtained at certain places.
It is called. Ironically enough, -Tor a lasting Peace For
a people -s Democracy.- rue other present agency of instruc-
tions is the Hew Tia33 coming direct fromHoseow in the form
Of a supplest to the marine Trad. „ comes in here ever
week, likewise, the New Tice- t* a.*.axne.. it is the successor to the
War aid Working Class and that in turn is the successor to
the Communist International Magazine. They had to change
these names, as the cases may require.

These two publications
, if you read them regularly

you will find the same thing emphasized, not zmrely m
'

argument, but also in insisting that certain things be
done n Political Affsirs a. . _

» which is the successor to The
Communist Here, end then in the Daily ,.teter.

Ms?. JACKSOH. May I adc a question?

Vhere dees the USSR information bulletin fit into
this?

1*2? . BU33EK2. Of the Soviet embassy?

I'u?. JACKSOU, Yes

.

I>£?. BUESEUZ, it plays its part, too. As a matter of
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^ * ’"* °f “ “•***
where we were in difficulties .

""UT* b90aU89 °f *•»«" of the Pepartment of
Justice, the Interoontinent Kevs had to cease existence
”“* a°tUal3y t0 ^ Baily worker, because if
the Interoontinent Hsus was a foreign agent it »»Agn agent it was certain
that further examination aaTwown, as I have said our discussion
shoved, would disclose the worker a. the beneficiary
and ally of . foreien agent, and therefore it vould affect
the Daily Worker. That f ;nni •>„That finally ceased existence, therefore.

There ve vere in difficulties for a vhile having t0
rely on reading vhat appeared in the capitalist press in
raesrd to vhat Pravda said in isvestia, ad the lihe» established a corespondent in Moscow and arrayed
or through Moscow, paying him something, but at very cuah

«.e supposition being that Moscow would take care of his,
but that did not give us this ccversge of the world that’
formerly we had. Because both the Kun*, and Xntercontinent
Kews gave us -tutorial free, China,, as l have stated, and**" FOlaDd “ ail other countries

;

this flowing into Moscow first and then flowing back to us.
Therefore, the Politburo ordered us tosake .are use

of the information bulletin of the Soviet Brassy in ao far
as we could, and that was done for some time, not so uuch“ a“’B t0 bUt it as a guide

- to editorials
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and articles, and the like.

Mr. JACKSOn. The Information Bulletin is a propa-

ganda organ of the Communist Party and carries nothing

but the Communist Party line, does it not?

Up. BOIEKZ. Everything that comes out of Soviet

Russia, or has to do with Soviet Russia, is for a political

purpose, even vhere they form some innocent looking organi-

sation or promote some innocent looking activity, it is all
designed to promote the Communist Party and the Communist

causes

.

Mr. JACKSOTJ. The reason I brought this up. Hr. chair
man, is the fact that I have had several protests this

veek from the Los Angeles Board of Education on the infor-
mation Bulletin, vhich is being delivered through the

United states mils to the libraries of the various univer-

sities and schools down at the high school level m ay
district. And your statement. Hr. Budenz, should put

an end to any academic discussion as to vhother or not

the information bulletin is an objective organ of or an
organ of Communist propaganda.

Thank you very much.

Mr. TAVEHRER. i might add, Mr. Chairman, in that

connection that the staff of the committee has been

receiving the same kina of complaints for mors than a year.

In each instance letters have been written to the
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superintendents of schools of the States Involved, giving
them m substance the seme hind of Information as to vhere
they emanate from.

M*. won. Does that not Indicate to this committee
that we ought c. w seam attention to the advisability of en
acting some klid of legislation to dee! with this situation?

Of course, a person can get on very thin ice when you
**ve to regulate the dissemination of information through
the mails. But to are not deceived any longer by what
this information is

.

It certainly is not news. I do not know how the freedc
of speech or freedom cf the press could possibly be impaired
If ve attempted to do something*,* the distribution of
this hind 0f propaganda, - and propaganda it is ard
nothing ©2se 0

Would you agree with that, Mr. Budenz?

Mr. BBIEIB. Yes, i do. They are all Communist articles
aud publications containing directives

. That ^ thg^
the communist gets his directives

. That is the way you
mow what to do. And you be very exact about it at
that time. And one of the greatest proofs you could find
for this that I have stated, is if any one examines, for
example, the organ of the Cominfor® as the best axamole
cud reads it a couple of weehs, in a veefc or two you will
see exactly the same ergument, and particularly these are
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not arguments

, these are directives to do things, like
the recognition of Red China. i glve that example, „
something ilka that. It rill appear first in very strong
articles or reports in the Cominform organ, and then it
Vill be taken up by Political Affairs, tte theoretical
organ of the Cocmnist and it thvj 0v * 51110 vill appear then in
the Daily Worker, which pco* out T n,„* w gcc. oar. When the Daily Worker
Goes out to every district leader, the first thing he must
<30 is open that Daily Worker and examine vhat it contains

him tha„ day. And that is done as a method of pro-
cedure. It is jUst like receiving a telegram ef directions.
He examines it. Of course, fcc is supposed to have some
political maturity, as Communists call it, and is able to
discover vhat is the main point from the editorial and the
like. He immediately calls in his staff, and from the
Daily Worker's directions of that day, he advised them
»hat they should do in the trade unions, in the cultural
organizations, in vhatever group they are assigned to cover,
and to infiltrate.

That goes on every day. That is m my experience. I
vas out in Chicago for quite a time and sav that done
every day in the Chicago district. I know that it is done
in all other districts.

Mr. HAMER. You said something about the pressures
from the Department of Justice interfering vith the
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Intereontlnent Hews . what were those pressures?

Mi?. BTOEIE. Well, the pressure to label the mter-
continent Be™ material propaganda, which vaa contained
la the Act, political propaganda, and also the fact that
the Department, by this demand fo- ^gistration and the
like, was looking more and more into the Intercontinent

An<J
’ “ 1 *** state<J to you, both Grace Graalch

/

and Earl Broker repeatedly said, and we all recognised

i

that " th6re W6re evei’ a thorough investigation the lop-
sidedness of the financial standing of the business would
certainly show it was a foreign agency, and the»fore that
vould reflect on the Daily Worker. « would be seen to
he purely a mechanical setup which was arranged in order
to endeavor to evade the lav.

(Representative Donald Jackson entered the hearing
room at this point.)

I*?. BW. Following the thoughts of the gentleman
from Pennsylvania, to. Walter, as 1 recollect ycur testi-
mony this morning it was to the effect that net only to
the Party but to the Daily worker everything contained
therein was directed from Moscow.

Mb. BGIEIE. That is correct. That is to ay — of
course, when you corns to American measure, they take the
directives received from Moscow on the line, and then have
to attempt to execute them in the American s cene . Hot



every Communist front is created by Moscow, but the chief
ores are. Just as I mentioned the American Slav Congress.
But also recently ve have seen this in the World Congress
°f thS for Peace formed in Moscow. Everyone
toev immediately that was going to be followed by those

.
intellectual Conferences on Peace all over the world.
And we had the Waldorf Astoria Conference, and the Stock-
holm Peace Appeal. Things go on in that fashion.

When it comes to the problem of the directives given
in regard to this or that specific union, well, that be-
comes a matter for the American Politburo in the execu-
tion of Moscow directives

.

Mr. KEAMEY. Knowing what you do about the situation,
and knowing just exactly how the Daily Worker runs as to
its directives from Moscow as to the Party line, do you see
any real reason or any reason at all for continuance of
that newspaper in this country?

Mr. BTO3HZ. I think the Dally Worker should bo
suppressed; not because it is a newspaper expressing
an opinion, but because it is, as I said, a telegraph
agency of directives to a conspiracy.

Mr. KEAHBEY. m other words, it is an agent of a
foreign government?

Mr. BtnEHZ. it is more than that; it is an agent of
a foreign government giving orders to do things - not mere

\



to think things, b„t t0 flo thlngs . AntJ that ^ b£en^
convenient , because It has the coverage of freedom of the press

I mean to say that Is why it has been devised, if, for
example, Moscow vould vine or cable over here, "The American
Communist Party must do so and so," although, If you er- -.na
aome of the Communist literature. It amounts almost to that-
1 mean It la that sharp— but If that were the continuous
prooess, and If in turn the Politburo here vere to vlre through
the country orders, veil, it vould soon be knoun what sort
of a business vas afoot. But vhen it Is concealed under a
newspaper, which has a very restricted circulation, and with
very fev people vho should bo criticising communists, then it
becomes, of course, a means of covering up the actual eharac-
ter or tihat is being done*

The Dallyfforter is net a newspaper m the normal sense
of the word. HOV can It be? Its circulation vas never mere
than 30,000 a day, perhaps HO, 000 . xt hes been ^ 1(.., as

8,000, and yet it goes on just the same' as ever. The reason
Is, It Is not a newspaper; it is a telegraph agency of

instructions

.

Mr. WAIZTEB. How is its publication financed?

Ms?. BUEEKZ* Its publication ±3 financed by drives,

financial drives made by the Communist Party, largely raised
in the vicinity of Bev Turk city, although the rest of the
country makes some contribution to it. That covers the
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deficits.

.

Mr * WAIffiER * A3?e there any large contributors?

M*. BUIfEHZ. There are large contributors, but they
are concealed. How, in addition to that —

Mr. WAXIER. Do you know who, Mr. Budenz?

Mr. BWIEIB. 1 couldn.t give you a list today, but I
could with a little recollection.

Mr. WAITER, x think It would be very helpful If you
™>uld furnish us, or furnish this committee with a list of
the people who have Bade significant contributions to the
maintenance of that propaganda sheet.

Kr. BOXES, yes, sir, x would be glad to do that.

I would have to have a lir'f’io „xirtie oime in a responsible
manner to check my memory.

Mr. WAT3ZR. Yes.

Mr. BTTXEEZ. I know that sometlaos when we were in
difficulties

, urgent difficulties, we went to A. A. Heller
to get $10,000 or $15,000 or $20,000. Mu Heller was in
the business of dealing with Russia. Thatis, he was an
import tv and exporter. we also —

i'lr. WALTER . Where is he located?

Hr. BUDET3Z . Well, he is located in Hew York City.
We also went in emergencies to the International Workers
Order. As a setter of fact, the various trade unions

controlled by the Communist Party had made loans in cash.



The Dally Worker did one of the biggest cash businesses

in the world. While the amounts were not so great, I don

want to give that conception, the fact that they were in

cash was the consideration.

What happened was whenever it was necessary between*

these drives to get some money, money was borrowed in cash

from the trade unions or the International Workers Order,

or other groups like that, and then was returned in cash.

In order to provide for that, there was a special

account called
Manager » while I was

there. He had the right under the motion of the Board of

Directors of the Daily Worker to cash these checks and pay

them out in oash.

How, however, i would like to add this one final thing

on this question of finances, just in my present memory:

that is, from time to time, however, in this New York drive,

there is not any doubt that money cane from the conspiratorial

fund of the Party.

Mr. WAUTER . Where was that sum deposited?

Mr. BUDENZ. That fund, I don*t know where it was

deposited, that fund was under the control of Robert William

Weiner, aided by Lemual Upham Harris , and then a third

person who varied in personnel, that is, Charles Erumbein

was that man, but he is dead now. i dorJt know whether

Weiner and Harris are now in control. ?hli was while was in



the Party.

Horr, the reason that I know •I know that is once in a while
in these drives —_ mives on one occasion ^ partl0ulap) x thint
it vas around 1943 0r tliU - v^ - w had great difficulty -in
ertti"8 h°ld °f ab °Ut^ Weiner had

^ ««-» *• sections to make loo]£
as though it vere a section collection. Por s

.ooa tto „vere in the embarrassing porn t inn -ME position 01 needing money and not
shle to get our ha-.vic __ 4.7 .our hanas on this money. PlaaU3r# an

arrangement was made whereby it came through
But the difficulty there was we did not want any big

lump sum like that coming in. So « tea t„ be
ough -cho sections as though it were 4..^ in were collections made by

the sections.

». m * w*. ««•“ ”” to «...
Mr. BUDSKZ

, I have no proof of it specifically,but t^ reason to believe so, because on several occasions,
notably once, vhen ve needed money for the Mdvest Daily
Record, which was a Communistr eonurolled paper that I was
editor of in Chicago for a vhil*» t

Childs .
111 here Wi4h

see Weiner about it. He said that it was very
difficult to give us very much money at that moment. **
•Chen Childs said to him, -What about money from abroad?"
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He said, "Well, ve have been getting it, but our

channels of eosmcnication In regard to money have broken
down recently and have to be reestablished."

It was very clear they were discussing Moscow. teat
also occurred on one or Wo other occasions that i reader
specifically. And I even remember the resta-orant on Wnivereit*
Place in Hew York where the conversation took place.

*• 1 think «*<>*• Vhose namss have been
nticu.d in connection with the providing of funds ought

to be supooenaed to <-<*«;- --Ptr —7 ln “section with this particular
phase of our hearings

•

I,i . V3LEE. i would like to ask Mr. Budenz about the
I^m Harris you mentioned.

Mr . BUESICZ . Yes .

Mr. VELEE. Would you identify him further for the
ecoBltteaf I think we had him before this committee.

Mr. TAVEHHER. That is right.

Mr w BUDEHZ
. Lem Harris « nrno ,iw some one whom I know rather

in ract, quite well. He is connected with a well-
wown family in Hew York, which is' «0 reflection on the
^ily. And, as a matter of fact, he told me that he gets
a certain amount of allotment every month, maybe out of ar
astate, from his family, and that is the means by which he
devotes his full energies to the Communist Party.

Ml* • T/kT iTYF! Vftii nn.. i.» v" * iOU 3sy he is a con-i-v-iVn,-;.^00.^1 ibucor or was a contri-
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butor to th© Dally Worker?
v

** B,IIE1,2 • 1,0 ' 1 aar he w» «» assistant to Weiner
on the secret fund that I now call the conspiratorial f„na,
because that is what- **•is what It was. Chat Is a fund of saner handed
out in cash.

For example, suppose a comrade wished to go to Latin
toerlca °a a falaa passport. act cannot he entered on the
records of the Communist Party. He vas given cash for the
trip. IMS also applied, incidentally, to extra help for
Communists. -Chat is, if a Communist needed a vacation a
leading Communist needed a vacation, veil, he got
Weiner, or for those emergencies.

In addition to that, the fund vas used for many other
purposes. But it must be understood that Weiner _ though i
understand he is somevhat ill nov - that Weiner at the time
I was there vas in complete control of all finances of the
Communist Party. The Daily Worker finances, the International
Publisher finances

, every bit of the finances of the Communist
fcy, including those of the Communist Party itself were under

the control of Weiner and this committee.

The chief acting mesfcer of that committee vas Lem *. Harris
And I have discussed with himmnny times the work he vas doing,
although, oi course, it vas confidential work

.

VE“E - “ aot ba fai* to assume, if he vas on
this committee, that he probably did contribute some of his own



*°ner, or money that he gob from his estate or relatives?
Mr. BUBEHZ. Ernt wold be very possible. I might state

this, though, if x might, to show the extent of this financial
control, centralised financial control: that also Harris

ensased 111 aidine the fencing of the Joint Anti-Pas cist
Refugee Committee. Ihat whole financing was subject to
Weiner is and Harris, scrutiny, and Harris was engaged in
assisting in bringing tothis country a number of leading
Communists, including Gerhart Easier. m other words, the
work of this financial committee was very extensive.

MV’. VELDE. Tour mentioning Gearhart Eislor brings to^ mind the name of Louise Bransten. Bo you happen to know

'

her-?

Mr * Bunsi -Z « Yes * s ir

.

PiT. VELDE. Do you kow whether she has contributed any
Boney to the Hew Tork Conspiratorial Fund, as you called it?

Mr. BUISKZ. Yes* sir, she has.

Mr. VELDE, i know that in I9H3 or l9ifJt she was quite
a heavy contributor to the People t. World out on the west
Coast.

Mr. BUEEKZ . She has contributed to Feiner»s fund i
knov.

Mr. TAVEfflER. I might say, Mr. chairman, that lie.

Harris refused to answer questions relating to his our.

contributions to various front organisations, and to the



Communist Party on the ground that to <Jo so might teal to

incriminate him then he appeared before this committee.

With reference to this Question of contributions, Mr.
Budenz, testimony only recently introduced in our investiga-
tion ol Communism in Hollywood showed the contribution of

tremendous sums of money to the Communist Party.

Do you have any knowledge of participation by the Daily
Worker in fee . contributions cade from that source?

ft.'. BDtSHZ. yes, in this way: originally these funds
were handled very haphazardly. I mean to say, a great deal
of them went to the California district. Butfinally, j
can not place the year right now, but it was in the latter
>30.s or early .Ho.. - V. J. Jerome made a trip out to
Hollywood for the Cultural Commission and the Political Bureau
of the communist Party,and there he placed in a more orderly
fashion this whole business of financing.

It wa3 then organized. so that the finances went into
Eew York first and then were distributed to the party through
the country. These finances in Hollywood readied a very
Mgh figure. You understand that every Communist is supposed
to give ten per cent of his income to the Party, shat

from time to time, but that was the general idea.

Mr. KEARISY. Perdu mo for interrupting, but does that

6° down even to the working can, or the laborer member of the
party?



uuere were
variations from time to tiwp ™ •to tine. por example, housewives
of thevorklng class ^ to pay ten^ a^

*• KEAEKBr- 1516 *—« I cskea that TO3 ..
*• BDWB. Iheve were other variations

time, a dollar ^ ionth ,

. , „„
' a° Se3?e <4u“S*<J frontime to tine.But the big source of funds for the Papfcy flM ' „

..
0ir axa not come from

these people*

*' B™ r' ®“ rea3 °15 1 that nation is" ^ t6St^— 1— . of somebody who saidtn.t tlwy^ Mni.
s .

*• «=. ^^
hen It gets to people earning, let ^ 3ay

^ feo ^ ^W6e ‘C "0 UP »r certainly we will saw twnsey, $100 a veelc, the
expectation was lo per cent of their income.

•'" sav® sat iu committees, on the „. a the state Committee of Kew
York, Where these assessments were levied the.

income of the individual was examined.

fIr ‘ D°ZLE ‘ T°U “entlor,E>d that the Hollywood sum was

» „„ —U „ tVBf ...
““ «. Ml «*«.

a given period from Hollywood?
°

f •„ m

BDIEI!Z
‘ K°' slj, ‘ Hie*e are no genuine financial

Igures ever given by the Communist Party. ^e only way youEos to towr that, even as a loading official of the Party, is
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*en* the nationalcommittee ever giVftr,
.Siven a true financial picture of «*. o

Party. I haven it ti*, a

® of tho Communis*
tiae to go into that in detail no,.- _more information at

^thout
n at ^ disposal than I could bring out of

T' bUt the fa°t of the matter is that the rof the wo4.«
the sports' UOml COnmr -f true plotures of th0 „

condition of the Communist Party.

‘

First of all this -hole fwd „
.

that Weiner controlledlva3 not at all visible * -And chea m&nv oth^n c,

«

oriie~ sources of in-coae ware not visible. jw w„ ..
the reas on t-rhv f-v,c -d - . .

.

bad this highly centralised f-„ •

Poiioouro

of v-a ,

al C°ntro1 111 hardsof fcelrer and his committee.
i ^I say was composed n-r“ Kari’iS “a ®»W Krumbein while j was in th r

'

Parf-Tr •,

23 in the Communist

««,;
“ “ *“ «“”»>» «.

.

™ •» *»* •—* -
,

“ •* “ -w- «.
, „

.

strong financial posit 4™ a
^ p°s J-tion or were __

*• BUDEriz • 1 Should say bl
" ^ ^ ^^

to the number of meters thev had7d7 ""^
oaa, and also able to

resources more than would be-

°n
™uld fee expected. Thev^ ~

sense that th*v did t
poor in tlle

r 115 “"» stances, maintain func--
say> a reasonable remunenation, to say the i e •*“ “• - —also -O. heeause itJ .by additional niff- r

* accompanied
cional gifts irom the Weiner fund and w -•tuna and by otaer re.nuper-



atlVS eff°na • W°r°’ IW always have had

Z7t7™
7 10 866 aef8M0 *“** to °n “S

bhqbc the same tima 44. ,
' “ teeps «» «PPaara„oe of poverty

enough ao that it
e°nBtentls' “aIce aPPaals

. This is truelearned from discussions with Weiner that M
a , .

iner * that Moscow in-Blsts that its Fifth Columns st 4l . Ben, „
basia mu

semi-self,-supporting
• basis. They don*t want any one tain™ *

that there is some „
^ ^ the faot

that te •

001,11115 ^ hSre
- ^ *>»'* rantthat to oecoine a diseas i«

'

.

t-eas. In other words. Coin equently, they-timuiace the Communist Parties eve-w,3 eva»'svhere to raise theirown funds as much as possible.

Mi1 . DOYIE. t tal«* .t
* tJiat tIle Weiner fund wasEot banked

s that is it rrr* v* *“ hCnfiled ** aash. They did notissue checks against it or have amr * *.have any bank record of it a3far as you loiow?

Mp» BUEEKz . riot tn me ito my knowledge
. W course,

special funds. Weiner did hav~ a Jm „a la£,ea bank account at.on© tiioe and so did ,,

that th-

la“ Br°Vder
' bUt 1 *»* thinkthat thus comprised the Weiner fnid.

Mr. BUIEHZ. Yes, Golos had a special .
a snei'i'3'i

P.clal account. He had

theT
aC°0Uat ' ^ 1— araut

Other sources, which « 9ulte numerous, more or less.
leu U3 take people worMne fnr «•>,. „ _O -i~g for the Soviet Secret p0iJe-here, the i.tut) t vm.

‘

~ SCOil rhe IWD hand °ut $300 , $500, to



not so much for

<*ot*ea , or tD eet theaZ”10”' “ t0 894

would hare to be taken in
±ps * which

tafce° “ "Oooos otlon mh the WOTk
®<»t there are many source

„„ -
sources of private - if T „„„that word, private, in connection with the -

""

private money transfer* that tahJ
"

Party.
PJ*00 w**’ * the Communist

Budens, yc, have descrih ,graphically the part that •

Ibed V£r^

Communist organs in -

** Servioes by«««*». m puolicity m promoting and «,the communist directives. r-
Gemmating

Ic was narfciv
that subject vhldh. led +

“
OU* tete**st in

011 led ro wa? invec tlpation ^
Voice of China thn

" ®hina of thehina, the marine headed by *** r ,,c , u
GGanich. -anich and Grace

tewtiinony has shown here that the possibili-euccessful financial
Ability of

financial operatlonof that publication
out Of the question, that tw

“

r,r—• -—~r~r -

areas m the United states wW,
students would be able to read thee

*"“*
aa these papers.

Ybu have told us thatGrace Gram nn
on her trip abroad told

Prl°r to *>««*
°aa, told you that she v„, - ,

iw the Communist Party 0a

0 «E on a mission
" ^ 70U tSl1 «- ooaaltteo what the
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possibilities are in the handle of a pastas such as
the Voice of china was, in carrying out this sane general
Plan with regard to dissemination of Colonist infection
and directives?

HOT®. Well, the Voice of China was cle_y a
Publication to gather together in the English speaking
colony of China, and among the English speaking people of
China, friends for the Co^uniet cause. It was to perform
a function somewhat like the Gracia magazine established
here la„er on. And then, as for as possible,likewise, to
6ive direetives to the English speaking Communists in China,
in other words, it was a Communist publication for the
purpose ofWing around the English speaking Wuniits
ih China as much strength and influence and thereby, of
course, play a part in the Chinese scene, in so far as was
possible, and also, of course, m the international scene
in so far as that was possible.

to. WALTER. It was just propaganda, that in all?
to. BDOOB . Propaganda, and in afew cases, there were

directives in it. its effort was. of course, to draw also
certain non-communists toward the Comsunists in China, English

Communis I.S, or English speaking non-comainists

.

to. JACICSOH. was any liaison maintained, to the best
of your knowledge, between the Voice of china and any
publications

, the Worker, or any publication in this country?
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(Representgive Berner. Kearney left the hearins

room at this point.)

Kp0 BtTrEMZ * That, i dontt know.

m * 'VELDE. Mr*. Budenz. what is t.b« B* y‘aaz ls the source ofyour
information in calling the Voice of China a o0 Ch*Lna a Communist prona
ganda organ? *'

Mi?. BtJTERZ . First of all *-%,« j,fact that Grace Grcnich

I— "“** i- «• to Grantch
’ UP°a ^ retoa t0 *“«"«. or the services

pej. formed to the Communist cause in China i-hr> uin China through the Voice
of China,

I*h* « VELDE , XJ}~ myir^ fj .. -q , -

. ,

“°Se '“"ersations and references
taice place?

Hr. BDISUZ. Ihey tool: place ta the headquarters of^ 10^ *”*» - «>e Politburo «etinssaround 19210 or 1941 in ^gard to theb to the assignment of work of
I4ax Granich, who was considered to bored to b® a valuable man incertain operations

.

in that connection, it vas definitely 8tated tha, ho
had performed a service „erviee for the Coawnist oause in China viththe publication.

Mr*. VELDE. Do you remember by whom -h-whom it was stated?
Mr. BUIEKZ. By Earl Browder f0?> onA•— * 1o- one * and Earl Browder.

generally was the man who made the report o, „ .report on questions
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connected with China. And by Jack „
others. :

^ several

Mp. VELDE, t 4-

, .

° cal1 bother name to your atte*tion, Isaac Volkoff, Pop Volk
hie?

• 150 you ^PPen to know

Kr. BTOEuz. Who Is this?

Mr. VELI®. Isaac Volkoff, The*- «n •„

& ^ a^- ca^- him poo VrikoffHe had a similar Dosits™ * ^ * -Kofi*.

Coast „

rp
' to *. Weiner out on the westCoast, handling the funds for the Party,

BI7IEIE ‘ °ffhaEd
' 1 d° *•«*** him, no.

X »H*t hy sojue thought on the matter. JuBt fw ^moment
9 I don ?t

.

*** D° rw recall that the Attorney r
Office finally „qatoed „„^ ^

°TO -

„h1 . „

° a0e 0l'anich to Xabel the materialwhich she was bringing intn8 Into the country throng! her f0rslenPf nclpal as propaganda?

Ml?« BUDENZ s That isThac Is that was the straw that broke thecamel

»

s back. That ^
™

- t is what she couldn f t rin im.

upon that.
ta°- ********

“ra - "*« *-«-» upon that, do you kno-whethar or not Orace oranlch discontinued the service?

'

Mr. BKEKZ. She discontinued It, yea> clr

w
*• TA“- 1—6 *»— - evidence a letter

a copy Of a letter, written by Grace oranlch to the



91that that be mrked Budens Exhibit *. 9.
D0X1'E * That may be filed.

{The letter above refeiwa^ .aPed i'° J "Budenz e-h-m •*.
9,” U filed herewith.

)

*“Jblt H°

Mi', mtouher, x vlll i'eacj it . However bAf>n»&
that letter, 1 de3<™ *

** readi*e

from the Attorney g
° *" evidence Mother letter

^ te cu December 12,i9k2> and ask th»t „
Exhibit Ho. 10.

be “ai’k6;i

"" ”**“ -
Mr. TAVEnjEH. 1 vm read p

Thin is a lotto-. -a letter irca I*. Iavren<*> „

Special to Policies^ Vw ^
^ Chief

t 4

-s~on, to Miss Grace rwo . .

Intercontinent News.-
Gramoh,

"Dear Miss Granich:

This in to supplement my letter o* km2 r™
* November 28 ,smuch as you were subject to registrar

the Act on the effective date thereof naael

" °°

19»S, x believe it would be

' ' ^ S8'

submit .

appropriate if you Would
' 80 far “ P^bihle, copies of all the b „thsued from toe 28,^2 to October 1 so that

"

- this matter .in ba C0fflplete<
^** ~ *“-
rou vlll recav?

sent us copies ofeach of the bulletin «

the month of Oct „
^ l8suea *»ii>8

“ da± 't7 bUlletln3 -eehierly. t m



No. 10, ” is filed herewith’.

)

smm. Dtat action, if any, was taten by tho
munist Party with regard to the sending of that notice of

,

1— w «*“. - » «•
’^ ^ PMnelpal <—*»« to do business, or- it because of the difficulties that the Intercontent

Hews had in complying wilhthe registration provisins as
enforced by the Department of Justice?

Mr. BUDEIJ2
. it was the latter.

Intereontlnent News was the subject of many discus-
sions in the Politburo and a- t v „

.

’ a" 1 S£ia before, also Unofficial
ui3 cussiors . And wn n .And 1, was agreed that it would he impossible
to continue it under •j-tia . . .unde, the conditions laid down by the Depart.
ment of Justice.

Thl* Vas n0t 0nly 111 to the demand that it he
labeled propaganda, but in addition to that, that if beyond
that the Department of Justice would begin to famine its
financial structure, it could not stand up. before, it Wf .

decided that it would be discontinued.

1 had quite a conference with Grace Granich as this~ *" “***- *• «. •»«
and we explored whether this action vaction, which had already been
decided upon, could have been anythin* eln*yvaing oise, and we agreed
that it could net have been.

It was then that she repeated Browder <s phrase that this..



after all, had been a delaying action, to some degree, Md
vould have to look around rapidly for other sources

of receiving the material.

*
• *ou already described those

other sources in your answer to o»,f ,t0 ^cations by members of the
committee?

Mu. BtTIEIE. That is correct.

Ml . TAVEIJEER. Did you have any other contact with
Max Granich or Grace Granioh which you have not told the
committee?

but th

VZE Z ' Vel1
' 1 hare 1103 °thei’ 00ntaots vlth them,

e7 don't corns readUy to ay mind. They veremt of
auch sharp importance that I would recall them offhand

are the important relationships that I had.
I have met Max Granich, for exarrm*" Ior exattPl©, more than I haVO

stated here, but I don»t recall all <

. „ , „
11 811 the oifoumstanoes conneo-

W * Ha vas a te<>M»r of Mike Gould and was up at
the Daily Worker every once i„ . „hile, not only for the
Purpose of business, but also to see hie brother“ t>Poth3r occasionally.
Therefore, i have met him quite frequently more thy more than vould
be indicated by this testimony.

However, nothing standing out as of particular striking
importance .

*"*

Ml. iAVEEHER. I have no further questions, Mr. chairman.
Iff. DOSLE. Mr. Halter?



MJ? . MAUSER . no questions

.

DOYLE . Mt». Jackson?

Mr. J.M5aOH. I ha-re several questions, Mr. ahaiacan.
is. x say depart from this particular phase of the

inquiry, I hare some corollary questions which deal with
another aspect of the committee hearings, and not knowing
when we will have the pleasure of having Hr. Budens here, I
would like to ask him at this time.

During the course of the hearings to the Senate subcom-
mittee on internal security, dealing with the Institute of
Pacific Relations, 1 believe you were a witness?

Mr. BUEEIvZ. Yes, sir.

Mr. JAOKSOB. I would like to direct your attention to
Paee 582 of the published hearings, or the testimony on those
hearings when the matter of Colonel Evans F. Carlsonto book,
"The Big Yankee " was under discussion. Ihere was ono quota-
tl0n 8iVEn **“ thst — Fou were asked as to whether
r n0t ' 111 yoUr opinion . this quotation represented Communist

Propaganda, and your answer to that, as quoted In the record
was :

"yes, I also would recognize the author of General
Carls on »s Biography as a Communist - Michael Blenkfort.
He is wen known to sgu.elf as a Communist. He had many
consultations with mo as such.*1

Inasnuch as his nano has occurred g nuabej? of timos
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aUrtoS thS C0UrS9 °fthe —ins. In the Holly-

1 8h0UM “* * ««»—tions on that
particular Individual.— did you first meet tEp . lliohael Blantfort?

ft'. BODBnz. In 1935 at the Daily Worker.
• JACKSON « Do you recall +-Vie. -J ca..l the occasion of the meet Incor vhat brought it about, or in vhn.f- .connection you met him?

a*, mas. Yes. HO tras then vriting for the DaHv
Worker. That is, j vouldn.t hey ne va° a Aguiar member ofthe staff, although in a Vay he was He +^ ^ as * He **<>*© review, and
other articles

, for the Daily Worker.

to. JACKSON. Over hot long a period of tins did you.
association vith Nr. Michael Blankfort continue?

to. BUDENZ . Well, it continued, x can not tell you the

m the first place, vhen he cane to me and had a three
our conference vith are in regard to hov to penetrate th.

ranks of the Catholics on the vest Coast, he told me he had
received Instructions iron the Politburo to endeavor to look“° *"^ he ~ °a **— — t. ho uas driving
through, by the vay, and cause to see me before he left.

to. JACKSON. YOU say efforts to penetrate the Catholics.
Do you mean on behalf of and for „ana lor the Communist Party?

to. BOD3KZ. That is correct.

to. JACKSON. Did you knov Hr. Michael Blankfort - and X
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ea or refused to testify before the coaaltteer thS C0UrS9 0f th° HOllyVOOd *-"*» “ you know
• ““** * *~~ - - Coauaunist farty?

Mp. BUEEJJ3. Yea tr^res, sir. He came to ae as such.
It?, JAC -J * “And these consultations the* „tiona that you he.a vithMr. B_ankfort took place in the offices o- «, „Ounces o, the Dally Worker?
Mr. B0DE1S2. res, sir.

Mr. JACKSOH. Did you ever see Mr. Michael Blankfo-t

h

6°“t^ -«—« Party function
vhere those present would have to be p^3 u»ed * *

„
Presumed to be Communist

Ifr. BUBEIJZ , Oh yes t*’ ^ • 1 »"• 3een U> not in a branch
meeting or anything of that sort b»i- t v3OTtj bu" 1 ^ve seen hiE to theDaily Worker

«

Mr ‘ JACK30N ‘ Was I’ll
1
« Michael BlankfW «

_
J-ankfort an open member

e rty, or vas he a concealed member?
MP - Bin®, wen, ! should say he va* „ay ne vas a concealed

»®aber, although he did not conceal itconceal It very much while hevas around the Party.

JACKSON. Se d-MHe did noc conceal it to you?
Mr. BQDEKZ. No, he did not.

*• «*». What was Mr. Michael Blankfert * professicndo you know? 31on >

fc ‘ BOnBB
* ^ ^ vas a writer. He wrote fc t,

Daily Worker at that tine „
^

and was going to Hollywood io



get in soiae writing.

Mr. JACKSOM. When did you last see Mr. Blankfort?

m. B0BEHZ. That Is the last time. I saw him. when he
went out to Hollywood,

Hi-. JACKSOE. Do you tom: where he was going In Holly-
wood. or what employment ne was going to undertake ix Holly-
wood?

Mr. ETJDSKZ . He discussed it with me at that time, but
I do not recall for the laoaont.

Hr. JACKSOIJ. Was It connected with ths coving picture
industry?

lu * BUD:iitZ ‘ - ec * sir. in irr- reirerdaranoe it was.

Mr. JACKSOIJ. Do you have any subseqint information as
to Michael Blankfort :s activities?

Mr. BDESE. Hot from him as such. That is. I haven ;t

met him personally as such since he went to the West Coast.
Bus I hare hao. unofficial, or.rathop official references

to Mm as a Commnist in connection with the Hollywood scene
on several occasions

.

Mr. JACKSOW. Were Me activities the subsequent subject
of discussion among Communists on the Daily Worker, or was
there any mention made of the work he vas doing?

Mr. BuIEIiZ . It was made in regard to Cultural Commission
meetings, and also onoe or twice in the Pel itleal Bureau.

Mr. JACKSOH. Do you know There Hr. Blankfort is pus -
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sently employed, Mr. Budenz?

v

Mr. BUDENZ. I do not, no.

Mr. JACKSON. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. DOYliE. Mr. Budenz, I presume you are acquainted

vith the Institute of Pacific Relations on tfeWest Coast,

are you?

Mr. BUIEIIZ , The Institute of Pacific Relations on the

West Coast?

Mr. DOYLE. Yes . .

Mr. BtJlENZ . Do you mean it3 branch out there?

Mr. DOILE. Yes.

Mr. BUDENZ. I knoTr of it, yes.

Mr. DOYLE. And do you know of my of the vriters for

that organization who are not Communists?

I will put the question the other Tray

»

Mr. BUDENZ. Well, I would have to check up on that,

Mr. Chairman. I know Mr. Benjamin Klzer, but not personally,

and know that he was several times mentioned as aTommiist

.

are?
Mr. D0YIE7 Do you know of any others

Mr. BUDENZ. Not offhand, although I would have to check

onthat, because I am not certain at the moment, since i

havens the list before me, and haven ?t been thinking about

the question

.

Mr. DOYLE. Could you check on that and give our

counsel the answer to the question as best you may?
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Mr. BCIEUZ. Oh, yea. I will be glad to oblige.

Mr. TAVEHHER. Will you spell Bsn;JaBlll Klaar?

Mr. BUDSHZ. K-i-s-e-r. He le a well known ^ j. think
a rather distinguished lawyer in the State of Washington.

Mr. D0X1E. 1 know you ere probably fajnillar< ^ BudenJS>
with our public lav 601 under which this nittee operates.
and our assignment by Congress as tofcat we shall look into!

For instance. I refer you to the sectlonof the statute
under which we operate which charges us with investigating
subversive conduct, the extent and character end objects of
un-American propaganda in the United States, whether it
originates in the United States or from outside, and then we
are also charged with looking into any questions that would
enable us to recommend to the United States Congress remedial
legislation.

Bow, it is in that particular field that 1 hope you
can help us by giving any recommendations or suggestions you
have as to what you in mind, if aching, with reference to
remedial legislation*

You have testified now at length here. You have been
very helpful as to the conditions that you have personal
knowledge of.

You know what the present law is. Have you any sugges
tions to us as a committee of the Congress in the field of
legislation?
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m
Mr. HttEItz. it would be presumptuous on ay pert to try

to draw up a legislative program. But I d0 think consider*,
tion should be given to whether the present Foreign Agents
Act is adequate to cover the situation.

I am not passing Judgment on It, but it does seem to» that the method to outlaw the Communist Party -v to get
rid of its Chief dangerous activity is by branding it
thoroughly and legally as a foreign agent, which it is.

TWs stands out in so many different phases of the
Communist Party, that it is quite obvious . That is one th;.c
1 would like to leave for your consideration.

Nov, as to the details of* T ta. taat, i am not prepared to
make any recommendation today.

1ST. at®. Are you prepared to make a recommendation
as to spy portion of any important details that you mr.y have
in mind?

Mr. bomb. Bo, I have not. I didn>t have that on ay
alnd today. And I do think, hoover, that the quicker that
*e can find some means through the Foreign Agents Act to
deal with the Communist Party so as to outlaw it and the
Daily Worker as foreign agents, that that is a very Important
measure for the present moment.

It would also have another effect, it would clearly
it evident that it is the Comaunists - or the objective

of their efforts is a Communist conspiracy, so that they cannot
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confuse the Issue .as they constantly do, by saying that

every move against the Comunist Party Is going to Injure

all Americans . it has not, as a matter of fact, but that
Is a good deal of their contentIon,

Mr. DOXLE. Why do you call It a Communist conspWy?
Do they not deal In the open and aboveboard, or do they

really conceal their activities?

The reason I asl: you the question in that form is a
witness before this committee just within the last few days

eald that he would not call it a conspiracy because they

dealt in the open. They were not ashamed of what they are

doing, nor were they trying to hide what they were doing.

Tour testimony today is just completely the reverse.

Mr. BUZEHZ. Well, of course, that would take some time
to go into in detail. But the Communist conspiracy is a
conspiracy. The Communist Party is not in the open. It is

in the open in the sense that it is endeavrlng to function
legally in order that its subterranean activities may be
strong.

I think J. Peters indicated this very veil vhen he
said to me, "Do you know the Communist Party?"

I said, "yes, x think I do."

He said, "No, you don’t."

That is when I first joined the Party.
»

He said, "you know that part of the Party which appears
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/
ab°VB “* 0UrfaOe * “• Communist Party is like a 8ubaErged
submarine . The Periscope Is the open party looking around,
and the submerged part Is 95 per cent of the party which is
'underground/' and that is true*

let us take all of the Communist front markers mentioned
in this committee is very fine report of April l,i951 . Voll>
a great nunker of them are Coresunists . The fact that they’
have been members of fifty, sixty, and eighty Communist
fronts is an indication of their loyalties, without charging
them With being such specifically, and yet these people will
even get on the witness stand, or m any other place, and
deny their Communist allegiance.

^
.

The Comminist Party is exclusively an espionage and
Infiltration agency to destroy the United states Government.

Per example, we do know now, and this committee is con-
ations of it, of the considerable amount of espionage carried
on, and that is certainly a great service to expose that.
And the infiltration, in many ways, is even more deadly,
because it is a means of penetrating the sources of opinion,
and the like.fcioh Influence others, and all of thlB lB doj
fey way of concealment.

Mr. cona. How would the Communist conspiracy undertake
to destroy the United States Government, as you Just said?
Vhat do you mean by that phrase? How would the Oosmamist
conspiracy undertake to destroy the united Stetes Government?



Mr. BUIENZ. 'It IS attempting to do It right now with
these Communist peace crusades, as this oomsittee has said
to disarm and defeat America. That Is the isolate purple
of these various peace crusades. And then, of course, by
having people, whenever possible. Infiltrate into Government,
and Infiltrate into other egencies and affect American
actions and public opinion.

Beyond that, then, of course, we have the existence
of the Soviet Union today, which the Communists declare
to be the Citadel of posse, but which certainly Is engaged
in aggression.

Its policy clearly is to carry this periphery warfero
under Stalin ? s dictum.

In our day, wars ere not declared, they are made.
And in 1945 I stated, when I left the Communist Party,

that there was shout to be across the world a creeping
Blitzkrieg

f as I called it *.a lu, designed to conquer the continents
Of Asia and Burope and hm-1 them into the United States .

And that is Stalin >e design. The Cominform itself, in lta
organ, hailed Stalin as a leader and teacher of the wording
People of the world, and constantly has kept alive that
idea of a world octopus. Inorder to do that byinfiltration
on the one hand, espionage accompanying it, and on the other
hand the outward pressure of this periphery warfare, the
effort is to destroy the united States to bring about the



Soviet dictatorship to which all Communists are committed.

Mr. DOYLE. Is the objective anddetermination of the

Communist Party directed from Moscow to arrive at the point*

if needs be* of using forced area and ammunition in revolution?

Mr. BUDEHZ . Yes. They have set that all down in the

program of the Communist International adopted at the sixU.

World Congress in 19I18, and reaffirmed at the Seventh World

Congress in 19^9 . And then, of course* it is the basic

conception of the Communists as set down by Lenin in State

and Revolution* that all non-Soviet states shall be smashed

by violence — I mean their -gcjeraiaent — and Stalin hes

repeated this in The Foundations of Leninism* that all

non-Soviet states shall be smashed by violence.

In order that thore bo 3 one understanding on that,* both

of them asked the question: Does this apply to the United

States and Great Britain? And they replied in the affirma-

tive* that it does apply to the United States.

Mr. DOYLE. Was that in print* their reply?

Mr. EUnSIlz . That is in State and Revolution by V. I.
f
I

Lenin* and The Foundations of Leninism by Joseph V. Stalin.
I

\

Both of these have been published by the Communist Party in
1

I

\ hundreds of thousands of copies

.

That is* particularly, they have been issued in popular

form in the Lit tife Lenin Library edition which is still

possible to obtain.
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%
lb. DOTTLE. Thank yon. Do yon have any other question:

Ms?. Walter?

Mr. WALTER. Wo.

Mr. DOYLE . Mr. Jackson?

Hr. JACKSON. Just one none brief question.

You said, Ms. Budens, that five pen cent of the pasty
nas above ground like the periscope of a submarine, and 95
per cent is underground. Mould it be true to say that if

95 per cent is underground that probably the party is sc

VeU «“* 90 *°* oant of those who are under-
ground still taw nothing about what the 5 per cent vho are
actually doing, the ground work and the active espionage work ..

' BTOEI5Z ‘ 0h ‘ no - Excuse.ns-. May 1 interrupt ycu?
I>ir . JACKSON e Yes

^ o- coiirtj e .

I-ir. BTttEIE. These people that are underground are
really activists in many nays. I mean, you have two under-
grounds. One is the underground of the Communist agents,

illegal aliens, Gerhart Eisler, j. Peters, and others, and
-*0 are the real channels that communicate with Moscow and
tho real rulers of the Party

-

And Alexander Bittern, who is the chief theoretician
the Party, a Soviet subject, and who never has become

a citizen

.

Then you have the other underground, if I nay call it
suoh, those men and women who pose as non-communists but who



are actually CQ»unists. A „„ u*. mtTyBrldge=j ^
e^lu, vo could menti™ today very definitely, vhom y
ta" “ 3 °f «“ Batlonal Oo^tteo of the Communist
Party. He posed for many years as a non-Ccmssunist rather
successfully.

151033 tV° are TO1T aotiTO sroups. a, open Party
la necessary in order to heap these groups in touch with
each other , and 3n order to ch™=>to elve *J»* appearance of an open
political legal party to the whole operation.

’*. JACKSOH. The point that I made is: Hov nany of
this estimated 95 per cent underground, hov many vithin
that 95 per cent, hnev for instance that Alger Hiss uas
a courier?

Hr. BOTE®, Oh, veil, I should 8ajr^ ^ lt
vithin the open party or the underground.

Hr. JACKSOE. That vas the point I made, as to the
»ere fact of being in the underground, there is ,tm a
select channel, is there not, that is unknown to even
“'t °f the *» the underground? Hov many of th~
underground, *r stance, the 95 per cent JZ the
Communist Party in the United states? What „ the
figure today? Hoir many?

BaiSHZ - We cen Bot eo by those figures, jhose
figures are those given out by the Party at national
conventions, and they also tend to play do™ their nu&ers.
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i

But ve will say 55,000 to 70,000. But around the* are
gathered, I should say, several hundred thousand communists
under discipline vho are members of the Party just the sane
fl-3 I vas

.

Mr. WAITER. And many of these people do not realize
that they are aiding auditing in the forvaitfing of this
conspiracy, do they?

*n—. They oouldn.t realise the full vividness
of It, although they do have vanning and notice, because
the Communist Instruction dcvn in the branches, is along
the lines of Marxism and leninism. That is, along the im.es
of such works as I have talked to you about, which give the
Communist a grounding in vhat his purpose is

.

Mr. WAITER. „0 , Budens, you did not understand
“6 ‘ 1 Pr°bably dW ”ot mks ^3elf olear. But you talked
about this large number of people vho were members of
numerous Communist front organizations.

BCTDSNZ. Yes.

Mr. WAITER. Many of those people do not realize that
they are aiding and abetting in the furtherance of this
conspiracy because they believe that they a« doing something
in furtherance of the betterment of their fellov man and
are dupes. So that that vould increase that 200,000
lioaeasm?ably

.

Mr. B0ISK3. yes. There are quite a few that are dupes.



108Also there are aui-fea « f-irfluite a few consciously aware. After ail
these are Intelligent people. ** l9 , they^^
Positions in universities an* scientific positions, an, are
Intelligent people. An! they certainly are awa« today
that there is some foundation for some of the disclosure
that have been made,

WALTER * BUt thS polnt 1 « trying to mice is just
this; Mr. Jackson and I have talked about this.' aile

number looks small, 50,000 to 70,000, nevertheless there

,

are literally hundreds of thousands of people who are so
Closely connected with the conspiracy that to all intents
and purposes they are

,^ “ at‘rting in the furtherance
oi the conspiracy.

Wel1 ’ thia «• 8aid: I think that is
roughly correct, but this can be said: that the c™Bt

his strength not in his own numbers, .hey dcn.t
vant large numbers, because they are the vanguard of the

That 18 th9lr *«“ themselves all the tin*
They want disciplined mesbers who will penetrate key posi-
tions . So that one Communist - so often we were reminded
of this - must be able to move thousands of non-Communists
ihto action. Anaicellent era^le of this Is the United
Electrical Hadio and Machine Workers Union, where you have
a leadership which Is overwhelmingly Communist, and a
rank end file which is overwhelmingly non-Communist. yet
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thor have moved them into action In the reaolntlons at
toe In conventions in accord with the line of the Party.

How, that is the Communist technique of penetrating

into leading positions and then moving thousands, liter-
ally thousands of non -Communists who have no idea of

forwarding the Communist Party line , but who are doing
it In the name of other things

.

This is just as Lenin brought forward the cry "Bread
and Peace I" and "Land to the Peasants s» and gave them
something which took the-ir land away.

So these immediate cries of "Peace, everybody wants
peace:" and these pacts of peace, that naturally moves

a great number of people who have not analyzed it, and
do not see that in the pacts of peaoe they are smuggling
in recognition of Red China and many other things directly
opposed to the int erests of the United states . That Is

the common method of procedure*

The Communist, where he is, forms a cell aroundhim,

end then moves thousands of others by the argumant of

a line, not of communism, but the argument of the line

into that position which will help the line go forward.

Hr. JACKSOH. 1 am afraid that I would still lilt®

to go back to this other question. I am afraid I did not
make my other point quite clear.



Treasurer of the District - gtaikup Marla,ar,i
painted a very vivid picture, for me at least, of the
compartmentation of the Party, to the extent that the
average »*><rof the Comsunist Party, „e vill say, in
District i,, the District of Colusfcia and .dryland, even
though underground, still had no knowledge of this elite
co-ps which was operating the courier service.

Mr. BUSBZ. Oh.they had no knowledge of vhat they
are called.

I*. MCKSOV. That is the point I wanted to make
Although 95 per cent of the Party may he underground, the:
are activities of one or tvo per cent vhich vill never be
taovn in the normal couree of events to that membership
of the Communist Party,

Right. They vouldnn discuss this thing
openly.

I'H’. JACKSON. That is the point.

Mr. BUIEKz. As a matter of fact, I sat in branch
ffleetings vhere serene i believed to be a courier vas sitti

6TCI7b0dr "" la the >»-* noncouriers though
that courier vas sitting there the same as another branch
member, although engaged in courier work. Presently, the
directors or couriers were drawn out n-p „n out of the Party comcletel^

It is true that - i von.t give percentages - but
a considerable section of the Communist Party membership is



not aware of the details of ihis work. However, this «t
be said: that they are all given this Oo»anist literature^ of course it is phrased in the Maoist -Leninist language,

therefore presented that they call a scientific basis
and uhat you night call the philosophy that the victory of
socialism u* inevitable, and that the Soviet tlbion is
Presented in its brightest colors, necessarily, That offsets
a 6«at deal of this, but at the sane tine the nornai
Consist is instructed in two things : one, into so®
knowledge of the m^ist-ieninist classics as to what the
objective of the Party is, and, two, in the necessity of -
vhile it is not put in that form, that is what it anounts
to - following orders under the discipline of the Party.

JA.KSOH. In other words, they lcnow what is being
done, they approve of it, without necessarily being a
Party to It?

Er. BUEEKZ. That is right, m fact, the whole
secret of Its success lies in feat fact.

Mr. DOYLE, Do you have anything else, Mr. Counsel?
Mr. TAVEENER. No., sir.

Mr. WALTER. May I ask ons nore question: Do you know
Marcel Scherer?

Kr. BOIEiE. i know hlffl quite TOll> 763 . He ^ ^ x
May go into fanily affairs, a brother in law of Howard 3oldt,
who was one of ay fellow officers on the Daily Worker, i



have known Marcel Scherer before that. That Is when r firs;
came into the Party, I net Marcel Scherer.

' x knw his
wife also*

Mr. WAITER. Is Marcel Scherer a Communist?

Mr. BUTEKZ. ,ry decidedly.

Mr. WAITER. Hear could a man like that find his way
Into aoountry community in the united states where he
vould be negotiating a contract for the united Electrical
Workers Union?

Mr. BUDEEZ • Well, that is because of this misapprehen-
sion of so many people of how a Communist looks, acts, and
does. Thatls , they do not expect a person like Scherer
vho is alert and presentable to be able to be a Communist.
And he, of course, vill disguise any Colonist traces except
when the time comes to present some phase of the line, if
he gets his voice heard.

Mr. WALTER, in order to find himself m that position
it would Indicate that there would be somebody in that
labor group who perhaps was a Communist?

Mr. BODEHZ. Oh, undoubtedly, he was drawn in there
because of that.

People in the Communist cells always call for
a leading Communist to come to their help, someone who is
secretly a communist in that group.

I*. WALTER

.

Then to all intents and purposes. in
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the furtherance of this Coiamanist conspiracy, all of the

people in that labor group who were willing to permit that
man to lead them would be unwitting tools, would they not ?

I'&, « BUDEKZ . That is right

«

That is one of the successes of the Communists / and
one of the reasons they keep coming hack and coming back
after exposure *

Of course, accompanying that, you understand, is a

tremendous campaign on their part of vilification of their

opponents , of distorts of the issues , of charges of red-
baiting, of such a kicking up of the dust that many people
who can not think the thing through are deceived, and when
they see a man lit® Scherer vho is quick on his feet and

an able man, he impresses them, and naturally he obtains

some success among them.

Hr. VAVSm. Mr. Budens, I have heard it said that

there are certain companies vho prefer to have the ue
as the bargaining agent, because it is in such bad repute

that it vould not make the demand that vould be made by
another organization that perhaps was inbetter graces

.

Do you think there is anything to that?

Hr. BCEEHZ. I think there probably is something to
that in some quarters. We must understand that when the

Communists want to, they can give terms to the manufacture*
that are company union terns. And I could. If we had time



here, cite some instances . Though that is a very dangerous
thing for the manufacturers because when the' time comes
vhen they vill have to follow the Party line in another
direction, they vill follov it vith thej-t vitn the same zeal and zest
that they can in this other method

The situation in the electrical industry, gentlemen,
in ^ opinion, is one of the most dangerous in the country.
And it is too late now to revolt, that, but it is a serious
situation. Hot because the United Electrical Radio and
Machine Workers Union is over the whole industry any
but because it is, after all, tire expose' and expulsion
from too CIO and everything else, in a position vhere it
still retains such a hold in such key positions that it
does. it has gained some electionsin th~ ’— <

,

Ur. WAITER . What would you advise us to do to make
these veil waning, fine, patriotic American workers
aware of what they are doing when they permit the United
Electrical Workers Union to be selected as their bargain-
ing agents?

I*. BOBBUZ. Well, you have the same situation not
only among the wortors but you have it in part in the
educational field, too. I mean, 1 am not trying to be-
labor any of these different fields, but it exists.

The thing is that the only thing I can see is for
this committee to continue in its work of bringing forward
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the facts, having them widely disseminated,

leaving it to the good 3 ease of the Amsrloaa people

to understand v*at this is all about.

Mr. WAUTER. if ve would criticize you educators

because you were so critical of our system, then perhaps

we will he criticized, as we were when we errptea to
look into some Of the publications that are being used
lu schools . 1 have often been disturbed at the lectures
that certain college professors give, all of which point

to the Imperfections in our system, and all of which have
a very decided socialistic slant. And I think that you
educators ought to put your house in order.

Mr. BUTENZ. i am only one ^ of coursQ#

Mr. WAI2PER. Yes, of course.

Mr. BUIEHZ. And I think you appreciate, Mr. Walter,

that some of the few times that I have appeared under

subpoena I have been rather soundly belabored for such

service that i have sought to give the Government. I

have given that under subpoena, too, by the way. So that

the limitations of one who has been a Communist, exists.

And to hurl the name "ex-communist *' at one has got to be
sort of a fashionable undertaking on the part of certain

people, which has been very beneficial to the Communists

,

because it is only the ex-communists who are endeavoring

to unke some amends for what they did who get this belabor-
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tag. And those, who like Ban! Browder sneak over In the
comer and domt seme the United states, they are treated
vlth kid gloves . Therefore, them are limitations to vhat
a person can do.

JA0KS01'- 1 Shoula llto to oay for one, Mr. p,,denz ,
that I think that the sen total of the knowledge that the
American people of today have of the menace of the Comunist
conspiracy, is due in large part to you,and a considerable
amount Of credit Is due to you and the testimony youhave
given before the several committees of the Congress.
That stands to your lasting credit, end certainly merits
the thanks of the entire populace of this country.

Mr. BCJIEMZ. i appreciate that.

Mr. WALTER. That is a great understatement, Mr.
Jacks on.

Mr. JACKSOB. I limited inny ability to say that.
Mr . ECIENZ . I appreciate that. Because I assure you

every time I go on the witness stand it Is not with any
exhilaration, even to a hearing of this sort.

I feel meticulously under tension to 4ate exactly
things as 1 know them. And In addition to that, of course,

. It becomes rather tiresome to go from place to place and

*

constantly testify.

At anyrate, I do believe that this committee has
performed a very valueble task in regard to this report
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of April 1st, for example, 1951, which has been widely
used through the country. And that is a source of infor-
mation to the people that I think is beginning to register.
It is going to have some effect, that report on the peace
crusade

.

Jkat is just thrown out for whatever value it has.
Mr. D0S1E. if there is nothing further, the committee

will stand in recess until 10:30 tomorrow morning.

Thank you. Mu. Budenz.

(Whereupon, at kxks p.m., the committee

was recessed, to be reconvened at 10:30 a. m.,

Wednesday, January 16,1952.)

— 00 —
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aa proparty abandonad to tha Bureau mad, therefore, wasted .>
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•
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.
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ant Attorney General Janas tt* llolnarnay*

*•
j[*

~
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. The Buraau feels that it ahould retain tha
$2,000j however, it balievaa that me should endeavor to
alaar the title to tha money at this tine* Inaawash aa
there la aone question aa to ifcether tha Department's
decision is based upon factual information, and In rise
of Bentley's inquiries concerning the money in tha past,
there appears to be eons question as to whether she has
abandoned the money* The Bureau feels that if Bantley takas
the position that aha has a claim to tha 12,000 bar position
would ba untenable baoausa she Sbtainad the money as a
•result of her illegal services aa a Russian espionage agent*

Ton ere Instructed to hold this money as you
have in the peat, but the Buraau desires that you contact
Bentley inoodiately and discuss tha question of disposition
with her* Xn ths event aha plane to make no elaim to tha
money, you should obtain a total written release from her*

You ahould furnish the results of your discussion
.with Bentley promptly.
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Mr. D.M. Ladd

i >lfr*A.H.*Belmoiit

IVH"* •%: « {rf^GREIGW ^AGB*TS 1

April 10, 3951

^y.;QP‘ 1938, AS AMENDED BT.SRCTI0N
-JJITEkNAL.SECURITY ACTJ5f

;

~
-1 95O

f'J ' SAIEj

:PURPOSE
^ ••-'.*>-• x=rn* 3*.

advise that while discussing other natters with Mr.
'Raymond Hhearty of the Department on April 9,1951, -he advised that an
attorney in the Department has been assigned to review the Silveraaster
oase for the purpose of determining action which would be taken tinder
the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as attended by Section
20, Internal Security Act of I95O. -

To advise that Rhearty determined that the attorney
so assigned has not made much progress to date, but that ultimately
he would complete his review with regard to all of the subjects, including
Irving Kaplan. •

6

ACTION -
. ...

J

Lff.ajv

/ None. This is for your information.
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-•'. a<ivise that while discussing other natters with Mr.
'Raymond ^hearty of the Department on April 9, 1951, he advised that an

'

attorney in the Department has been assigned to review the Silvermasterease for . the
^
purpose of determining action which would be taken underthe Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended by Section

20, Internal Security Act of 1950. .

To advise that Whearty determined that the attorney
so assigned has not made much progress to date, but that ultimately
he^wouid complete his review with regard to all of the subjects, including

ACTION
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None. This is for your information. /’
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